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PREFACE

In 1720, vihen Alexander Pope sen1i Bishop Atterbury a translation
of Les Hille et un Jours, the Bishop promptly sent them back because,
he said:
• • • they do not please my Tast: they are v1!'it
wi l:,h so Romantick an Air, and allm·ri.nG for the
Difference of Eastern manners, are yet, upon any
Supposition that can be made, of so vrild and
absurd a Contrivance at least to my Northern
understianding, thai:, I have not only no pleasure,
but. no patience in perusing them,l
One hundred and seventy years later Sherlock Holmes remarked to Dr.
i,-Jatson:
You may remember the old Persian saying, "There
is danger for him who taket.h the ti.:;er cub, and
danger also for uhoso snatches a delusion from a
HOlllail, 11
There is as much sense in Hafiz as in
Horace, and as much lmouledge of the uorld.2
In the intervening years a radical change had taken place in the English
attitude tm-rards the Orient; the English reader had become more familiar
than Atterbury l·ri th Eastern manners and more tolerant of Eas·tern literature.
Atterbury •·rould have thought it, insa.Yle t.o compare Horace, the Augustan ideal
of reason and good sense,

lvi th

an Oriental.

But we can see in Atterbury 1 s

letter that. an interest in things Oriental 1-ras stirring even in the early
eighteenth century. ·The Arabian Nights had been published; other collections

\e·t.ter to Pope, 28 September 1720, in Pope, Correspondence ( 1956), ed.
Sherburn, II, P• 56.
2

Arthur Conan Doyle, The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (1892), P•
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of Eastern tales Here appearing; Pope was interested.
vo~e

Orientalism had beeun, a

The vogue of

which, before ·the century 1·ras over, uould

invade every aspect of English art and culture.
Oriental literature proliferated in England during the eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries, and very ·thorough studies have been done
on various aspects of it.

For exaTJlple, Hartha Pike Conant published in

1908 The Oriental 'rale in Engla.11d in the Eighteenth Century, rrhich deals
exclusively with prose fiction.

And Edna Osborne produced a monograph in

1916 en·t ;itled Oriental Diction and Theme in English Verse, 1740-1840. I
am indebted ·to both of these works and to others, bu·t; I should point out
that I have attempted

somethin~

different from vrhat has been done in

previous si:.udies of ·this subject. 'fhe aim of this thesis is ·to indicate
the influence of Orientalism upon the various literary

~enres

in the

eighteenth and early ninel:.eent.h centuries; I have tried to present a
total picture of the vogue of Orientalism, and to shm.; how the change in
attitude towards the Orient vrhich took place in ei:shteent.h-century England
1-ras reflected in the literature. Tb..is thesis is thus broader in scope
than Conant 1 s and Osborne's rather specialized studies.
I have received a great deal of help from many people.

To the

staff of the Memorial University JJibrary, who frequently inconvenienced
themselves on my behalf, I 01-1e an enormous debt.

I 1-ri.sh to thank

Professor A.G. Baugh of the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia and
Professor Hichael Boot,h of the Royal I·:ilitary College , Kingsi:.on, Ontario,
for cU1SHering my enquiries.

I have had useful conversa tions 1-ri.th Dr. D.G.

Pitt; and Dr • .'\..A. Nacdonald of f.Jemorial University 's Enr,lish Department,
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bo·i:.h of 1-1hom have generously lenG me books.

I am thankful also for

funds eranted to me b<J the University authorHies.

I am grateful to

Hiss I·Iarian Atkinson of the Library staff for agreeing to undertake the
typing of t.his thesis.

The Hhole curious subject of Orientalism was

brought to my attention in a course on eighteenth-century literature given
by Dr. Patrick 0 1Flaherty in 1965-66.

He has supervised my labours from

the beginning and made numerous sugr,:;es t.ions for improvement.

He has

zenerously lent me books and made himself available to me at all times.
I thank him.

R.G.R.
l'1emorial University of Neufoundland
17 Harch 1968.

Chapter One

The Impact of a Culture

Southern Asia, in general, is the seat of
a1v.ful images and associations. As the
cradle of the human race, if on no other
ground, it would have a dim, reverential
feeling connected with it •••• The mere
antiquity of Asiatic things, of their
institutions, histories, above all, of
their mythologies, &c., is so impressive,
that to me the vast age of the race and
name overpowers the sense of youth in the
individual.

- Thomas de Quincey, Confessions
of an English Opium-Eater (1821)

To assess the nature and degree of "influence" exerted by one
literature or culture upon another is indeed a delicate undertaking.
A prolonged and close historical con·bact is clearly not necessary; nor
does it seem to matter whether, historically, relations have been
friendly or hostile. The most important single condition appears to
be a receptivity on one or both sides - an implied recognition of the
other's superiority or desirability in one or another field.

Euro~ean

receptivity to Oriental literary and cultural modes has been fitful
in comparison with, say, the steady permeation of vlestern life by Latin

and Greek influences.

Instead, the literary taste of Europe was

attracted to those elements of Eastern literature of which the germ

- - - - - -····-·····---·-·-···· · ·
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already existed, or had begun to develop in a tentative way, in European
thought and letters. 1 In such cases, the Orienl;al elements helped to
determine the Hay in which the European movement, already begun, should
proceed.

The fondness 1-rhich English people began to shorr for the Orient

was merely one manifestation of the movement tovTards the cultural and
literary phenomenon lve call Romanticism. A fondness for the Orient was
clearly shcnm during the course of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries · and 1ve are concerned here with its manifestations in literature
between 1707, when the first English translation of the Arabian Rights 1
Entertainments appeared, and 1824, the publication date of James Horier's
picaresque story The Adventures of Hajji Baba of Ispahan.
But first it 1vill be profitable to consider the position of the
Orient and the Oriental in the English mind prior to the eighteenth
century. To paraphrase Chaucer, merchants are the fathers of tidings
and tales2 and the wallets of shipmen and pilgrims are full of lies.3
England made contact rri th

th~

East 1-1hile seeking to establish ·crade

routes to the Mongol empirr. in the sixteenth century and therefore the
first uritten accounts of the East available to the English reader rrere
composed by the early merchant-travellers and by missionaries seeking
to convert the nerrly-discovered peoples. Of course, Englishmen had been
conscious of the East ever since the discoveries of Marco Polo were made
public in the early fourteenth century. Polo established a tradition of

1see H.A.R. Gihb, "Literature", in The Legacy of Islam (1931), edd. Sir
Thomas Arnold and Alfred Guillaume, p. 181.
~he Prologe of the Hannes 'rale of La1-re, 11. 127-130.
~he House of Fame, 11.

------,···--··-···-·-
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-3eXRggeration, usually in the form of fabulous numbers, so that subsequent
1v.riters felt justified in describing the Orient in round figures of
enormous proportions. Polo had given such details as twelve thousand
bridges in a city and t1-1elve thousand, seven hundred islands in an area,
and his successors kept the tradition of exaggeration very much alive.
Among the other

-~ravel

accounts read in England were the voyage of John

of Plano Carpini, an Italian, to the Great Khan 1 s court ( 1246) and that
of Friar Odoric of Porpenone (a native of Friuli at the head of the
Adriatic Sea), who set out to convert the Hongols in 1323. Perhaps the
writers of these numerous travel narratives seriously intended to be
factual, but too often they drifted aHay into exoticism and fancy. By
far the most popular of the travellers' accounts was the Voyages and
Travels of Sir John Handeville, a synthesis of fables and wonders published
in England in 1499. The book purports to be a description of the author 1 s
journeys in the East, but it amounts to nothing more than a compilation
of earlier accounts, especially those of Friar Odoric. Voyages and
Travels must be one of the most successful literary frauds of all time.
But it Has also the most popular travel book for generations after
Mandeville's time. By the end of the seventeenth century it had gone
through nine Enelish editionso
With the fall of the Mongol dynasty in 1368, China's relations with
the \'Jest 1-1ere severed, but Europe did not forget the 1-realth to be found
in the East.

In England, interest in the rich silk and spice trade

continued to be keen and English voyagers made a succession of attempts
to reach the Orient by a sea route. As early as 1497 the Italian mariner

...

.w.....a-••••••~~-~~--:--~---~---··-··-- :------~-~ --~~--.--··----·· ---··---·- ---~-----~---~
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-4John Cabot, attracted by the value of the Oriental trade, sailed from
Bristol in search of a Northwest Passage to the Orient. The sixteenth
century produced an abundance of adventurers v!illing to do the same among them Cabot's son Sebastian (1553), Sir Hugh Willoughby (1553),
Frobisher (1560), and Anthony Jenkinson (1565). By 1600 the British
East India Company had been organized and British merchant-travellers
1-l'ere attempting to expand the lucrative Eastern t.rade. The chronicles of
these men, more realistic and dependable than those of
predecessors, 1-rere assembled in

HaklllY'~'s

}~deville

and his

Principall Navigations, Voiages,

and Discoveries of the English Nation (1589) and 1-1ere therefore brought
before a wide audience. Generally spealdng, in this literature China
was no more than a small piece in the mosaic of a rapidly expanding 1mrld.
Beyond an enthusiasm for its commercial prospects and stable form of
government, China enjoyed no perceptible vogue in Elizabethan and early
Stuart England,4 and neither did Arabia, Persia, Turkey or any other
Oriental nationality.
This does not mean that the Oriental was completely ignored. On
the Elizabethan stage, at least, Orientals could be found addressing the
theatre-goersl Handeville had called the Tartars "foul folk and evil
kind". Hakluyt, had dravm attention to the narrm-1 eyes and flat nose of
the Oriental. Now, in the Elizabethan and Stuart periods, these people

4see \Villiam W. Appleton, A Cycle of Cathay (1951), p. 19.
5rn "The Oriental in Eli za.bethan Drruna", Hod ern Philology, XII ( 1915),
p. 423 ff., Louis Wann states that of the forty-seven plays examined
by him, Hoors appeared in eighteen and Turks in thirty-one. India and
China are not mentioned.
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-5became symbols of ur;liness. 1,Ti th the popular idea of the trickery and
treachery of the Turks went the notion of their sensuality and
lasciviousness.6 Some of the epithets used of Turks and Tartars,
the favoured targets, were:
"treacherous",

11 inhuman11 ,

11 barbarous 11 ,

11 impious 11 ,

11 cruel11 ,

11 tyrannous 11 ,

11 pitiless 11 ,
11 brutish11 ,

11 deceitful11 ,

and 11 bestial11 .7

According to their roles in Elizabethan dramas, torture and cannibalism
seem to have been their chief diversions.

Perhaps no other hero in

Elizabethan drama epitomizes this kind of Oriental more than Harlowe 1 s
'i 'amburlaine.

In Part One of Tamburlaine the Great (1590), Tamburlaine,

the Scythian shepherd-robber, conquers the Turkish emperor, Bajazet, and
le<J.ds him abou·t imprisoned in a cage, coading him and his empress, Zabina,
;dth cruel taunts until they dash out their brains against the bars of
the cage. Neander makes the follot·ling commentary on ·rartars:
Then having passed Annenian deserts noi·r ,
And pitched our tents under the Georgian hills,
i:il1ose tops are covered ;dth Tartarian thieves,
That lie in ambush, waiting for a prey,
'Jho.t should -vre do but bid them battle straight,
And rid the world of those detested troops?l:l
In ·Hebster' s \·Jhite Devil (1612), Vittoria contrasts the uncivilized
Tartar vrith the Christian:
You shame your ;dt and Judgement
To call it so; 1.fuat, is my just defence
By him that is Icy' Judge cal'd impudence?
Let mee appeale then from this Christian Cm.u -t
·ro the uncivill Tartar.9

6see Samuel c. Chew, The Crescent and the Rose (1965), P• 144 ff. for
manifestations of these notions in English language and society at this time.
7see Robert R. Ca;-rley, The Voyagers and Elizabethan Drama (1938), P• 191.

8Harlmve, l'amburlaine the Great, Part One, II, ii, 11. lh-19.
~'Jebster, 'rhe White Devil, III, II, 11. 129-133.

-1
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Hassine;er, in The Great Duke of Florence (1636) used the v1ords n•r artar"
and "carmiball' synonymously. Lidia asks:
1'lliat rugged Tartar
Or cannibal, though bathed in human gore,
But, looking on your sweetness, would forget
His cruel nature, and let fall hii weapon,
Though then aimed at your throat? 0
Besides this, the Tartar or Turk was a convenient example of the ugly
and grotesque for the Eliaabethan playwright.

In the following passage

from Dekker's Honest vrhore (1604) are references to the ugliness of the
Tartar as well as to the cruelty of the Turk. Hippolito says:
For gold and sparkling iewels, (if he can)
Youle let a Iewe get you with christian:
Be he a Hoore, a Tartar, tho his face
Look vglier than a dead mans scull,
Could the diuel put on a humane shape,
If his purse shake out crownes, vp then he gets,
Whores rTill be rid to hell with golden bits:
So that y 1are crueller then Turkes, for they
Sell Christians onely, you sell your selues away. 11
There are many indications that Shakespeare was subject to the same mass
prejudices and popular notions.

In The Merchant of Venice (1598), the

Duke of Venice likens Shylock 1 s unrelenting attitude toNards Antonio to
the "rough hearts" of Turks and Tartars:
Forgive a moiety of the principal;
Glancing an eye of pity on his losses,
That have of late so huddled on his back,
Enow to press a royal merchant down
And pluck commiseration of his s·tate
From brassy bosoms and rough hearts of flint,
From stubborn Turks and Tartarsi never train 1d
To offices of tender courtesy. 2

1

~assinger, The Great Duke of Florence, V, iii, 11. 60-64.

11Dekker, The Honest vlhore, Part One, II, i, 11. 337-345.
12The Merchant of Venice, IV, i, 11. 26-33. All quotations from Shakespeare's
plays in this chapter are taken from The Complete Works of Shakespeare
(1961), ed. Hardin Craig.
~

---·
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-7The epithet "flinty" occurs again in All's Well That Ends \-Jell (1623),
where Helena says of the Duke of Florence:
Time l·ras, I did him a desired office,
Dear almost as his life; l-Thich gratitude
Through flinty Tar~ar' s bosom would peep forth,
And ans-vrer, thanks • • .13
In The Merry Wives of Windsor (1602), a host in the Gate Inn uses a
convenient pejorative term in speaking to Falstaff about Simple:
a Bohemian-Tartar tarries the coming down of thy fat woman.
descend, bully, let her descend; m:y chambers are honourable.

11 Here 1 s

Let her
Fii1"14

The ugliness of the Turk and Tartar, as described by Hakluyt, is mentioned
by the Third vTitch in Hacbeth (1623) in a litany of horror:
Scale of dragon, tooth of wolf
'lvi tch 1 s mummy, maw and gulf
Of the ravin'd salt-se~ shark,
Root of hemlock, digg'd i' the dark;
Liver of blaspheming Jew,
Gall of goat, and slips of yeu
S1iver 1 d in the moon's eclipse;
Nose of Tu:rk and Tartar 1 s lips;
Finger of birth-strangled babe ~
Ditch-deliver 1 d by a drab ••• 1/
These prejudiced notions about certain Oriental types have provided
the English language vdt,h terms of abuse or mild disapprobation.

The

phrase "to turn Turk", meaning to degenerate in one of various lfays, recurs
t.hroughout seventeenth-century drama. 16 For example, in Hassinger 1 s

1 3m's Hell That Ends \vell, IV, iv, 11.
14The 1~erry Hives of Windsor, IV,

v,

5-8.

11. 21-23.

lSnacbeth, IV, i, 11. 22-31.
16see vl.G. Rice, "'ro 'r urn Turk", Hodern Language Not.es, XLVI (1931),

-
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-8Renegade (1630) the follm-Ting exchange takes place:
Paulina:
Gazet:

• I will turn 'f urk.
I·Iost of your tribe do so,
lvhen they begin to uhore .17

As mentioned above, the Chinese did not figure prominently in Elizabethan
and Jacobean drama; hmv-ever, certain prejudices about the Chinese 1-rere
current.

An indication of this is the rrord 11Cataian11 , •·rhich the Ne1-1

English Dictionary glosses as a variant of 11 Cathaian 11 , meaning a man of
Cathay or China.

But its secondary meaning is given as

11 a

thief,

scoundrel, blackguard", and this meaning made the word a convenient term of
abuse for Elizabetl:om dramatists.

In a speech by Sir ·roby Belch in Twelfth

Pir.:ht (1623) it is included •·Tith o·ther objects of scorn:

11 Hy

Cataian, we are politicians, Nalvolio 1 s a Peg-a-Ramsey, and
men be ue. 1

Am I not consanguineous?

1

am I not of her blood.?

lady's a

;r hree merry
Tillyvally.

Ladyl 11 18 And in The l'Ierry ~'lives of ~l[indsor, as Page and Ford discuss
Falstaff, the 1-1ords 11 rogue 11 and 11 Ca·taian 11 may be taken to be synonymous:

pp. 153,154. Hany people will be familiar 1-Tith oiiher phrases Hhich include
references to Turks and Tartars; these ignorant notions seem to have been
tr~'lsmitted to us.
In some areas, 11 an old Tartar" is an elderly, tiresome
11
person and a young Tartar (Turk) 11 is a mischievous child. The Oxford
Dictionary of English Proverbs explains that the phrase 11 to catch a 1'artar 11
means 11 to get hold of one 1-1ho can neither be controlled nor got, rid of, or
-vrho uroves to be too formidable". There are numerous other references to
Tarli~s in A Dictionary of American Proverbs and Proverbial Phrases.
1 7r·iassinger, Renegade, V, iii.

lBrwelfth Night, II, iii, 11. 80-83.

-9-

Ford. I will seek out Falstaff.
Page. I never heard such a drawling, affecting rogue.
Ford. If I do find it: well.
Page. I will not believe such a Cataian, though the priest
o 1 the toml conunerlded him for a true man. 19
These are strong words, and probably the prejudices from which they arose
were caused by lack of lmowledge. Information about China was derived
from the coloured narratives of voyagers, chiefly those printed in
Hakluyt 1 s Principall Navigations and Samuel Purchas •s Pilgrimage ( 1613),
and these ;rere far from precise.
Such

fac·~ual

errors are compounded in literary works. In John

Fletcher's Spanish Curate (1624), the follmfing exchange occurs:
Lopez. From Nova Hispania, or some part remote, sir;
You look like travelled men. May be, some old friends,
That happily I have forgot; some signiors
In China or Cataya; some companions Diego. In the Mogul's court, or elsewhere.20
Lopez does not realize that China and Cathay are the same place. These
are simply convenient terms which he grasps in search of a nebulous,
farat·Tay place. Another interested reader of Eastern voyages was Hilton,
who, in Paradise Lost (1667), presents a gorgeous passage of magnificent
names probably gleaned from Purchas and Hakluyt. The passage describes the
vision granted Adam 11 To she1v him all Earths Kingdomes and thir Glory":

l9The Merry Wives of 1-Jindsor, II, i, 11. 144-150.
2Drletcher, The Spanish Curate, III, ii, 11. 202-207.
'•
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His Eye might there command wherever stood
City of old or modern Fame, the Seat
Of mightiest Empire, from the destind Halls
of Cambalu, seat of Cathaian Can
.And Samarchand by Oxus, ·remirs Throne,
To Paquin, of Sinaean-Kings, and thence
To Agra and Lahor of great Hogul
Down to the golden Chersonese, or where
The Persian in Ecbatan sate, or since
In Hispahan, or where the Russian Ksar
In Mosco, or the Sultan in Bizance ••• 21
The influence of travel narratives on Hilton is further exhibited in
his little known Brief History of Moscovia (1682). In the preface to
this work he admits that '1'1(1hat was scatter'd in many Volumes, and
observ'd at several times by Eye-vdtnesses, with no cursory pains I laid
together, to save the Reader a far longer travaile of wandering through
so many desert Authours; who yet with some delight drew me after them,
from the eastern bounds of RUSSIA, to the Halls of CATILo\Y. • •n Hilton
used Hakluyt and Purchas as sources but was also indebted to the writings
of such adventurers as Chancellor, Jenkinson, Willoughby, and Randolfe
And also:

In addition to his contemporaries, Heylyn and Richard
Knolles and George Sandys, one in his Cosmographie, especially,
the second in his history of the Turks, and the third in an
interesting record of Oriental travel, were not without influence.
In them Hilton found the old knowledge of the ancients supplemented by newly acquired facts and seasoned with interesting
gossip and conjecture.22

21Paradise Lost, Book XI, 11. 385-395. These place names and the names of
the rulers are more or less correct. However, ~lilton has trouble with "the
destind Walls of Ca.mbalu, seat of Cathaian Can 11 and "Paquin, of Sinaean
Kings". 11 Paquin11 is Peiping and "Sinaean" means "Chinese''. He incorrectly
distinguishes Paquin from Cambalu and separates 11 Cathay11 from 11 China11 , which
are Nongol and Chinese names for the same country.
22Elbert N.s. Thompson, "Milton 1 s Knot.vledge of Geography", Studies in
Philology, XVI (1919), p. lSS.

- 1
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-11The use of 11 interesting gossip and conjecture 11 forces us to deny
these sources our complete faith.

Ho"I'Tever, other indications in literature

shm·r that ~nglisbrnen were beginning to form accurate ideas about Eastern

culture in the seventeenth century.

One of these 1-ras a familiarity "1-r.ith

cbinaware dishes and pottery, wJ1..ich were to become prized artifacts in
the eie;hteenth century.

One of the first references to tl1is is in Heasure

for Heasure (1623), uhere Pompey says: "Sir, she came in great mth child;
and longing, saving you honour's reverence, for ste1v 1d prunes; sir, 1v-e had
but tuo in the house, lvhich at that very distant time stood, as it t·rere,
in a fruit dish, a dish of some threepence; your honours have seen such
dishes; they are not China dishes, but very good dishes 11 .23 John Donne
says that "men of China, 'after an ages stay,/ Do take up Porcelane, >·There
they buried Clay" .24 And follo-.;.ring Duncan 1 s murder, Lady Hac beth demonstratP.s an awareness of the luxuriant perfumes of the East in the phrase
"all the perfumes of Arabia "1-r.i.ll not sueeten this little hand". 25

One

of the first occasions on "1-Thich lre find the highly commercial Eastern
product, tea, mentioned is in Pepys's diary.

In his entry for 25 September

1660 he mal{es only a passing remark. about it - almost absentmindedly.
him, it is still an expensive curiosity:

11 I

To

did send for a cup of tee,

(a China drink) of lvhich I never had drank before, and lvent away (the King
and the Princess coming up the river this afternoon as 1-re were at our pay)". 26

2
-\feasure for Heasure, II, i, 11. 91-97.
24Elegie on the Lady Narckham (1669), 11. 21,22.

25Nacbeth , V, i, 11. 43,44.
26Pepys , Diary and Correspondence [N.D.], ed. the Rev. J. Smith, I , PP•
109, no.
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-12And in The Merchant of Venice, Bassanio, in speaking about the unreliability
of out1·mrd appearances, makes a comparison with an Indian custom:
Thus ornament is but the guiled shore
To a most dangerous sea; the beauteous scarf
Veiling an Indian beauty ••• 27
One of the ideas 1iidespread in England during the seventeenth century
was that Chinese government was distinguished for its stability and
reasonableness.

Samuel Daniel, in A Defence of Rhyme ( 1603), had allo1-red

that the Chinese -vrere civilized, even though they lacked the benefits of
Greek and Roman learning.28

And Robert Burton lauded the Chinese method

of choosing statesmen in The Anatomy of Helancho1y ( 1623):
• • • out of their philosophers and doctors they
choose magistrates: their political nobles are
taken from such as be moraliter nobiles, virtuous
noble; nobilitas ut olim ab officio, non a natura,
as in Israel of old, and their office ivas to defend
and govern their country in war and peace, not to
hmoJ"k, hunt, eat, drink, game alone, as too many do.
Their Loysii, Handarjni, literati, licen·tiati, and
such as have raised themselves by their rrorth, are
·their noblemen only, tliouglit fit ·t.o govern a state • •

.29

Hovmver, all these disparate ideas about chinaware, perfume, Indian
veils, tea, and Chinese systems of government (to mention but a fe-tv),
promoted nothing more than an a1·rareness of Oriental culture.

There was

no connection between them that vrould lead to an acceptance of Oriental
culture in toto.

For that we must wait until the advent of the eighteenth

century, when influences from Europe, coupled 1d th certain patterns of

27'rhe Nerchant of Venice , III, ii, 11. 99-101.

--

.

28 Daniel, Complete Harks in Verse and Prose (1963), ed. the Rev. A.B.
Grosart, IV, pp. 47,48.

.·,

29Burton, The ,\J1a.tomy of Helancholy (1932), ed. Jackson, II, p. 140.
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-13t,hought. in England, created a receptivity for it.

Four contributions

to this recept,ivity ·Hill be discussed in this chapter: (1) the spread to
Encland of an Oriental vogue Hllich had taken root in France; ( 2) an English
translnt.ion of Les liille et une Nuits in 1707; ( 3) the expansion of
British trade Hith the East and the consequent proliferation in En:z;land
of authentic travel narratives and Eastern products;

(4)

a general

change in taste from formalism to assymetry.
(l) ~he Oriental Vogue in France
iJurinr.; the sixteenth century t.he merchants a.'!d adventurers of
Europe

bega~

in earnest to trade the products of Europe for the spices

of India, t;he silks of China, and the lacquer of Japan.

In the beginning

the Spanish and Portuguese monopolized the Eastern trade; but by the
middle of t.he seventeenth cent;ury, the merchants of the Iberian Peninsula
Here succeeded in the Far Sast by the Dutch.

The Dutch 1-rere forced to

relinquish their hold to a great degree by the eastvrard surge of traders
and voya:;ers from Zngland and FraJlce.

l·iissionaries (especially Jesuits)

follo-vred t.he merchants in .::m endeavour to 1vin souls.

rales of the

st.rugzles and achievements of these pioneers and the Jesuit accounts of
:~astern

peC1.l liarities and customs fired the imat;ina iiion of Englishmen and

Frenchmen back home in

~urope.

En~land

began to turn her eyes from the

Continent and to see her future in terms of t he wealth of op:JortunHy
overseas.

The Brit.ish "Sm:pire

be~an

to zrou.

In the f i eld of leti:.ers,

houever, -:!:nr;l and ironically m·red to her arch-enemy Fra:1ce the discovery
of lihe ima:-:inary Orient and the popuhri zinG of pseudo-Oriental literature.

M
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-14Antoine Galland 1s translation of Les Y.iille et une Nui ts gradually
appeared in French between 1704 and 1711. It 1ms widely applauded, not
only in England, but throughout Europe:
\ihen Scheherazade began to recount her stories of the
night, to unfold the infinite wealth of an imagination
enriched 1dth all the dreams of Araby, of Syria and
the great Levant; •·•hen she began to tell of the manners
and customs of the peoples of the East, their religious
ceremonies, their domestic habits, the details of their
dazzling and colourful existence; when she showed how
mankind could be held and enthralled, not by abstruse
intellectual ideas, nor by recondite reasoning, but
by the charm of colours and the lure of fairy tales,
aJ.l Europe was fain to stop and listen.30
The charn1 of the Arabian Nights was a powerful source of inspiration to
French writers and England was the only country where the Orient 11 ait
beneficie au xvrrre siecle d'une vogue analogue

a celle

que nous avons

decri te en France, c 1est-a-dire ait manifeste une cycle de croissance 11 .Jl
The English vogue, however, '\'7as comparatively late in gaining force.

"A

1a premiere moitie du cycle de l'Orient Romanesque en France, qui s 1entend

de 1704 jusque vers 1750, correspond en Angleterre un mouvement homologue
s 1 etendant de 1719 jusqu'a 1760;

~vogue

s'est done propagee en Angleterre

avec un retard de plus de dix ans par rapport A la France.n32 And also,
translations from French pseudo-Oriental fiction accounted for a large
proportion of what was available to the English reader. At

aP~

given time

3'1>aul Hazard, The European Hind (1953), p. 363. The consequent Enelish
translat,ion 1-1as kno1m variously as The Thousand and One Nights, ~
Thousand Nights and a Night, The Arabian Nights' Entertainments, or, simply,
The Arabian Nights. The last version will be used here unless reference
is ~ade to a version used by an author.
3~1arie-Louise Dufrenoy, l10rient Romanesque en France 1704-1789 (1946),
II, p. 29.

32 Ibido, P• 3lo
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-15in the eighteenth century ·these translations represented roughzy half
the English production.
The French not only planted the Oriental vogue in England; they
defined the frontiers of the imaginary Orient. These did not necessarily
correspond to the actual borders of Oriental nations, bu-li grew out of
vague references in travel literature and the imprecise Arabian Niehts.
As the French Orientalist Pierre Nartino says, the 111Herary Orient11 was
not 11 Asia11 , but a large amorphous country 1vhich excluded the Hozy Lands.
'.rhis is one indication that the "literary Orient" vras not authentic.
Although the Holy Lands 1-rere technically Oriental, the European reader
could not accept the exoticism of the literary Orient in company 1dth the
religious feelings he associated with the Holy Lands.

Fur-~hei'I!llj)re,

his

ancestors had battled in this region the same 11 infidels 11 whose way of
life he now found exciting.33 The "literary Orient" eventually greu
to include Eastern European nations and certain countries around the
Mediterranean - even Greece and the northernmost countries of Africa.
Hartino claims that in the eighteenth-century mind the profound differences
of civilization which separated these peoples, scattered in their various
cult.ural groupings throughout the immense con·liinenli of Asia and
1vere not recognized.

11

De nos jours, 11 he asks,

11

elset~here,

le peuple, ou meme le

grand publique distineue-t-il bien dans son esprit la conception d 1 un
Turc de celle d 1 un Indien, celle d'un Persan de celle d'un Chinois? 11 34

3Jr,Iartino, l 1 0rient dans la Litt€!rature Fran9aise au XVIIe et au XVII!e
Siecle (1906), p. 19 ff.
34Ibi d., p. 22.

.
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-16The appeal of pseudo-Oriental literature in France vras
it~

due to

large~

excitement and colour which provided a form of escape or

diversion. Against a vague, exotic setting, there always took place
amorot~

intrigues, revolts, murders and conquests, liith fatal sultanas

and sensuous female slaves - all a part of a convention:
The pseudo-oriental romance which flourished at the end of the
seventeenth century, constit,uted a subdivision of that playful
11 genre gallant" of which Hamilton was to write sharp-witted
parodies - Fleur d'Epine or Les Quatre Facardins. It
fathered the powered and perfumed, t.he ironic-sensual, oriental
tales of Voisenon and Crebillon fils. As far as liontesquieu's
glimpses of a harem in revolt is-concerned, its location in
11Persia11 had, of course, no meaning.
Harems l-lere an unavoidable
part. of the conventional Orient of the romancer, - and whether
localized in a vague Turkey, or in Africa, or in Horgcco, or
in Persia, they always presented a similar picture.3'
It was this artificiality 1·Thich prompted satires ridiculing Oriental

fiction and those who immersed themselves in it. Count Anthony Ha.'llilton,
in Les Quatres Facardins (1731), ridiculed the exaggerations of these
tales:
Volumes de contes sans fin,
Ou 11 on avoit mis a dessein
L'orientale all~gorie,
Les ~nigmes et le genie
Du talmudiste et du rabbin,
Et ce bon goat de leur patrie,
Qui, loin de se perdre en chemin,
Parut, sortant de chez B~bin,
Plus arabe qu1 en Arabie.
Hamilton's ridi cule seems to have been directed primarily against the
Arabian Ni ghts, 1-rhich vms enjoying the highest possible favour at the

35G.L. Van :rtoosbroeck, Persian
' Letters Before Nontesquieu (1932), P• 20,
n.

4.

36Hamilton, Oeuvres (1731), III, p.

4.
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-17French court. The extravagant and, as Hamilton thought, undeserved
praise being showered upon Galland 1 s translation, caused him to level
his 1ti.t especially at the coteries at Versailles and Saint Germain for
their enthusiastic admiration of such impossible adventures. Enthusiasm
for the Orient in the French theatre was also satirized. Le XVIIIe Siecle
(1775), by Nicolas-Joseph-Laurent Gilbert, is a conunentary on the ebbing
of reason and formality.

In the French theater

••• des Turcs amoureux, soupirant des maximes,
Debitent galanunent S~neque mis en rimes;
.~zire au desespoir, mais pleine de raison,
En invoquant la mort conunente 1e Phedon;
Pour expirer en forme, un roi, par bienseance,
Doit exhaler son arne avec une sentence,
Et chaque personnage au th~atre produit,
Heros touj ours souffle par 1 1 auteur qui le suit,
Fftt-il Scythe ou Chinois, dans un trai te sans titre,
Par signe interroge, vous repond par chapitre.37
I'Tilliam Beckford ln'ote from Paris in 1781:

11

This is the land of

oriental literature and I am once more running over my favourite poems The expedition of Alexander in search of the fountain of Immortality and
the affecting tale of Hegnoun and Leilah. 11 38 'r his taste for exotic and
exciting tales the English inherited from the Oriental vogue in France.
They also inherited the Illiteracy Orient 11 , that vast land exisiting in the
imaginations of readers of Oriental fiction.

But most important of all,

they inherited the Arabian Nights.

37Gilbert, Oeuvres[N.D.], p. 42.
38tetter to Lady Hamilton, 20 February 1781, in The Life and Letters
of Hilliam Beckford of Fonthill (1910), by Le1ti.s Helville, p. 10.3.
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( 2) The Arabian Nights
Hore than any other single work, Galland 1 s translation Les Hille
et une Nuits contributed to transplanting the Oriental vogue in literature
from France to England.

The contents of Galland 1 s translation, which

came to be considered as authoritative, determined the form which the
ori~inal

Arabic sources 1-rere to take in subsequent translations.

Galland's

first volume appeared in French in 1704 and volumes eleven and twelve were
published from his papers in 1717, two years after his death.

The trans-

lation 1·1as an inunediate success in Europe:
• • • Pirated editions at once appeared in the Netherlands;
there were many European versions made from it • • • • Galland was a born storyteller and he was able to adapt these
Oriental tales not only to the taste of the France of his
time but to the universal story-reading public of all
countries and tL~es. Some of his versions have been rendered
back into Oriental languages and received with favour in
the east. It cannot be claimed that he 1-1as a fai th.ful
translator - no one in his time was - and his recasting
belongs more to French than to .~abic literature.39
Besides this, not all of Galland's stories were contained in the original
manuscripts:

some were translated by him from other sources, and some

1·rere included in pirated edit,ions against his wishes.
et une Nuits

1o1as

·rhus Les Hille

something quite different from the originals, and its

i~11ense success (there were numerous translations and adaptations) made the

ne1-rer stories an inseparable part of the collection.

'firo of them, AU. Ed-

Mn and the Harvellous Lamp and Ali Baba, are universally knoi'm to this
day.

·r here is still no such thine as a definitive canon to determine

39o.B. Nacdonald, in The Encyclopedia Brittanica (1959), X..X:II, P• 157 •
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-19uhat properly belongs in the work and what does not.4° The Arabian
Nights took hold of the common reader all over Europe; perhaps part of
its appeal was that it depicted man in a state of existence free from the
conventional bonds of nature and society:
Traversee par des genies, bouleversee par des catastrophes
faciles et inoffensives, encombree de gnomes, de magicians
et de sorciers, pleine de talismans et d'animaux extraordinaires, la terre n'~tait plus la contree de plate
misere, ou s'allongent cote a cSte des existences monotones;
c'etait un champ ouvert aux plus audacieuses energies et
cree pour les plus deconcertantes aventures; le ciel et
l'enfer, la surface du globe, tout voisinait indistinctement.
Rien n 1 etai t mains difficile aux heros que de cheminer par
les airs ou de courir sous les eaux; de faire pleuvoir l 1 or
dans leurs mains, en une minute de besoin; de se batir
instantan~ment des palais inouis, qu 1 ils detruisaient d 1 un
geste capricieux; de commander en un mot a toutes les forces
dechainees de l'univers. I l n 1 y avait que des surhornmes parmi
ces heros orientaux, et les imagination les mains riches,
les ames les plus pratiques ce genre de visions; ainsi elles
sont, tirees hors de la vie commune, et donnent un deploiem,ent
sans fin a leur besoin presque toujours inexprime d 1 ideal.41
The English reader was charmed as \'Tell, and the popularity of the
Arabian Nights in England rivalled that in France. The exact date of
the first English translation and the name of the translator are not knmm.
However, at, least as early as 1707 six of Galland 1 s volumes were translated
into English by an unlmown translator (often called 11 the Grub Street Translator 11 ) under a long, descrip·tive title:
Volume I. Arabian Nights/ Entertainments:/ Consisting of/
One Thousand and One/ Stories/ Told by/ The Sultaness of
the Indies, to divert/ the Sultan from the Execut ion of a/
Bloody Vow he had made to marry a/ Lady every Day, and have
her head cut off/ next Norning, to avenge himself for the/

40r·I ia Gerhardt, The Art of Story-telli ng (1963), p. 12.
41M
c•
1·1ar·v~no, op.

•

c~

t • , P• 256 •
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Disloyalty of his first Sultaness, &c./ Containing/ A
better Account of the Customs, Manners/ and Religion of the
Eastern Nations, viz./ Tartars, Persians and Indians, than
is to/ be met within any author hitherto pub-/ l:i.sh 1 d.
/--/ Translated into French from the Arabian/ HSS. by
H. Galljld, of the Royal Aca-/ demy: And now done into
English. 2
The 11 Grub Street translator" also invented the title, The Arabian
Nights' Entertainments, which has been associated with the English transla·tion ever since. This title 1-:as even translated back into Arabic for
the Calcutta edition of 1839-42.43 In 1713, only nine years after Galland's
translation had appeared, the English translation had already reached a
fourth edition, and it remained essentially unchanged throughout the
eighteenth century. A reviewer of a new translation published in 1799
observed:

"The merit of these pleasing and innocent stories, which have

so frequently amused our childhood, nor have yet lost their affec·t; upon
us, had induced the publisher to attempt a reformation of ·the 'tt.Tetched
translation into which they have been done now near a century. 1144
'rhe Arabian Nights had a special effect upon English men of letters,
either in their childhood, when the tales overpowered the young imagination,
or in later life, vrhen they provided ideas for their 1-1orks. To discover
the full impact. of the work on these men, we need only examine a fe>-T

42n.B. }1acdonald, "A Bibliographical and Literary Study of the First
Appearance of the Arabian Night.s in Europe", Library Quarterly, II
(1932), pp. 406,407.
43rbid., p.

4o6.

44The Gentleman's Hagazine, LXIX (1799), P•

55.
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-21representa-tiive connnents. Edward Gibbon recalls in his autobiography,
which he began in 1789:

"Before I left Kingston school I was 1-1ell

acquainted with Pope's Homer and the Arabian Nights' Entertainments,
t1-10 books which will always please by the moving picture of human manners
and specious miracles ••• n45 Gibbon also describes a lengthy conversation with Charles Fox in which they discussed books "from my own on which
he flattered me very pleasantly, to Homer and the Arabian Nights ••• n46
I·Iilliam Beckford (1760-1844), author of the celebrated Oriental tale Vathek
(1786), also read the Arabian Nights at an early age; and it is said by his
biographer that the chance finding of these tales had more effect upon
his life and character than any other incident:
He read andre-read these stories with avidity, and .the
impression -~hey made on him was so strong that Lord
Chatham ins·l:iructed Lettice that the book must be kept
from him. The precau'liion came too late ••• the
Oriental tales had taken possession of the impressionable reader • • • They had fired his youthful mind and
held his imagination captive; their ipflt\ence over him
never rraned all the days of his life•. ., •4 7
A contemporary of Beckford, William Wordsworth, was similarly enthralled
by the vrork at a tender age. Words'l-rorth tells in The Prelude (1799-1805)
hm-1 he possessed one volume of the edition and 1-1as frustrated in attemp·l:iing
to purchase the others:
A precious treasure had I long possessed,
A little yellow, canvas-covered book,
A slender absliract of the Arabian tales;
And, from companions in a new abode,

45Gibbon, Autobiogr~phy (1961), ed. Saunders, P• 61.
46Letter to Lord Sheffield,
Horton, III, p. 132.

4 October

47Helville, op. cit., p. 20, 21.

1788, in Letters (1956), ed.
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-22vlhen first I learnt, that this dear prize of mine
Has but a block hevm from a mighty quarry That there were four large volumes, laden all
With kindred matter, 'twas to me, in truth,
A promise scarcely earthly. Instant~,
\'lith one not richer than myself, I made
A covenant that each should lay aside
The moneys he possessed, and hoard up the more,
Till our joint savings had amassed enough
·r o make this book our own. Through several months,
In spite of all temptation, we preserved
Religiously that vow; but firmness f~ged,
Nor were we ever masters of our wish.4
He lmm> from Dr. Samuel Johnson's diary that he read the Arabian Nights
at least once, namely on 4 November 1782.49 Clara Reeve, in The Progress
of Romance (1785), compared these tales with the vmrks of Homer.SO
Coleridge, in The Friend, a periodical which appeared sporadically during
1809 and 1810, described how he l-Tas affected by them at a very early age:
As I had read one volume of these tales over and over
again before my fifth birthday, it may be readily
conjectured of l-That sort these fancies and feelings
must have been. The book, I well remember, used to
lie in a corner of the parlour-window at my dear
father's vicarage-house: I can never forget with
l·That a s ~range mixture of obscure dread and intense
desire I used to look at the volume and watch it,
till the morning sunshine had reached and nearly
covered it, vrhen, and not before, I felt the courage
given me to seize the precious treasure and hurry Sl
off with it to some sunny corner in our playground.
One of Coleridge's letters to Thomas Poole demons·trates how these tales
were capable of affecting the juvenile mind:

4~vord5l'l'orth, The Prelude, Book

V, 11. 459-476.

49Johnson, Diariesi Prayers, and Annals, in the Yale Edition of the \·Iorks
of Samuel Johnson 1958 , ed. HcAdam, I, p. 348.

5~eeve, The Progress of Romance (1930), ed. HcGill, PP• 22-25.
51coleridge , The Friend (1390), p. 91, n.
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-23At six years old I remember to have read Belisarius,
Robinson Crusoe, & Philip Quarle [ Quarll] - and then
I found the Arabian Nights• entertainments - one
tale of which (the tale of a man 1-1ho was compelled
to seek for a pure virgin) made so deep an impression
on me (I had read it in the evening while my mother
1-ras mending stockings) tha·~ I lvas haunted by spectres,
whenever I was in the dark - and I distinctly remember
the anxious and fearful eagerness, with which I used
to ivatch the window, in which the books lay - & whenever the Sun lay upon them, I would seize it, carry
i t by the wall, & bask, & read -. l1y father found
ou·~ the eff~ct, which these books had produced - and
burnt them.J2
Byron was also introduced to the Arabian Nights at an early age.
Isaac Disraeli noted in The Literary Character (1818) Byron's reading of
Sir Paul Rycaut (1628-1700), a writer of historical works on the East.
Byron wrote in the margin of his copy of The Literary Character: 11Knolles
Cantemir - De Tott - Lady H.U. I-lontague - Hawkins 1 s translation from
}ugnot 1 s History of the Turks -the Arabian Nights- All travels or bistories or books upon the East I could meet with, I had read, as iiell as
Rycaut, before I was ten years old. I think the Arabian Nights first.n53
Leigh Hunt urote in his autobiography that his books i'1ere 11 a neverceasing consolc.tion ••• and such they have ever continued.

Hy

favourites,

out of school hours, were Spenser, Collins, Gray, and the Arabian Nightsn.54
Apparently, he never lost interest in these stories, for in 1823 he wrote

52coleridge, letter to Thomas Poole, 9 October 1797, in Collected Letters
(1956), ed. Griggs, I, p. 347.
53n.s.L. Wiener, IIByron and the East: Literary Sources of the 'Turkish
'fales '", in Nineteenth-Century Studies (1940), ed. Davis et al~, p. 91.
54nunt, Autobiography (1928), ed. Blunden, p. 104.
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-24in the

Liter~

most:

11 • • •

Examiner about the books he liked to have about him

Spenser, Chaucer, the winor poems of Hilton, the Arabian

Nights, Theocritus, Ariosto, and such old good-natured specula.tions as
Plutarch's Horals.n55 In the introduction to The Talisman (1825) Sir
Halter Scott regretted not having any first hand knouledge of the Orient:
11

I felt the difficulty of giving a vivid picture of a part of the world

1dth which I was almost totally unacquainted, unless by early recollections
of the Arabian Nights• Entertairunents 11 .56 Tennyson remembered his reading
of the tales in a poem entitled Recollection of the Arabian Nights:
t·lben the breeze of joyful dawn blel·T free
In the silken sail of infancy,
The tide of time flo;.r' d back with me,
The fon-rard-flowing tide of time;
.~d many a sheeny summer-mom,
Ado1m the Tigris I was borne,
By Bagdat's shrines of fretted gold,
High-walled gardens green and old;
True Mussulman was I and sHorn,
For it was in the golden prtffie
Of good Haroun Alraschid.;7
In Silford Hall; or, The Happy Day (1819) George Crabbe 1orrote of
fictions wild that please the boy,
vlhich men, too, read, condemn, reject, enjoy Ar~bian Nights, and Persian Tales were there,
One volume each, and both the worse for wear •58
.And even Cardinal Newman, in his Apologia Pro Vita Sua (1864), recalled
from his schooldays:

"I used to wish the Arabian Nights were true: my

ima£;ination ran on unlmown influences, on magical pOiorers, and talisrnans
••• I thought life might be a dream, or I an Angel, and all this world

55Hunt, Essays and Sketches (1928), ed. Johnson, p.
56scott, The Talisman (1901), p. v.

57·rennyson,

Poetical ivorks (1954), p. 9.

58crabbe, Poems (1907), ed. \vard, III, p. 197.
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a deception, my fellow-angels by a playful device concealing themselves from me, and deceiving me t-rith the semblance of a material world.u59
There were other collections of tales translated from French,
which, though not nearly as famous as the Arabian Nights, helped to bring
the East before the English reader. One such was the Persian Tales
(1714) , also known as the Thousand and One Days, which was translated
into English by

-~brose

Philips. It appears that it was the Persian

Tales which Alexander Pope sent to Bishop Atterbury in 1720. We gather
that he was somewhat less enthusiastic about them than Pope:
Indeed, they do no·~ please my Tast: they are writ with
so Romantick an Air, and allowing for the Difference of
Eastern manners, are yet, upon any Supposition than can
be made, of so wild and absurd a Contrivance at least
to my Northern understanding, that I have not only no
pleasure, but no patience in perusing them•••• I will
never believe, that you have any keen relish of them,
till I find you write worse than you do, which I dare
say, I never shall. Who that Petis de la Croix is the
pretended Author of them, I cannot tell, but observing
how full they are in the Descriptions of Dress, Furniture
&c I cannot help thinking them the produc-~ of some
lt1omans Imagination, and believe me I would do any thing
but break with you, ~ather than be bound to read them
over with attention. 0
Although these two volumes are not identified, Pe·Us de la Croix. had
published in French Les

~tllle

et un Jours (1710-12), from which Philips's

translation was made. Philips was afterwards satirized by Pope and Dr.
Johnson for translating the work. 61 Another popular translation was the
Turkish Tales (1708), translated by William King. In 1714 a combined

59Newman, Apologia Pro Vita Sua (1950), P• JJ.
601etter to Pope, 28 September 1720, in Pope, Correspondence (1956), ed.
Sherburn, II, p. 56.
61rn his Epistle to Arbuthnot (1735), 11. 178-192, Pope calls Philips "The
Bard whom pilfer'd Pastorals renmm,/ 1'1ho turns a Persian tale for half a
Crorm •• •" 11 Half a crown" was the customary payment made to a "lady of
the town 11 • Dr. Johnson, in his Lives of the English Poets (1779-81),
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-26edition of the t1-ro collections just mentioned i.ras published under the
title 'Ehe Persian and Turkish ·ra1es Comnleat.

Finally there 'Has a

group of translations attributed to Thomas Simon

Gueulet~e

(1683-1766):

the Chinese 'E ales ( 1725), Nogul rales ( 17 36), Tartarian Tales ( 1759), and
Peruvian ·rales ( 1764).

'l 'here is some dispute over the iden!;i ty of the

English translc.tor of the Chinese Tales, 62 and likewise the translator of
the Hogul Tales is not lmm·m.

'rhe Tartarian Tales were translated by

Thomas Flloyd and the Peruvian Tales by Samuel Humphreys and by J. Kelly. 63
'raken toGether, these translations rivalled the Arabian Nights for popularity and provided ideas for Hriters of Oriental fiction in England.
(3) Travel Books and Trade
t
..

If the Arabian

l~ights

and the other ·!;ranslations made the English

..
..
~

I :

reader conscious of the literary Orient, he vras aHare of the real Orient by
the prolifera·Gion of authentic travel narratives and the increase of Eastern

..!
I
J

regards Philips as "a zealous Hhig and therefore easily found access to
Addison and Steele; but his ardour seems not to have procured him anything
more ·!;han kind i-l'ords, since he 1-1as reduced to translate The Persian Tales
for Tonson, for vrhich he lvas aft,erwards reproached, vTith this addition of
contempt, that, he rrorked for half-a-crovm. The book is divided into many
sections, for each of uhich i f he received half-a-crown his reward, as
1vriters then ·Here paid, 1-ras very liberal; but half-a-crown had a mean sound."
See Lives (190)), ed. Hill, III, n. 313.

----

-

6 Zrhe follm·ring note a:r,>pears in The Cambridge Bibliography of English
Literature, II, p. 542: "Chinese Tales ma?-e English by Hr. hacky. 1725
••• A. Esdaile names the Rev. Hr. '.rhomas Stackhouse as translator
[so does Conant, The Oriental ·ra1e in En land in the Ei h!;e~nth. Ce~t
\1908), p. 275]. Clapp notes that 17 1 trn. by Stackhouse ~s dJ.st~nct
from this. Stackhouse 1vas born in 1706. 11 The source of confusion here is
that the translator of the 1781 version vras Thomas Stackhouse, son of the
Rev. Thomas Stackhouse.
6Jrhe Dictionary of National Biography calls him "Samuel Kelly".
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-27products on the English market during the eighteenth century. These
books of travel constitute a large corpus of prose writings which were
read for enjoyment as well as for

infornk~tion.

One typical work was the

Voyage Historique d 1Abissinie du R.P. Jerome Lobo, which was translated
by Dr. Johnson and published anonymously in 1735. The publication of this
work, wJ:..ich Johnson had encountered seven years earlier at Pembroke College,
Oxford, marked the beginning of his career in letters. 64 The first
volume of Cox 1 s Reference Guide to English Travel (19 35) lists ninety-Pine
major entries of travel literature dealing with the Near East bet1·1een 1701
and 1807, forty about Central Asia between 1715 and 1814, and one hundred
and seventy-two on the East Indies from 1700 to 1817. The overall effect
of these travel accounts was to impress the Orient further upon the

'

I .

i maginations of the general public.
Before 1750 not many English travellers interested in anytrJng
other than trade or reli gion had gone to the East, and therefore their
reports tended to have either a commercial or religious bias. The
interest sho"'m by the English reading public in the first half of the
eighteenth century resulted almost completely from reading French travel
literature or the Arabian Nights.

It was not until the latter half of

t he century that new developments were to bri ng 11 the Orient much nearer
to England than ever before ••• In letters, this modern spirit 1.;as first
expressed by the increased number of travelers' account s, and by the
accompanying activity of orientalists under the guidance of Sir Hilliam
J onesn. 65 This in·~erest was intensified in other wczy-s: it is well lmo1-m

64Lobo, A Voyage to Abyssinia (1887), ed. Horley, p. 8.
65conant, op. cit., pp.

255,256.
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that this century witnessed the emergence of the tourist,66 it was a
period of British colonial expansion, the heyday of the Grand Tour, and
a time when

~embers

of the newly-enriched middle class began to venture

abroad - often l-lith their families. 67 Englishmen were no longer content
to be armchair adventurers.
Another indication of the increasing importance of the Orient in
England was the change in the volume of trade with Eastern countries. The
Eastern products which after 1700 flooded the market made certain changes
in social customs.

The most obvious of these was the introduction of

that traditional English staple, bea, which had been imported from China
in 1658 at the prohibitive price of four guineas a pound,68 Tea was not

readily adopted in

Er. r~~d.

In 1660, as we have

see~

it was still a

l
I.

novelty to Pepys; and in 1700, in Congreve 1 s '\·lay of the World, Sir Wilful
voices the contempt of the robust, drinking Englishn1an for this imported

r.
I

'

concoction:
To drink is a Christian Diversion,
Unknown to the Turk or the Persian:
Let Mahometan Fools
Live by Heathenish Rules,
And be damn 1 d over Tea-cups and Coffee,
But let British Lads sing,
Crown a Health to the King,
6
And a Fig for your Sultan and Sophy. 9
Here, too, is an example of new terminology in the English language.

66See B. Sprague Allen, Tides in English Taste (1958), II, ch. 21.
67'i:I,C. Brown, "The Popularity of English •r ravel Books About the Near
East, 1775-182511 , Philological Quarterly, r.J (1936), P• 71.
68Appleton, op, cit., p. 93.
69congreve, The 1-Jay of the World, IV, i, 11. 363-370.
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-2911 Tea-cups 11

is a new uord and so is 11 tea-table 11 , which appears in the

same play. ?O Silversmiths began to ma:ke tea-spoons, and carpent.ers made
tea-stands and tea-tables.

Thus the importing of tea began a vrhole neu

cultural institution that went beyond the actual drinking of tea.

It

greu t.o such proportions that tea became the bonanza of the smuggling
trade.

11

Bohea11 , a black tea of lo1• quality, became a fashionable variety.

In Pope's Rape of the Lock (1714) Belinda 1dshes she had gone where "none
e'er taste Bohea 11 , 71 and in his Epistle to Hiss Blount.On. he~.::leav:m_g'"the
Town .. after the Coronation (1714) the lady has time
To muse, and spill her solitary Tea.". 72
1fa.lpole 1 s correspondence with
supplies of tea.
·~~e

After not

f~adame

havin~

111

twixt reading and Bohea,/

There is evidence throughout

du Deffand that he often sent her

received her usual stock, she l'l'ites:

vous occupez point du th~, j'en ai trouve ici de beaucoup moins

bon que celui d 1 .Angleterre, mais qui est passa.ble't• 73
In 1609 the first porcelain shop opened in London to sell imported
china1·rare.

Soon English po·t.ters began experimenting with their own brand

of china to compete 1d·t.h the foreign product.s.

As early as 1698 the

Eller brothers are supposed to have produced a fine red china and to l1ave
sold tea-pots of this material in their London shop at twelve to ti•entyfive shillings apiece.

70

From 1720 ·t.o 1740 the manufacture of fine china

Ibid., IV, v.

?~he Rape of the Lock, Cant~ IV, 1. 156.

72Epistle to Ydss Blount, 11. 15, 16.
73tetter to Walpole, 12 November 1777, in Halpole, Correspondence (1961),
edd. Leids and Smith, VI, p. 492.
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-30made considerable progress, and in 1744 Heylyn took out a patent for
making porcelain and china from a material discovered in Virginia,

By

1748 he 1vas turning out a ware "not inferior in beauty and fineness and
superior in strength to the ware from the East". 74 En·thusiasm for china
was widespread.

John Gay pokes fun at china collectors in To a Lady on

Her Passion for Old China (1725):
lihat ecstacies her bosom fire!
Haw :. her eyes languish Hith desire!
Hm-r blest, how happy should I be,
Were that fond glance bestoHed on me!
New doubts and fears within me war:
1fuat rival 1 s near? a China Jar,
China• s the passiOiiOf her soul;
A cup, a plate, a dish, a bowl
Can ld.ndle rrl.shes in her breast,
S
Inflame with joy, or break her rest. 7
Defoe, in the section of Robinson Crusoe (1719) entitled "Further Adventuresn,
is not at all complimentary in his description of Chinese culture.

At

one point he describes a chinaware house, no doubt as a kind of rebuke to
the numerous chinaware lovers about him:
••• when I came to it, it was nothing but/this: it
was a timber house, or a house built, as rre call in
England, with la·th and plaster; but all this
plastering was really China-ware, that is to say, it
was plastered with the earth that makes china-ware.
The outside, which the sun shone hot upon, was
glazed, and looked very well, perfectly white, and
painted with blue figures, as the large China-uare
76
in England is painted, and hard as if it had been burned.

74J.B. Botsford, English Society in the Eighteenth Century as Influenced
From Oversea (l.924), p. 103.

75To

a Lady on Her Passion for Old China, 11. 1-10.

76The British Novelists (1820), ed. Chalmers, XVII, P• 253 ff •
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-31Defoe describes the inside of the house in detail; it is 11 all made of
t,he finest China, and the figures exceeding fine, indeed, with extraordinary v.ariety of colours, mixed with gold".
Other commodities on the English market '\>Tere adopted directly from
Oriental culture.

Indian screens were to be found in numerous households

and in t,heatre became a handy stage prop for hiding eavesdroppers. The
umbrella, 't.Jhich had been used for protection against the Eastern sun,
became a fashionable shield against an English dmmpour.
a useful devic·e to ladies ovenl!'ought by
attire on formal occasions.

~he

The fan became

heat and as part of feminine

Gay 't-n'ites in The Fan (1713):

I sing tha~ graceful toy, 'to7hose waving play
With gentle gales relieves the sultry day,
Not the '\>ride fan by Persian dames display 1 d
vlliich o 1 er their beauty casts a grateful shade;
Nor that long lmmm in China 1 s artful land,
1fuich, uhile it cools the face, fatigues the hand:
Nor shall the muse in Asian climes rove,
To seek in Indostan some spicy grove,
Hhere stretch I d at ease the panting lady ~7s'
To shun the fervor of meridian skies • • •

0

.

j
I .

I

.

0

I

).

The fan also became a weapon for the coquette, and therefore a source of
I

)

amusement for the male.

Addison published in The Spectator a le·t;ter

announcing l:.he erection of an academy for

11 the

training up of young women

in the exercise of the fan, according to the most fashionable airs and
motions that are now practised a·~ court 11 , and describing the daily drills
through which they exercise their fans.78

77The Fan, Book I, ll. 1-10.
78spectator No. 102, 27 June 1711.

Oriental dress was also considered

'.
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-32an amusing costume for masquerades.
Connoisseur:

11

Colman and Thornton v7I'ote in The

we can never enough admire the vri. t and humour of these

meetings; 1-rhich greatly consists in exhibiting the most fantastic
appearances, that the most whimsical imagination can possibly devise.
A common person

n~y

be content with appearing as a Chinese, a Turk, or

a Friar11 • 79 It was inevitable that enthusiasm for the Orient would be
reflected in education. iiarren Hastings and Dr. Johnson, at least, had
definite ideas about this.

Lord J:.iacaulay 'Wrote of Hastings:

He conceived that the cultivation of Persian literature
mieht with advantage be made part of the liberal education
of an English gentleman; and he drew up a plan with that
vieu • • • • Hastings called on Jolmson, with the hope,
as it should seem, of interesting in this project a man
who enjoyed the highest literary re~Btation, and who was
particularly connected vri.th OY~ord.

t

I .
I

l
L

The volume of English trade with Eastern countries increased
steadily throughout the eighteenth century, and by the end of the century

' .

trade with the East constituted the base of English foreign interests.

l:

This was partly due to the loss of the lucrative American colonies.

j

It

owed a great deal also to the English entrepreneurs who left England to
devote themselves to the Indian trade. Many of these men, called 11 nabobs 11 , 81
returned home extremely wealthy.

Ho'l-mver, they were looked upon 1-Iith a

measure of distaste by their countrymen, partly because the manner in uhich
they accumulated their fortunes so quickly was regarded vdth suspicion,

79connoisseur No. 66, 1 May 17S5.
80rviacaulay, Critical and Historical Essays ( 1924), :I:, p·.·

5S7 •

8lrhe term nnabob" was originally applied to a Hohammedan official or
gov-ernor under the mogul empire.
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-33and partly because these men often spent their money ostentatiously.
The nabob became a stock literary character• And because part of the
Eastern environment had rubbed off on him, he helped foster a taste for
Oriental things when he resettled in England.B2
An

index of the growth of English trade with the East is the

grm·rth of trade <ti.th the East Indies.

In 1700 the English imported

167,382 pounds sterling worth of goods and exported 149,644 pounds, for
a total of 317,026 pounds in trade. By 1785 this had increased to
2,703,940 pounds in imports and 1,153,532 pounds in exports- a total of
3,856,572 pounds for the year, and an appreciably greater proportion of
imports. At the close of the eighteenth century goods carried to and
from Asia were valued at more than ten million pounds. These commodities
'

.

came in an extremely varied assortment:
••• books, canes, drugs, gums, oils, indigo in large
quantities; cochineal, China-ink, galls, turmeric,
seed-lack, shell-lack, stick-lack, ivory, fans, cane-mate,
cinnamon, cloves, mace, nutmeg, pepper, cayenne pepper,
ginger, sago, sugar, tea, a little rice, coffee, preserved
fruits, mother-of-pearl shell, and spoons made of it,
saltpetre, arrack, cotton, cotton yarn, ra1v silk of Bengal
and China, calicoes and muslins, cassia, ebony, sandal,
satin and sapan woods.83
It may be readily seen that many of these products 1-rere i terns of fashion

and taste, as well as objets d'art and articles of Chinese interior
decoration (knmm collectively as chinoiserie). English trade and taste
reinforced each other:

the public learned of the Orient through travellers

82see, especially, Henry l·Iackenzie 1 s humourous essay in Lounger No • 17,
28 Hay 1785, about a neighbourhood boy lvho had been sent out to India a
dozen years before and returned home 1-Tith a fortune.
8Jaotsford, op. cit., P•

34.
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-34and traders and the traders found a ready market, for their goods among
the interes·t;ed public.

This phenomemn -rras aided by a fundamental change

in the canons of taste and aesthetics during the eighteenth century - a
change as fundamental and

fe.r-reachin~

as a shift from classicism to

romanticism.
(4) A Change in Taste
The pandemic influence of classicism precluded the study of
aesthetics as a separate and autonomous study up to the end of the seventeee1th century.

It 1-ms e1ot until then that literary criticism became a

self -conscious study, examining the assmnptions on which it i-fas itself
founded.

The main reason for this can be traced in the breakdmm of the

prescriptive authorit;r of the Ancients.

Once this authority had been

questioned, criticism -vras forced to find presuppositions on vrhich i-t; could
base its enquiries.

Consequently, feeling, sentiment, or instinct became

increasingly invoked as a basis for taste.84 Devotees of this mode of
thought drerT courage from Longinus' s On the Sublime ( tr. 1652), ivhich
urc;ed that art should transport as ivell as persuade. 85
Thus in the eighteenth century art came t o be judged on r adically
different grounds.

Re[.rularity, uniformity, balance and parallelism came

to be regarded as defects, uhereas irregularity, assymetry, variety,
surprise, and the avoidance of simplicity and unity, Hhich render a design

84ualter J. Bat e, Classic t o Romantic (1961), p. w.~.

85samucl H. Nonk, The Sublime (1960), p . 19 ff.
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-35comprehensible, took rank as virtues.

But this change did not take

place first in literature:
• • • the change first appeared in the other arts and
only generally spread to the aesthetics of literature.
In these other arts this incipient Romanticism manifested itself in, and 1-l'as promoted by, four nerr
phenomena in eighteenth-century taste and artistic
practice: (a) the enthusiasm for the landscape-painting
of Claude Lorrain, Poussin and Salvator Rosa; (b) the
introduction and 1dde diffusion of the English or
so-called 11 natural11 style in gardening, which was perhaps the eighteenth-century art par excellence; (c) the
Gothic revival which began in England with the not ver-y
happy efforts of Batty Langley and Sanderson lflller in
the 1740s; (d) the admiration for the ·chinese garden
and, in a less degree, for the architeQture and other
artistic achievements of the Chinese.tlb
Of ttese four phenomena the last three overlapped in the eighteenthcentury mind, and their common associations are expressed in the phrase

I

le goat anglo-chinois. They 1·1ere associated because they exemplified the

~.

same set of fundamental aesthetic principles. They were differing

~ .

''

applications of the same doctrine of irregularity, of inti.tatine nature

.' .

not as geometrical, orderly, and uniform, but by freedom from formal

)

I ,

'

patterns, wildness, and inexhaustible diversity. Of course these changes
in taste 1vere not readily accepted by all. The flurry of satire that
appeared in the periodicals illustrates the disgust of some Englishmen
when they saw their neat, geometric gardens replaced by the so-called
11

natural11 style. In 1753, Francis Coventrye wrote in The World:

11

In

serious truth, the vast multitude of grotesque little villas, which grow
up every summer \'Tithin a certain distance of London, and s1oJ"arm more
especially on t he banks of the Thames, are fatal proofs of the degeneracy

86Arthur o. Lovejoy, "The Chinese Origin of a Romanticism", Journal of
English and Germanic Philology, XXXII (1933), pp. 2,3.
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of our national tasten.87 Another writer in The World suggests the
formation of an anti-Ghinese society, which would 11 discourage the encroachment of this pretended elegance", He says this style is so popular
because 11A manner confined to no rules cannot fail of having the crowd
of imitators in itis party, where novelty is the sole criterion of elegance,u88
The general idea of beauty uithout order was presented as a Chinese idea,
actually realized in Chinese gardens. However, its adoption in Europe was
considered to be strictly an English innovation. R.O. Cambridge wrote
in ']he

l~orld:

"Whatever may have been reported, whether truly or falsely,

of the Chinese gardens, it is certain that we are the first of the Europeans
who have founded this taste ••• n89 And Thomas Gray called it 11 the only

l
I
I

Taste we can call our own, the only proof of our original talent in matter
of pleasure; I mean, our skill in gardening, & laying out grounds 11 ,9°

l

.J .
L

This taste for Chinese market products and gardening and the good reputation
of Chinese political and religious practices were called le goftt chinois.
One of the first in England to advocate irregularity in gardening
was Sir William Temple ( 1628-1699) in his essay 11 Upon the Gardens of
Epicurus 11 (1690).

Temple argued for formality, but it is t-l"ha.t he adds to

this that is important; and these additional remarks were seized upon by

8

7~ No. 15, 12 April 1753.

8~iorld No. 117, 27 Vmrch 1755.

89world No. 118, 3 April 1755.
9Dtetter to William Taylor How, 10 September 1763, in Correspondence (1935),
edd. Toynbee and Whibley, II, P• 814.
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-37Horace 1valpole in his essay "On Hodern Gardening 11 , rlTitten in 1771:
To do further justice to Sir 1'-lilliam Temple, I must
not omit 1-l'hat he adds: ''What I have said of the best forms
of gardens, is meant o~ of such as are in some sort
regular; for there may be other forms wholly irregular,
that may, for aught I know, have more beauty than any of
the others: but they must m-l'e it to some extraordinary
dispositions of nature in the feat, or some great race of
fancy or judgement in the contrivance, which may reduce
many disagreeing parts into some figure, 1-1hich shall yet,
upon the whole, be very agreeable. Something of this, I
have seen in some places, but heard more of it from others,
1-l'ho have lived much among the Chinese, a people rThose way
of thinking seems to lie as 1-l'ide of ours in Europe as their
country does. Their greatest reach of imagination is
employed in contriving figures, 1vhere the beauty shall be
great and strike the eye, but, i-l'i thout any order of disposition of parts that shall be commonly or easily observed.
And though i-l'e have hardly any notion of this sort of
beauty, they have a particular Hord to express it; and where
they find it hit their eye at first sight, they say the
sha.rauadgi is fine or is admirable, or any such expression
of esteem - but I should hardly advise any of these attempts
in the figure of gardens among us; conunon hands: and
though there be more honour i f t,hey succeed well, yet there
is more dishonour if ·!;hey fail, and it is twenty to one they
will; 1vhereas in regular figures it is hard to make any
great and remarkable faults.91
Temple, then, 1vas not convinced tha·li he should embrace the ne1v s ·liyle.
However the word 11 sharawadgi n, which he seems to have been the first to
use, was applied to this new style in the eighteenth century .9 2 Halpole

9~lalpole, ~ (1798), II, P• 532.

92The authenticity of this word is in same doubt. The ~ describes it as
follows: 11 0f unlmorm origin; Chinese scholars agree that it cannot belong
to that language. Temple speaks as if he had himself heard it from
travellers". A possible solution to this problem is given by Y.Z. Chang
in 11A Note on Sharanadgi 11 1 Hodern Language Notes, r:LV (1930), PP• 221-224.
He says, in part: "Doubtless '!-Then Temple said that 1 shara1vadgi 1 was a
Chinese word, he meant a Chinese term, which may consist of more than one
word or character ••• If we consider the four syllables of 'sharawadgi'
separately, the last t1v0 inunediately reveal t heir identity and .farnily
connections. 'K1-rai-chi' , also widely mis-pronounced 1wai-dgi 1 , is equivalent
-~o 1 il11pressive and surprising.' 'Shara' presents some diff iculty. The
best suggestion '1-Tould be 'sa-lo' or 1 sa-ro 1 , signifying 1 careless grace, or
unorderly grace .' ••• For the original of the term, 1 sa-ro-lvai-dgi' seems
to be the s -trongest candidate ."
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-38commented on the above passage:

"Fortunately Kent and a few others >·mre

not, quite so timid, or we might still be going up and dovm stairs in t.he
open air".

But Temple's account of Chinese gardening principles, hot-vever

non-committal it may be, must be seen as t.he first presentation of -~hese
net-l ideas in England.

Temple's pseudo-Chinese word approximates ~he notion

of the "picturesque", for which no English term (except the vague "romantic")
1-1as yet; available.
It was not Temple but Addison in his periodical essays who initiated
the movement of landscape gardening in the early eighteenth century.93 In
the fourth paper of his series entitled "On the Pleasures of the Imagination"
he wrote about the gardens of China:

"They have a 'VIord it seems in their

Language, by which they express the particular Beaut.y of a Plantation that
thus strikes the Imagination at First Sight, wi thou·~ discovering what it
is that has so agreeable an Effec·~. n94 Temple 1 s essay is clearly the
source of Addison's statement here.

His thesis is sil-nilar ·t;o that of

Alexander Pope, who wrote to Lord Bathurst:

"many leading Critics are

for roo·t;ing up more than they plant, and >vould leave the Lord 1 s Vineyard
either very thinly furnish'd, or very oddly trimm'd.n95 And he shows
clearly that he is in sympathy with the spirit of

11 sharawadgi 11

in his

"Epistle to Burlington" (1731):
To build, to plant, 1-1hatever you intend,
To rear the Column, or the Arch to bend,
To swell the Terras, or to sink the Grot;
In all, l et Nature never be forgot.

93
see Siren Osvald, China and Gardens of Europe of the Eigh-teenth Century
( 1950), especially ch. 1, "The Literary Background", and chs •. 3-10,
"England". See also Edward Malins, English Landscaping and LJ.terature
166Q-1840 (1966).
94spectator No.

-

414,

2S June 1712.

95Let·t;er to Lord Bathhurst, 13 September 1719, in Pope, Corresnondence, ed.
cit., II, p. l.U.
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-39But ·~reat the Goddess like a modest fair,
Nor over-dress, nor leave her rrholly bare;
Let not each beauty ev 1 ry where be spy'd,
l·fuere half the skill is decently to hide.
He gains all points, who pleasingly confound~,
Surprizes, varies, and conceals the Bounds.9b
Another important early document on this subjiect is Pope 1 s essay (Guardian
No. 173) which ridicules the topiary excesses of clipping shrubs into
ornamental shapes. lvalpole lvrote to Horace Nann:

" I am almost as fond

of the Shararraggi, or Chinese want of symmetry, in buildings, as in
grv....tlds or gardens.

I am sure nhenever you come to England, you will be

pleased vrith. the liberty of taste into which

l·l'e

are

s·~ruck,

and of rrhich

you can have no idea" .97 By the time he wrote "On Nodern Gardening" in
1771, Walpole was still in violent reaction against the architectural and
formal tradition of English gardening.

He allons no merit to any prac-

ti tioner of the art until he comes to Kent.

Le N8tre, the designer of

the gardens of Versailles, is dismissed with scorn.

However, he also

believes the informal style has been extreme in some ways:

11

An arti-

ficial perpendicular rock starting out of a flat plain, and connected
vl'i th nothing, often pierced through in various places w:i. th oval hollm~s,

has no more pretension to be deemed natural than a lineal terrass or
parterre".98 Walpole took a balanced view of the whole matter.

The as-

pirations of his contemporaries to1.;ards a style of gardening ~~hich they
believed to be practised by the Chinese was as contemptible as the masterpieces of the French and Dutch:

11

I think this is a blunder, and that the

96Epistles to Several Persons (Horal Essays), Epistle IV, 11. 47-56.
97Letter to Horace Mann, 25 February 1750 [OS], in Correspondence, ~·
cit., XX, ~· 127.
9~-Ialpole, 1.Vorks , ed. cit., II, p. 532.
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-40Chinese have passed to one extremity of absurdity to another, both being
equally remote from nature:

regular formality is the opposite point to

fantastic sharawadgis". 99
The Chinese influence was not res·tricted to gardening.

There l·Tere

also Chinese designs in architecture, interior decoration, furniture, and
other household articles.

The influence of Chinese art and design swiftly

rose and ebbed away again; but it was sufficient to bring the Rococo style
to the

forefron·~.

But the intricate Chinese traits of the Rococo are not

to be taken as representative of Chinese art as a whole.
signers of
them.

~he

eighteenth century took from China only

The Rococo de-

wha~

appealed to

They were indifferent to the grandeur and stateliness of which

Chinese genius was capable. They soueht only to pluck the more whimsical
and gracious constituents, and in so doing

crea·~ed

a China of their own

fancy - a fairyland conjured up from silk and porcelain and lacquer,

-.J
.

~iilliam vlhitehead wrote in The \vorld:

z

"not one in a thou·s and of all the stiles, gates, rails, pales, chairs,

J

exquisite and unsubstantial.

100

.

temples, chimney-pieces, &c. &c. &c. which are called Chinese, has the
least resemblance to any thing that China ever saw. 11101 Chippendale
published a number of designs for a variety of types of furniture in both
the Gothic and Chinese tastes, buli many of them were fantastic colilposi tions
which were never in fac·li realized.

Some of his contemporaries went further

and specialized in either the Chinese or Gothic style or mixed them both

99Ibid., pp.

533, 534,

n.

lOOsee G.F. Hudson, Europe and China, A Survey of their Relations from
the Earliest Times to lBOO (1961), P• 274.
lOlworld No. 12, 22 March

1753.
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-41together.

They found a market for their work among the devotees.
11

vlarton wrote in The Horld:

Joseph

1 saw a sensible foreigner astonished at a

late auction, 1-lith the exorbitan·t; prices given for these SPLEtJDID DEFORH!TIES, as he called them, 1-1hile an exquisite painting of Guido passed
unnoticed, and was set aside, as unfashionable lumber" .102 And Colman
and Thornton wrote of these exaggerations in The Connoisseur:

111-rhoever

makes a pagod of his parlour, throws a plank or two with an irregular
cross-barred paling over a d:...rty ditch, or places battlement,s on a roothouse or a stable, fits up his house and garden entirely in taste" .103
Neither the Gothic nor the Chinese style achieved the success t hat
was anticipated.

A number of enthusiastic or eccentric amat;eurs gave t hem

their blessing, but the bulk of the public was not inclined to be taken
in. 104 Journalists, however, eagerly attacked them in the daily press.
In The World in 1753 a letter was published from a

11 Samuel

Simple 11 , who

has married "a lady of qualityn and of 11 exceeding f ine tasce 11 •

She

.J
I

~
0

promptly redecorates his house, and sends for her Chinese upholsterer. \fuen

J
0

the renovations have been completed, he is

11 continually

to room, to give opportunity to s·t;rangers to admire i t 11 •

driven from room
Since some of

the valuables have been stolen, he says 11-vre have entertained thought s of
confining the shO'I-t to one

d~

soever without tickets .nl05

in a week, and of ad1nitting no persons 1-l'h at -

Cambridge told in The World of a gentleman

102
World No. 26, 28 June 1753.
103connoisseur No. 120, 13 Hay 1756.

-·

104see Oliver Bracket, 11 The Interior of the House 11 , in Turberville, ed.,
Johnson's England (1933), II, p. 146.
lO>world No. 38, 20 Sept ember 1753.
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-42lvho found a design for a pyramid of heads and contrac·!ied with the sexton
of the parish for a supply of human skulls, but was "prevented by the
over-scrupulous conscience of the sexton 1 s wife" .106 Another writer in
The 1-Jorld wrote in 1754:

"From Hyde-park to Shoreditch scarce a chandler 1 s

shop or an oyster-stall but has embellishments of this kind; and I have
heard that. there is a design against the meeting of the new parliament
to fit up St. Stephen's chapel with Chinese benches and a throne from the
model of lihat on which the eastern monarch distributes jus-t;ice to his
extensive empires 11 .107 And finally, another contributor to The Horld
wrote at the outbreak of the Seven Years• War that China should succeed
France as the "empire of taste 11 .108
But

t>~hat

of the li tera·!iure of the time? The main tenet of le

go~t

chinois had been the implementation of the principle of irregularity a newly-discovered application of the ,rule of "imitating nature".

Though

..

J
'

this vogue had its beginning in gardening, architecture, and other graphic

..i

and solid arts, it speedily extended to literature:

J

'

'

• • • and its later and purely literary manifes·~ations
were at leas·!i greatly facilitated and accelerated by
·!ihe introduction, in Temple 1 s essay, of a new canon
of aesthetic excellence and by its repetition and
elaboration by a succession of influential 1vri ters
in the follmdng decades.l09
Our aim from here vlill be to discuss the effects of t he Oriental vogue

10

~1orld No. 65, 28 Harch 1754.

107vlorld No. 59,

14

February 1754.

lO~vorld No. 205, 2 December 1756.
1091OVeJ. oy, op.

"t . , P• 20 •
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-43on English literature in the eighteenth century.

English men of letters,

who were members of a society in which the Orient had made connnercial,
aesthetic, and cultural inroads, made use of curren·c ideas about the
Orient, in their works.

The Orient stimulated their ima[;inations and

provided fresh material and characters w"i th which the creative mind vras
free to play.

These writers did not knou enough about the Orient t.o

w-rite about its customs <md manners in a knorrledgeable rray.

Instead, they

l:.urned to it as a source of fresh points of vieu, for novelty and background material, for excitement and horror, and for nevr human situations
and personality types.

The next three chapters will attempt to show

how English writers in the eighteenth century made use of Oriental
material in:

(l) prose fiction; (2) the drama; and (3) poetry.

.7
'

'

)
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Chapter T1vo
The Orient in Prose Fiction
It is a strange tl"J.ng that the Bible is so little read.
I am reading it regularly through at present. I dare
say there are many people in London who knou nothing
about it. Here the history of Joseph published by some
genteel bookseller as an Eastern fragment and
circulated amongst the gay world, I am persuaded that
those who have any genuine taste might be taken in to
admire it exceedingly and so by degrees have a due
value for the oracles of God, I have a great mind to
make the experiment.
- James Boswell, London Journal.
Sunday, 20 February 1763,
l'le are all interested in stories that appear to be 11 tru¢11 and in
fictional characters who appear to be 11real 11 , eating and drinking and
sleeping as we do. For the more realistic such characters appear to be,
the more easily rre are able to become involved in their lives,

In the

eighteenth centlll"'J the first examples of the modern novel as we knorr it
(Noll Flanders and Pamela, for example) attempted to achieve such realism
by creating plots and characters reflecting the life that vras going on
in the real '1-Torld.

But there is also something within us that is attracted

to fiction that, is fantastic and irrational.

As one 1vriter says:

• • • I apprehend there are fel-T persons fond of
reading lvho have not exaggerated ideas of the
magnificence and beauty of ·Ghat part of the world
lurking in the recesses of their imat~nation. Nor
is this illusion (as those uho have lost it well
lmow) to be deplored. Many are the dark and cloudy
days of life; and most happy is he for lvhom they are
most frequently gilded by the rays of fancy,l
This kind of reading was also in demand in the eighteenth century, and
fresh material to meet the demand was not all-rays forthcoming.

Lrhomas Keie;h'l>ly, 'r ales and Popular Fie~ (1834), P• 33.

One

'

l

'

J
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-45convenient way in which publishers satisfied the need for such escapist
fiction uas to bring out translations from other languages, especially
from French.

Perhaps the most successful of these ventures was the

transla.tion of the Arabian Nights and other similar collections of tales
lvi th an Eastern background.

·rhus began a long period of interest in the

genius of the Orient, especially as it was manifested in Persian, Arabian,
and Indian fiction and myth.

By their very nature, these stories took

a different direction from the main stream of English fiction.

Instead

of being realistic, these tales were often fanciful and exotic; the
0

characters often possessed supernatural powers

qy

means of which they

destroyed ordinary mortals.
Imitations of these translations wluch were written in England in
the early years of the eighteenth century did not exhibit a genuine
interest in Oriental culture.

East and West were never less likely to

meet than they were in these stories.

For the l-JTiters vrere concerned

with externals only - setting and charm, not spirit and ideas.

To the

lvestern mind the charm of the Orient 1-ms its strangeness and uncouthness,
not the affairs of everyday life.

The English tales, then, ·vrere different

from genuine Oriental tales. Writers were merely availine themselves of
a popular and arresting medium to serve their mm purposes.
proposal for

11

BosHell's

the history of Joseph" is far-fetched, but there l'l'ere

others with more serious intentions.

Pope told Judith Cowper:

I have long had an inclination to tell a Fairy tale;
the more 1dld &exotic the better, therefore a Vision,
Hhich is confined to no rules of probability, will
take in all the Variety & luxuriancy of Description

-
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-46you r.'ill. Provided there be an apparent moral t o it.
I ·think one or 2 of the Persian ·r ales 't'l'ould give one
Hints for such an Invention ••• 2
Some .Aut:,r ustans, then, t'l'ere interested in "wild and exotic talesrr as
lone as these tales contained a moral.

In the case of Pope, t here is

no evidence that he ever m·ote such a tale, and he said in l ater years:
After r eading the Persian 'r ales, (and I had been
reading DrJ~en's Fables just before them) I had some
t hought of nriting a: Persian fable; in 't·;rhich I should
give a full loose to description and imagination. It
would have been a very wild thine;, if I had executed
it; but might not have been entertaining.3
But many other writers nho must have been confident t hat they could be
entertainin~

did produce these tales.

·rhe interest of eie;hteenth-century English readers in Oriental
fiction was first stirred by trrnslat ions from the French.
popul::.>.r of these appeared in the form of the

11 frame

tale 11 ,

'r he most
an ancient

.

J
I

device for exci-ting and sustaining interest in a narrat ive by means of

z

a number of tales 't'l'ithin a broader ·Gale. 4

J

Indeed nothine; could be more ingenious than the
invention by which a.ny number of f ables and tales,
dispersed over the country, and produced in dif ferent
ages, and by different authors, might be collected into
a Harle 't·Jhich mi e;ht extend to any given length, and t hus
preserve many t ales from the dane;er of perishin~ , 1-1hich
mighli so easily happen 1-rhile they uere isolated and
unconnected. Those whose profession it 'I.Jas to amuse t he

~ope, Correspondence, II, p. 202.
3Joseph Spence, .1\necdotes , Observat i ons and Characters of Books and Hen
(1820), Section IV (1734-36), p. 102.
4see Henry B. Hinckley, "The Fr ami ng- Ta.le 11 , l1odern Language l'J ot es , XLIX
(1934), p. 69 f f.
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-47public Hi th reciting stories, 1-1ere thus at once
furnished 1-l'it.h a large assortment, from which
they could select or produce new novels, by
varying the incident, and mingling the adventyre
of different tales, so as to produce novelty.5
This rather dramatic method of relating tales had been practised in
several Oriental nations and had been adopted in the literature of some
European nations, notably by Chaucer and Boccaccio. In eighteenthcentury Europe the first collection of tales to appear from the East 1-ras
the Arabian Nights. The main story is about a beautiful sultaness,
Scheherezade, who tells a different tale each night to forestall her own
execution by a curious, but crueJ, sultan. Hithin this setting is a potpourri of minor stories in no apparent sequence. They include apologues,
romances, anecdotes, fables, travel stories and other forms of narrative.
It is important to remember that these stories were composed in an oralaural culture and do not possess some of the characteristics of literature

.J
'

the most important element. The objective was to make the hearer curious

l
'
;

enough to want to come back again to see 1-rhat t-l'ould happen on each succeed-

>

that has been Hritten down to be read at a later time. Therefore, plot is

'

ing night. This emphasis on incident gives the characters secondalJ'
importance, and they usually appear t·rooden. In fact, the same characters
appear in unrelated stories merely because t heir characteristics happen
to fit the action. The other transle.tions from French, of which the best
lmovm tvere The Persian Tales, The Turki sh Tales, and the group of translations from Gueulette, were also presented in the form of frame tales.

5Henry Weber, Tales of the East (1812), p. viii.

~
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-48The individual tales in these collections often gave ideas to English
writers.

In the Advertisement to The Honk, 1'1.G, Lewis says:

11

The first

idea of this Romance was suggested by the story of the Santon Barsisa,
related in The Guardian". 6 This story first appeared in the .Turkish
'f ales.

In Spec·t;ator No.

94 there uas "a very pret-ty story in the

~urkish

'fa.les 11 about the notion of lengthening or shortening of time. 1 Gray
referred to the same story in a letter to Bonstetten: "I am grown old in
the compass of less than three

1~eeks,

like the Sultan in the Turkish Tales,

that did but plunge his head into a vessel of 1·rater and take it out again
(as the standers-by affirm 1 d) at the comnand of a Dervish, and found he
had pass 1 d many years in captivity and begot a large family of children.n8

•

A great many Oriental stories were uritten in England, using the translations as models in many instances. At first they ·vrere almost all

.J

didactic and characters seem to have an Old Testament quality. Later on,
'

when more knowledge about the Orient was available, there was a great

l

effort to make them seem authentic. Of these English stories, we must

J

limit ourselves here to three types:

(1) tales involving a foreign

observer; (2) the apologue or conte philosophique; and (3) the story based
on knouledge of the Orient.
(1) The Foreign Observer
The satiric stories employing a foreign observer involved quite
simply an Oriental visiting Eneland 1-rho commented upon the cultural
peculia.rHies of England. The only Oriental flavour in these stories 1vas

6see Guardian 1!o. 148, 31 August 1713.
7see Spectator No.

94, 18 June 1711.

8Letter to Bonstetten, 12 April 1770, in Gr ay, Correspondence, III, PP•
1117, 1118.
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-49provided by the elevated speech of the visitor interspersed with Oriental
aphorisms and a fel-T well chosen facts about Eastern countries for the
purpose of contrasting the Eastern and lvestern ways of life.

By using

an Oriental as a medium. for his satire, the writer was able to separate
himself from his coiTDnents and thus gave them greater piquancy as well as
a semblance of objectivity.

Other satirists achieved as much by marooning

their spokesmen on desert islands or by placing them in fantastic utopias.
The idea of an Oriental observer was a relatively new one.

It had

had Hs humble beginnings in Paris when a Genoese exile, Giovanni Paolo
Harana (1642-93) wrote L1 Espion Turc in 1686. Harana did little more

..

than narrate the history of the period in a rather impersonal l'm y and the
few comments which may be considered critical are lost while he relates his
observations.

The French chef-d. 1 oeuvre in this mode 1.ras Hontesquieu' s

Lett.res Persanes (1721), a work which became a model for English producti ons
of the same type.

The objectives of the Lettres Persanes were entirely

.J
'

z
I

different from those of Harana thirty-five years before. l-".tarana was

J
I

concerned 1nth narrating historical events , Hontesquieu mth critici sm of
contemporary Hestern ideas and prejudices. Hontesquieu 1 s handling of
character makes the observer more realistic and credible:
••• it is an imitation which shews what the originals
should have been. The success their works met with was,
for the most part, owing to the f orei gn air of t heir
performances; the success of the Persian Lett ers arose
from the delicacy of their satire. That satire which in
t.he mouth of an Asiatic is poignant, would los e all its
force when comine from a European.9

9'fhis extract from Voltair e 1 s Histoire Universelle ( 1753 ) l-Tas quot ed by
Goldsmith in the Honthly Review, XVII (1757), P• 164.

>
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-50The author of Lettres Persanes pretends to be merely the translator of
genuine letters received by a group of Persians while they were his guests.
This fiction about the origin of the letters became a convention of the
genre.

In both the French and English stories the introductory remarks

are invariably a type of lying preface, made popular by ¥..arana.
forei&~

The

observer is said to have left copies of his letters behind

,.
I

(L 1 Espion Turc) or to have allo1-1ed ·t.hem to be copied (Lettres Persanes).
The

let~ers

are then translated and edited with a justification of the
il .

Oriental style or an excuse for not having reproduced the original Oriental
expression more exactly.

(An unusual approach was taken by Charles Gildon

in The Post-Boy Rob 1 d of His Hail, 1692-93:

a party of gentlemen rob a

postboy, retire to read the letters at leisure, and connnent. on each letter
or series of letters.

\

In Letters 1-13, a mysterious Asiatic traveler

""
{
~

'1.

a..
.J

comments on his adventures in Spain.) Another recurring feature of this
genre which originated ,.n_ th Hontesquieu is the local resident who acts as

0

-

7
0

guide and informant.

The guide 1 s function is to explain various aspects

of European civilization which puzzle the Oriental.

A variant of this

feature is the presence of other Orientals with whom the main character
can discuss his experiences.
narraUve interest.

These other Orientals frequently supp~ the

They appear sometimes in the frame story, sometimes

in the intervening episodes.

For example, in Lettres Persanes and Lord

Lyttle ton Is Letters from a Persian in England to his Friend at Ispahan

(1735) the frame story contains love interest which has to be sustained
throughout the '\'Thole work.
In 1689 Narana 1 s work was published in English under the lengthy

J

.

>
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-51title Letters Writ by a Turkish Spy lvho lived five and forty years,
undiscovered at Paris:

Giving an Impartial Account to the Divan at

Constantinople, of the most Remarkable Transactions of Europe; and
Discovering several Intrigues and Secrets of the Christian Courts
(especially of France) from the year 1637, to the year 1682.

10 By 1770

it had gone through twenty-six editions.ll Thus began in England a long
series of stories using an Oriental observer.

Near the end of the eighteenth

century, Isaac Disraeli remarked:
'\oihatever may be the defects of the 11Turkish Spy,"
the author has shm-m one uncommon merit, by having
opened a neu species of composition, uhich has been
pursued by other writers with inferior success, of
which we except the charming 11Persian Letters" of
Nontesquieu. The 11 Turkish Spy11 is a book 't-rhich has
delighted us in our childhood, and to which we can
still recur with pleasure. But its ingenious author
is unlmol'm to three parts of his admirers.l2

"'
~

{

'
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~
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0

1011 rhis work lvas begun in 1685-88, l-lhen four volumes were published (Paris
and Amsterdam) in French; the substance of these formed Vol. I in English,
of the Letters by a Turkish spy; possibly Harana may have 1vritten the
remainder; but I'll's. l'1anley has affirmed that her father, Roger :Hanly [ 1626?1688], trrote the first t"t-70 (the best) volumes, while John Dunton [16591733, a bookseller] ..i3tated that most of the Letters were composed by a hack
1·rriter named South, under Dr. Robert YJ.idgeley, who held the copyright, and
thus mus~ be regarded as the editor." Halket and Laing, Diction~ of
Anonymous and Pseudonymous English Literature (1926-56), III, p.
2. See
also "tlilliam H. HcBurney, "The Authorship of The Turkish Spy11 , Publications
of the Hodern Language Association, LXXII (1957), especially PP• 922-924
and pp. 934, 935.

~-1ost of the Oriental names and imagery used by Gray in his let~er to
Halpole, 6 January 1735, have been traced to The Turkish Spy by Professor
Ed1·mrd Bensly. It is likely that Charles Lamb found the idea for his
"Dissertation Upon Roast Pig 11 in ·rhe Essays of Ella (1823) in Vol. rJ (Bk.
i, Letter 5) of the English translation. See Arthur Bateman, '"The
Turkish Spy' and Elia11 , Notes and Queries, 4th Ser., VIII (1871), PP• 411i.,415.

12Disraeli, Curiosities of Literature (1866), P• 141.
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-52Not all the English adaptations of this genre are alike.
Ned Hard's London Spy

Some, like

(1698), are descriptive and factual. Others, .like ·

Goldsmith's Citizen of the lvorld (1762), are more explicHly bent on satire.
Some, like 'rhe Citizen of the Horld, are organized in the form of letters.
Others, like The London Spy, simply recite facts.
One of the first works of this nature written in the eighteenth
century was Thomas Brov.-rn 1 s Amusements Serious and Comical Calculated for
the Heridian of London (1700) which 1-ras partly a translation of Dufresny 1 s
~~usements Serieux et Comiques

(1699).13 But Brown developed the genre a

bit further than Dufresny, adding satire of the lo'l'rer side of London life.
He imagined 11 what an Indian would think of such a motley herd of people 11
and thus surpassed the achievement of Ned Hard.l4 A fe1.: years later Jonathan
Swift evidently thouGht of making a contribution

-~o

this type of literature.

In 1704, opposite the title page of A Tale of a Tub, appeared an advertisement listing 11 Treatises Hri t by the same Author • • • which will be
speedily published".

Included in the list 1•as the follm·ling title: !,

Voyage to England, by a Person of Quality in Terra Australia incognita,
translated from the Original.
lished.

This supposed translation was never pub-

A.s S\\r.i.ft explained to Esther Johnson:
The Spectator is written by Steele -vii th Addison 1 s
help: 'tis oft en very pre·tty. Yesterday it was made
of noble hint I gave him long a go for his Tatlers,
about an Indian supposed to 1vrite his travels into
EnGland. I repent he ever had it. I int ended to have

l.Yrhe author is Tom Bro\m ( 166 3-1704), hack -vrriter and translator •
14Ironically, the inscri ption on his tombstone in Hest mins t er Abbey
attri hutes lihe authors hip of 'rhe London Spy: to him instead of to Hed
l.rlard.

;'

>

-53written a book on that subject. I believe he has spent
it all on one paper, and all the undit hints there are mine
too; but I never see him or Addison. '
In one short paper, Spectator No. 50, Addison did what Swift had planned
to do on a more elaborate scale.l6 In a feH pages, he related the
satirical observations of four "Indian Kings 1117 as they were contained in
"a Little Bundle of Papers" which they had left behind.
of the genre, Addison says:

In the tradition

"These papers are novr translated, and contain

abundance of very odd Observations • • • made during their Stay in the
Isle of Great Britain". It is difficult to say why Swift never completed
these plans, but perhaps he felt that such works had become too commonplace. In A Proposal for Correcting ••• the English Tongue (1712) he
mentions "those monstrous Productions, vrhich under the Names of Trips,
Spies, Amusements, and other conceited Appellations, have over-run us for
some Years past. To this \-Te ot-Te that

s·~range

Race of \vits, who tell us

'

7

they write to the Humour of the Agen.l8
Daniel Defoe used this genre from time to time for the purpose of
sa·tire. In 1705 he wrote The Consolidator: or Hemoirs of Sundry Transactions from the 1-lorld in the Hoon, Translated from the Lunar Language,

15Letter of 28 April 1711, in Swift, The Journal to St ella A.D. 1710-1713
(1923), p. 166.
16see Spectator No. 5o, 27 April 1711.
17m April 1710, four Iroquois sachems or 11 kings" had visited London with
Col. Peter Schuyler and other colonial leaders in order to solicit aid
from the home government for military operations against the French in
Canada. They had an audience with Queen illL~e on 19 April and were taken to
see ·the principal sights of London.
l8swift, Prose Works (1957), edd. Davis and Landa, IV, P• 12.
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-54another pretended translation.

The main figure is a Chinese, the supposed

au·thor, 1-1ho is imaGined to be -~ravelling from China to the Hoon in a
feathered flying machine called

11

the Consolidator".

By means of letters,

the Chinese satirizes European society and poll tics by comparing them 1dth
lunar conditions.

19

A letter supposed to have been written by "Kora

Selym Oglan" was produced by Defoe in 1717. 20

The 11 spy" device is used

to relate topical satire, and the Orientals make sport of
Christi:ms.

·~he

conduct of

Defoe 1vas certainly familiar 1dth Harana •s Turkish Spy, 21

and some scholars think he contributed to The Continuat.ion of Letters
Wri t ·ten by a Turkish Spy at Paris. 22

l91villiam Beckford may have had this in mind when he wrote to Lady
Hamilton, 2 April 1781: 11 I fear I shall never be half so sapient. nor
good for anything in this world, but composing airs, building tm-Ters,
foming gardens, collecting old Japan, and writing a journey to China
or the moon". See }ielville, op. cit., p. 105.
20.see Jolm H. Noore, A Checklist of the \.J'ritings of Daniel Defoe (1960),
Item No. 381.
2lsee letter ·~o Robert Harley[ July-August, 1704?] in Letter~ (1955), ed.
Healey, p. 38.
22see J.R. Noore, op. cit., Item No. 406. A note in Letters, p. 38 states:
nrn 1716 Defoe entitled one of his own Harks A Continuation of Let~ers
1vritten by a Turkish Spy at Parisn. E.A. Baker, in The History of the
English Novel (1929}, III, p. 143, says: 11 In all probability h~ was responsible, at least in part, for The Continuation of the Letters 1drJ.tten b~ a
Turkish Spy at Paris ( 1718), his portion treatinr; of the period 1687-1 9311 •
And vl. P. Tren-t., in 'rhe Cambridge History of English Literature ( 19 32), IX,
p. 19 is equally tentative: 11 In 1717 he skilfully assumed the character
of a Turk 1-rho was shocked by the intolerance displayed by English Christians
in the Bangorian controv-ersy, and it seems almost certai n tha t., in 1718, he
l'l'rote for Taylor, the publisher of Robinson Crusoe, a continuation of the
Letters of the famous Turkish Spy11 ,

'
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-55A Brief and Herry History of Great Britain, Containing an acc01.mt
of the religious customs, etc, ••• of the people, 1.zritten originally
in Arabick (1710?) i·Tas supposedly translated into English by A. Hillier.
1~

Occidental poses as an Oriental and gives an account of English manners

and customs.
·

Sometimes he compares England with the Orient, and, as is

usual in these stories, the Orient is made to seem more attractive.
the same year Steele
in Tatler No.

56.

~orrote

In

about a foreigner of uniden·liified nationality

'rhe foreigner makes no observations, but his questions

about "persons of figure" met in public places provide Steele with an
opportunity for satirical comments on "sharpers".
One contribution of Addison to this genre is a letter in Spectator No.

557,

alleged to have been Hri tten by the ambassador of Bantam shortly after

his arrival in England,23

The point of this essay is that some polite

expressions are insincere enough ·to be meaningless.
the absurdity of begging

11 ten

Addison illustrates

thousand pardons", of off ering to do "any

service that lies in one s porTer", and of being "eternally obliged".
1

The

r'
'

)

,;'

Ambassador says he lodged at a home where the owner "desired me t o think
myself at home, and to consider his House my mm 11 •

>
..

Taking him at his

word, on the f olloHing morning, the Ambassador 11 began t o knock dorm one
of the 1'/alls of it, in order t o l et in the fresh Air, and had packed up
some of the Household-Goods, of which I intended to have made thee [his
ruler] a Present:

But the false Varlet no sooner sa1v me f alling to work,

but he sent Uord to desire me to give over , for that he i-tould have no such
Doings in his House 11 ,

23An ambassador from Bantam did visit London in 1-lay 1682•

'·
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-56One of the most popular lvorks of this ldnd was Lord LytteHon 1 s
{.:

Letters from a Persian in England to his Friend at Ispahan (1735), the
first English imitation of }!ontesquieu 1 s masterpiece. 24

~Jhile aclmow-

!edging tha·t it is customary to disclaim authorship in these s·tories, he
does the same thing himself in a letter to the bookseller:

11 I

am a1vare

that some people may suspect. that the character of a Persian is fictitious,
as many such counterfeits have appeared bo·th in France and England:

but

whoever reads them '1-r.ith attention will be convinced that they are certainly
the ivork of a perfect stranger11 • 25 All but a few of the letters in the
book are written by Selim to his friend :1·1irza.

Lyttel~on

linked his

letters with l1ontesquieu 1 s by imagining that Selim and 1'1irza !mew Mon·tesquieu Is correspondent Usbek. 26 Selim promises:

11

v1hatever in the manners

of this people appear to me to be singular and fantastical, I will also give
thee some account of:

and, if I may judge by what I have seen already,

this is a subject. Hhich will not easily be exhausted

11

•

27

And so Selim

'

r
'

describes his experiences '1-r.ith an opera audience, as a spectat.or at a

)

circus, and in a debtor 1 s prison, and comments upon gambling and intox-

>

ication.

In Letters X to XX he recounts the 11 History of the 'froglodytes 11 ,

a continuation of that 11 related by our countryman Usbec 11 •

'

~

'

His purpose is

24n >-mnt through four editions in the first year of publication, a fifth
in 1744, and others appear as late as 1796.
25tyttel~on, Works (1776), I, p. 131.

26 urhe relations ue received from our friend Usbec, of thoseparts of
Europe uhich he had seen, raised in tis an ardent desir~ to know ·the re~t,
and par'c .icularly this famous island, of uhich, not haVl.ng been there himself, he could give us but imperfect accounts." ~., P• 133.
27

~.,

p. 134.

'
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-57to show· that "mankind has become wickeder and more miserable in a sl:.ate
of government, than they 1vere left in a state of nature".
growth of corruption in EngLish church and government.

He satirizes the

This is the first

full-sized book in which the point of view of a foreigner is maintained
consis·t.ently throughout.
The Persian Letters; or, ·t.he second volume of Letters from Selim
at London, to I'-Iirza at Ispahan appeared in 1736.

This was the first of

a series of lvorks lvhich followed closely upon Letters from a Persian;
holiever, it was no·t, vrritten by

Lyttel~ ~on. 28 The author states that, it is

his intention to give a modest check to some urmecessary reflections in
the first volume, namely, Lyttel: Gon 1 s.

In 1736 also the Gentleman' s

Nagazine listed the publication of Remarks of a Persian Traveller29 and
Letters from a Hoor at London to his Friend at Tunis)O The latter is
more like a text book than a collection of essays on manners.

In twenty-

four let,ters the city of London, the public buildings, and the governmen·t,
of England are all described at great length, but there is no attempt at
satire.

The 11Hoor 11 is a mere device to attract readers.

characterizes him as an Oriental, much less as a Hoor.

28

Halkett and Laing, op. cit., IV, p. 326, st.ate
the writer has not yet been ascertained.

HardJs' anything
A be·t.·ter example

·t.hat the identity of

29 11Remarks of a Persian Traveller on the principal Courts of Europe with
a Dissertation upon that of England, the Nation in General and the Prime
~.inister. '\tlri tten in the Persian Language Originally, and translated
into English and French." Gentleman's Hagazine, VI (1736), P• 44.
3°11 Letters from a Uoor at London to his Friend at Tunis; containing an
Account of his Journey thro 1 England, 1dth his Observations of the Laws,
Customs Reli · on and l1anners of the En lish Hation. 11 Gentleman 1 s
Hagazine, VI 173 , p. 27. L.J. Davidson, in "Forerunners of· Goldsmith's
The Citizen of the lvorld", Modern Language Notes, XXXVI (1921), P• 219
attributes the authorship t o a ''Vlillirun Lloyd".

-.
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-58of the genre is Letters from an Armenian in Ireland to his Friends at
Trebisond, &c. Translated in the Year 1756.

Its authorship has been

attributed to Robert Hellen, Viscount Edmund Sexton Pery, and others.31
The author uses

Lyttel~on 1 s

work as a point of departure and the principal

correspondent of his Oriental traveller, Aza

-~he

Armenian, is Selim 1 s

friend, Abdallah, -vrhom -vre first hear about in Lyttel ~on 1 s Letters from a
Persian.

Aza 1 s guide is an Irish friend 1·rhose connnents and explanations

help him to understand his experiences.
the Oriental guise for very long.

But the

r~iter

does not sustain

Goldsnuth, reviewing this work in the

Honthly Review, wrote:
Hhether the country our Author describes >-Tas
deficient in materials, and had not national follies
enough for general satire, ;-re are not to determine;
but certain it is, he has by no means been cautious
in his endeavours to preserve the fi~titious character
he has assumed. This pretended Armenian. espouses party,
en·~ers into the mnutiae of the politics of Ireland,
explains Poynings Act, and pays not a little attention
to my Lady Mayore~, the Chandler 1 s daughter. 1Vbile
these, and topics more trifling than these, mruce up
the correspondence, in vain is every period stiffned
-v~th a thee and thou; in vain does he swear, or pray,
like a Zealous Mli.;;'S\D.man. He personates a native of
the East, just as the frigid l<***** acts the glowing
Othello, or the fiery Bajazet.32
In the middle of the eighteenth century, Horace 1falpole wrote an

essay for The ltiorld in which he commented upon the unnecessary proliferation
of books.

To make his point clear, he imagines a Chinese or Indian who in

a short letter to his correspondent at home acquaints him 1vit h the vast
waste of labour contained in the libraries of Europe.

3lsee Hallcett and Laing, op. cit. , III, p. 321.

32Honthly Revie-vr, XVII (1757), P• lSO.

The letter is written
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-59in what 'W'a lpole calls the "hyperbolic style of the East".

The sage is

amazed at the wilderness of books and the futility of the pedants Hho
continue t.o increase their number.

This essay was never published in the

~ 33 and it is possible that i·Jalpole's skill in handling this genre
would not have been well kno•m had he not written A Letter from Xo Ho, a
Chinese Philosopher at London, to his Friend Lien Chi, at Peking. We are
told by <,valpole' s editor that it -vras written on 12 Hay 1757, sent to the
press the next day, and went through five editions in a fortnight.34

Its

chief purpose uas to expose the irrationality of the Englishman's political
psychology:

11 the

people demand t.o be told something, no matter what:

if

a politician, a minister, a member of their assembly, was mysterious, and
~~

refused to impart something to an inquirer, he would make an enemy:

if

he tells a lie, it is no offence; he is communicative; that is sufficient
to a free people:

all they ask is newTs; a falsehood is as much nerrs as

truth" )S lvalpole' s wit is best exhibited in his discussion of the illfated Admiral Byng:

11 Last

year the English lost a valuable island • • •

The imprisoned admiral was tried, acquitted, condemned and put to death.
The trials of the others liere delayed. At last they were tried - not as
I e:>.'Pected, uhether they rTere guilty, but, 1ihether they should be ministers
or not.

If the executed admiral had lived, he too might be a rninister. 11 36

33But see Halpole, '1-Iorlcs (1798), I, PP• 198, 199.
34Ibid., p.

35~.'

2o5.

P• 206.

36Ibid., p. 207.
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The Oriental guise of Xo Ho is not elaborate and 1-1ears thin. vlalpole •s
perceptive wU keeps the reader interested.
It was in 1757 also that Richard Graves began to •rritie The Spiri'tiual

Quixote, a work which was not published until 1773. Graves made a passing
thrust at the literary habit of setting up foreigners as crHics of
England. In the course of his wanderings, Hildgoose, the hero, meets a
man called Graham, a grotesque philosopher who claims to be the author of
an unpublished manuscript:

Literae Hottentoticae; or Letters from a beau-

tiful young Hottentot to her friends at the Cape. Graham explains that it
is "an account_of the many barbarous customs and preposterous opinions which
she had observed in our metropolis during her three years abode amongst ustt. 37
But Graves's thrust was harmless and the foreign observer genre continued
to flourish.

By far the best example of the foreign observer device in English
is Oliver Goldsmith's Citizen of the World, a collection of letters first
printed in the Public Ledger twice a week between January 1760 and August
1761. Originally !:,here '1-Tere 116 of these letters but the number was
increased to 119 in the collected edition of May 1762 entitiled The Citizen
of the World; or Letters from a Chinese Philosopher, Residing in London,
to his Friends in the East.38 The work was instantly popular, and continued
to be published in England, Ireland, and America until 1824. It is important
to remember that the letters were rrritten originally f or periodical publication, for Goldsinith's journalistic sense had led him to write on topics

37Grav~s, The Spiritual Quixote (1773), ed. Clarence Tracy (1967), P• 128.
38Letters referred to here follOi-1 the numbering pattern of The Collected
Works of Oliver Goldsmith (1966), ed. Arthur Friedman.
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-61that were timely, personal, and directly related to the life that was
going on about him. 39 ifuen the letters were collected in tvTO volumes in
1762, their appeal was scmmvhat diminished because this more polished
version lacked the immediacy and relevance that they had had when they
appeared day by day.
'Ehere is ample evidence that Goldsmith drew on ·the -vrorks of his
predecessors in this type of fiction, but it is to his credi·t that he
adapted the borro-vred material to suit his own purpose, and, in most cases,
improved on it.

This is especially true of his borrmdngs from Harana,

Hontesquieu, and

Lyttel~on.

l·Iarana 1 s purpose was to record facts; nearly

all of Goldsmith 1 s letters vrere essays devoted to a single idea.

Harana

tried to instruct with the aid of history; Goldsmith '1-Tas concerned with the
minor quirks and foibles of current English culture and treats them with
a gentle kind of ridicule that is amusing as well as mildly instructive,
The Turkish Spy t·ras written against a background of tiar and political
activity; t.he more ephemeral activities in The Citizen of the 1-J'orld take
place in private life - especialzy in the life of middle and !Olver class
Englishmen - and are largely fictional.

}farana 1 s design was useful t o

Goldsmith, but the intentions of the tliO authors tiere so different that
nothing else vras of use.

It is probable that Hontesquieu 1 s Persian Letters

influenced Goldsmith's handling of certain topics, but he does not follow
Montesquieu slavishly.

Horeover, Hontesquieu used fifty-six out of one

hundred and sixty-one letters to develop the roma.rrtic story of Usbek and

39see H.J. Smith, IIHr. Tattler of Pekin, China: a Venture in Journalism11 ,
in Essa s in Criticism bv Members of the De artment of En lish Universit
of California 1929 , p. 1 9 ff.
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-62his vdves back in Ispahan.

The Citizen of the World represents the

let·~ers of only one correspondent, Lien Chi Altangi, 4° and thus preserves
its unity tdth much less effor·h.

It is remarkably free from Oriental

trappings, uhereas Hontesquieu and many other writers make great play with
OrienGal customs and stilted language in an effort to hide the real
of their vTOrks.

Goldsmith must have knovm also LytteHon • s Letters from

a Persian in England, but Lyttelt.on 1 s eighty
varied in subject
No

ori~in

ma·~ter

let·~ers

are not as topical,

mat~er, unified in design, or as realistic as Goldsrnith!~~41

what he may have borroued from other writers, The Citizen

of the World is distinctively Goldsmith's.

His portrayal of the i•Ian in

Black and Beau Tibbs is an exrunple of characterization unprecedented in
this kind of ficl:,ion.

I

..

It must also be remembered that Goldsmith had not

yet published The Vicar of Wakefield ( 1766), a novel which vras to make
him famous, and therefore these are perhaps the first signs of his hitherto undisclosed gift for portraying htnnorous

character.

11 rhe

little

sketches of Jack Spindle and 1 my cousin Hannah,• in 1 The Bee,•, go no
farther t,han the corresponding personifications of particular qualities
in the •Spectator • and ••.ratler 1 • n42 Such well drawn characters are
unusual .... n periodical literature.
The Spectator.
luctant

Addison had done something the same in

Hrs. Hodson, Goldsmith's sister, suggested that the re-

philarr~hropist

tvhom he christened

11 the

Han in Black 11 possessed

40This name may have been suggested by irlalpole 1 s Letter from Xo Ho • • •
to his Friend Lien Chi (1757).
4lspecific references of Goldsmith's borrO'Ivings are given by R.S. Crane and
H.J. Smith, IIA French Influence on Goldsmith's Citizen of the Horld11 ,
Nodern Philology, XIX (1921), especially pages 86-91, and by J .E. Brm-m,
liGoldsmith•s Indebtedness to Voltaire and Justus Van Effen 11 , Hodern
Philolo~, XXIII (1926), PP• 273-284.
4 2Austin Dobson, n•rhe Citizen of the World 11 , in Eighteenth Century Vignettes
( 1892), p . U3.
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-63certain idiosyncrasies which suggest Goldsmith's father and Goldsmith
himself. 43 The naivet,y of his charity contrasts with his expressed
distrust of human nature; his simulated harshness belies his genuine
amiability.

By now· he has become a type in English literature.

He is

surpassed in The Citizen of the World only by the more complete portrait
of Beau Tibbs, the tarnished little name-dropper and pretender to fashion:
His hat was pinch 1 d up with peculiar smartness; his
looks l7ere pale, thin, and sharp; round his neck he
wore a broad black ribbon, and in his bosom a buckle
studded with glnss; his coat was trimmed with
tarnish'd twist; he wore by his side a s..rord with a
black hilt, and his stockings of silk, thopgh newly
wash'd, were grown yellow by long service.44
Especially humorous : is the Dickensian scene in which the Chinese visHor
accompanies the Nan in Black and the pawn-broker 1 s wido1.,, along with Beau
Tibbs and his wife ( 11 in flimsy silk, dirty gauze instead of linen, and
an hat as big as an umbrello 11 ), to the Vauxhall Gardens.

A continual

sparring ensues, pitting the borrowed gentility of Hrs. Tibbs against
the moneyed vulgarity of the tradesman 1 s lridow. Mrs. Tibbs emerges as
the unquestioned authority on taste:

11 [

the wido1.,] perceived now ·tha·t; she

had no pretensions in the 1·10rld to tas·t;e, her very senses were vulgar,
since she had praised detestable custard, and smacked at 'Wretched· wine; .she
was therefore conten·t t;o yield the victory, and for the rest of the night
to listen ancl improve 11 •
As for Lien Chi, he sometimes forgets his Chinese point of view and
his formal language.

Sometimes he appears not to be a Chinese at all, but

43see Goldsmith, Collected ~·Jorks, II, p. 112.

..

·~

44Letter LIV' •.
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-64rather an Englishman with a keen eye.

In letter XXXIII he is accused of

having "nothing of the true eastern :ma.nner 11 in his delivery, but explains:
••• what is palm 1 d upon you daily for an imitation
of eastern writing, no way resembles their manner,
either in sen·t.iment or diction. In the east, similies
are seldom used, and metaphors almost wholly unknm-m;
but in China particularly, the very reverse of i-That
you allude to, takes place; a cool phlegmatic method
of i-Tri ting prevails there.
This is primarily em allusion to the fake lcmguage of the Oriental tales
that were being produced in England.

Lien Chi is by far the most credible

of the foreign observers in English fiction.

Goldsmith endowed him ;.ti.th

a rti.de knouledge of various nations, a philosophical turn of mind, and
many friends vTho introduced him to the various scenes of English life.
Consequently The Citizen of ·t.he 1·1 orld is an ex·t.remely thorough analysis
of society.

Each letter takes us to a fresh area of interest rThich

invited to explore through the eyes of the foreigner.

1·18

are

The image of the

Oriental as candid, intellectually honest, and viewing al.l things 1-ti. th
the cool eye of reason, still prevails today. Uith these characteristics,
he .was akin to the 11man of nature", who in the second half of the eighteenth
century exposed the shams and inconsistencies of civilized society with
equal clarity of judgement and frankness.

This became the preoccupation

of the follo"t-TCrs of Rousseau.
(2) The Apologue or Conte Philosophique
The apologue, also lmm-m as the "fable 11 or ~ 1 parable 11 , has been used
from earlies·t. times as a favourite means of illustrating a moral lesson.
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-65Although this kind of story is more commonly found in the oral tradition
,.

.

· ..

·.·.. :

of folklore, it has been used -.n.dely in various kinds of literature. The
Greek slave Aesop, who lived early in the sixth century

B.c.,

has been

regarded from antiquity to the present day as the exponent par excellence
of the fable, even though there is no evidence thaG he ever prepared his
..

stories for publication.

This ldnd of story is most often concerned with

a."limals or inanimate objects.
··.·

The parable, '<Thich is concerned with people,

is used for illus·trat.ion in the teachings of Jesus Christ and in the
lctcers of Saint Paul.

And in the Arabian Nights, stories resembling the

parable 1.;ere used to impart wisdom and spiritual benefit.

In the eighteenth

century a popular fom of Oriental tale, usually called an

11

apologue 11 ,

drew on all three of these types in attempting to teach the reading public

(
I

)

to be virtuous.
Some of the earliest examples of this type are found in essays

1

in periodical literature.

As observers and critics of the daily act-

ivHies of contemporary society, the English essayists were concerned
primarily Hith public morality.

·ro illuslirate morals and expound philosophy,

they show a fondness for "allegories", 11 fables 11 , and "tales", and these
are often Oriental in setting.

Addison said that one of his objectives in

the SpectaGor

1·1'aS

to "enliven I·iorality with Hit, and to temper 'Hit vlith

Nor ali ty". 45

He Has especially partial to using fables, for in the process

of readinG them
We peruse the Author for the sake of the Story,. and
consider the Precepts rather as our mm ConclusJ.ons,

45Sped2.tor No. 10, 12 Narch 1711.

)
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-66than his Instructions. The Noral insinuates it self
imperceptibly, we are taught by Surprise, and
become wiser and better unawares. In short, by this
:tv!ethod a Man is so far over-reached as to think he
is directing himself, lvhile ~ he is follOlv.ing the
Dictates of another, and consequently is not sensible
of that ~hich is the most unpleasing Circumstance in
Advice.

4

But this brand of morality and philosophy was not distinctly Oriental in
character.

It embraced such English virtues as industry, health, economy,

justice, and prudence.

The Oriental element 'I'Tas often but a mask to give

variety and attract readers.
Perhaps the best of these apologues is one of the earliest, Addison's
Vision of Mirza. 4 7 Certainly it is the best lmotm of the English apologues. 48
Typically, Addison begins by explaining ho'I'T he "picked up several Oriental
)1anuscripts 11 while

0:::1

a visit to Cairo.

He calls one of them The Vision

of Nirza and says he is beginning t-ri th "the first Vision, which I have
translated \>lord for Hord11 •

He may infer from this that a series of

,
'

apologues was planned; only one, hot·rever, t.ras ever published. vlhile con-

)
templating "the Vanity of humane Life" on a mountain top, Hirza is approached
by a genius "in t.he Habit of a Shepherd" who leads him to the highest
mountcin peak.
of tale.

A supernatural beine; such as this is common in this kind

There follows a comnentary on the transitoriness of human life.

}:irza is shotm a huge valley tdth a prodigious river running through it.

46spectator No. 512, 17 October 1712.
47spectator No. 159, 1 September 1711.

48Robert Burns~

in an autobiographical letter to Dr. John f.Ioore, 2 Au~st
1787 wrote: "The earliest thing of Composition that I recollect taking
plea~ure in 'I'TaS The vision of !>1irza and a hymn of :\ddison 1 s begilming 1 Hatv are Thy se~ants blest, 0 Lordt 1 n See Burns, : Selected Letters
(1953), ed . Fer guson, p. 55.
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-67Across the valley stands a bridge consisting of three score and ten arches.
As the multitudes of people pass over it, they fall through trap-doors
into the river belm.;.

This is a depressing spectacle to .1-!irza:

I passed some Time in the Contemplation of ·this
wonderful Structure, and the great Variety of Objects
1-1hich it presented. :t-1y Heart was filled •lith a deep
Nelancholy to see several dropping unexpectedly in
the Hidst of Hirth and Jollity, and catching at every
thing that stood by them to save themselves. Some
uere looking up tovrards the Heavens in a thoughtful
Post ure, and in the Nidst of a Speculation stumbled
and fell out of Sight. Multitudes i·m re very busy in
the Pursuit of Bubbles that glittered in their Eyes
and danced before them, but often i·Then they thought
themselves id thin the Reach of them their Footing
failed - and down they sunk. In this Confusion of
Objects, I observed some with Scymetars in their
Hands, and others with Urinals, who ran to and fro
upon the Bridge, thrusting several Persons on Trapdoors ivhich did not seem to lie in their 'lfay, and
which they might have escaped had they not been ·jjhus
forced upon them.
:Sventually they all fall through and are borne away, the virtuous to the
islands of "Pleasure of Different Kinds and Degrees", and the rest, to a
region covered i·Tith cloud.
The story uses a minimum of Oriental ornament and r elies for its
impact on the meaning contained in the simple metaphor of the bridge of
life and the folly of those i·Tho build upon U.
achieved by the Biblical terms.

The solemn mood is partly

The "vale of misery11 is reminiscent of

t he "valley of death" in Psalm XXIII; t he 11 prodieious t ide of water 11 suggest s
t he Biblical symbol f or l ife;49 and t he t hreescore and ten arches of t he

49Psalm ex, vv. 4 and 5: nFor a t housand years in. t hy sight are bu~ as
yest,erday vThen it is past, and as a watch in the m ght./ Thou carr~est
them aHay as with a flood, and they are even as a sleep; in the morning
they are like grass that groHeth up."

,·
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-68bridge correspond to the Biblical measure of a man's life.So The tale
appears to be an amplification of Psalm XC, especially verse twelve:
"So teach us to number our days, that we may apply our hearts unto tvisdom".
Much shorter than The Vision of
says bears out this moral:

11 There

~firza

is the story which Addison

is no virtue so truly great and godlike

as justicen.Sl \fuen a sultan's army camps on the plains of Avila,

11 a

'.

certain great man of the

army11

forces his way into a peasant's house,

turns out the man, and spends the night in bed 1-rl.th his wife.
complains to the sultan but is unable to identify the man.
time

~his

The husband

The second

occurs the sultan goes to the peasant 1 s· house, orders every

light extinBuished, and puts the criminal to death in the dark.

On looking

at the corpse of the criminal, the sultan falls on his lmees in prayer,
orders food, and appears to be in a good humour.
asks why he does this.

Curious, the peasant

The sultan replies:

••• I had reason to thiruc it might have been one of
rrry O'tm sons, for 1·1ho else would have been so audacious
and presuming? I gave orders therefore for the lights
to be extinguished, that I might not be led astray,
by partiality or compassion, from doing justice on
the criminal.
He had been so joyful that his son had not been involved that he got down
on his knees to ·~hank God.

Except for the presence of a sultan and the

location of the story in Avila, there is no Oriental atmosphere attempted.

50psalrn CX, v. 10: "The days of our age are threescore years and. ten,
or, if men be so strong, they may come to fourscore years;/ Yet ~s
their pride but labour and sorrow: so soon passeth it away, and we are
gone."
5Iuuardian No. 99, 4 July 1713.
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-69Ho-vrever the sultan 1 s procedure in dealing rrl. th criminals is certainly far
removed from

~/estern

practices.

One of Addison 1 s political essays is concerned t-li th the arbitrary
pm·mrs of rulers:

"They are made to believe, that Passive Obedience and

non-Resistance, Unlimited Power and Indefeasible Right, have something of
a venerable and religious J.ieaning in them; ;.rhereas in Reality, they only
imply that a King of Great-Britain has a Right to be a Tyrant, and that
his Subjects are obliged in Conscience to be Slavesu.52 To support this
charge, he recounts the life of 11Huley Ishmael, Emperor of Horocco", who
possessed such unquestionable power that he would demonstrate his horsemanship to foreign visitors by slaughtering two or three of his subjects
11 uhom

he dexterously put to Death vrl.th the Tilt of his Lance".

not approve the architectural design of a building, he would

If he did

11 she1ir

the

Delicacy of his Taste by demolishing the Building, and putting to death
all that had a Hand in i t 11 ,
11 when

He once killed one of his queens 1-rl:!Jh a kick

she '-ras big uith Child, for having gather'd a Flower as she was

vra.lking vrl.th him in his Pleasure Garden".

This same Emperor of Horocco

had been compared ldth the King of France (probably Louis XIV) in a book
by a French ambassador.

Addison says:

This 'fas that Emperor of France to 1-:hom the Person
Hho has a great Hind to be King of these Realms Olfed
his Education, and from whom he learned his Notions of
Government. What should hinder One, whose Mind is so
well seasoned with such Prepossessions, from attempting
to copy after his Patron, in the Exercise of such a
Power; especially considering that the Party who

52Freeholder No. 10, 23 January 1716.
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-70espouse his Interest, never fail to compliment a Prince
that distributes all his Places among them, 1-ri.th
mlimited Power on his Part, and unconditional Obedience
on that of his Subjects.
1ddison exaggerates, but his illustration is apt.

There is something

outre about the tyrannical actions of Huley Ishmael that could not perhaps
have been associated with actions of any i'lestern ruler.
Alexander Pope illustrates an argument about the inhumanity of man
in his dealings with the lower animals by citing what he calls "one of
the Persian fables of Pilpayn,53 A traveller rescues an adder from a
burning bush by drawing him out in a bag tied to the end of his staff.

He

tells the adder to go r7here he pleases and never again do injury to men.
As the adder prepares to sting the traveller, the latter preaches to him
about the injustice of reNarding good rr.i.th evil.

'rhey refer the matter

to a tree and a cow, each of which describes man's ingratitude for the
benefits which they provide him.

Finally, they tell the whole story to

a fox who says he cannot be persuaded that it is possible for the adder
to enter into so small a bag.

"The adder, to convince him, r7ent in again;

Hhen the fox told the man he had norl his enemy in his power, and 1-ri. th that
he fastened the bag, and crushed him to pieces." This apologue closely
resembles Aesop's fables, in "hich talking animals illustra~e truths about
human life.

There is nothing to make it distinctively Oriental.

It would

be interesting to !morT whe-~her Pope received as much as half-a-crmm for
his efforts.
Sir Richard Steel e published The History of Sa..,ton Barsisa (on which

53Guardian 1-lo. 61, 21 Hay 1713.

---·-----~--------·-···~~- -------··· ·-·-· . .......·-· ----·--·-· ---··-···-"·-······---71H.G. Leuis v1as ·jjo base The Nonk (1796) -vrl.th the justification that "there
are feH, i f any books, out of 1vhich a man of learning may not extract
something for his usen.54 The daughter of a king suffers from a incurable
illness and is sent, as a last resort, to the santon (Hohammedan monk or
hermit), Barsisa.

The old

!lk'Ul

is stirred by the beauty of the girl and

the devil tempts him to keep her for a night:

11 You

may do anything un-

punished, 1-rhen armed by the great reputation for 1dsdom which you have
acquired".

'rhe santon then approaches the princess "and in a moment

ca.'lcels a virtue of an hundred years durat,ion".
him day <Uld night.

A thousand horrors haunt

Acting on the advice of the devil, he kills the

princess and. tells the king that she has gone auay early in the morninE;.
The devil tells the king Hhat has really happened and the santon is
sentenced to be hanged.

As he is about to die, the devil promises to save

him if he will first give him a sign of adoration.
Hhereupon the santon bowed and said, 1 I give myself to
you.• The devil then raising his voice, said, •o
Barsisa, I am satisfied; I have obtained what I
desired; 1 and 1·rl.th these words, spitting in his face,
he disappeared; and the deluded santon was hanged.
There is nothing in this variation of t,hc Faust legend chat is particularly
Oriental.

If anything, it is characteristically Christian.

The apolor,ues of Samuel Johnson in the Rambler and ·t,he ~ are
expressions of his sober philosophy of the vanity of planning the
happiness of one's life.55 Nore ponderous in style than others of their

54Guardian No. 148, 31 August 1713.
55He was not, houever, ignorant of their entertainment value.· He to~~... .
BosHell that Goldsmith "has t,he art of compil:i.ng, and of. saJ9-ng every ~.~hmg
he has to say in a pleasing manner. He is no1v 1vritin~ a Natural History
and 1ri.ll mal<e it as entertaining as a Persian Tale". See BosHell, ~
of Jolmson (1934), ed. Hill, II, p. 237 •
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-72kind, Dr. Johnson 1 s essays .are more intent, upon presenting philosophical
and moral truths in a clear fashion than wHh adorning them in Oriental
dress.

Of particular interest is the story of Seged, Lord of Kthiopia, who

in the tHenty-seven·th year of his rei811 decided to retire for ten days to
an island where a house of pleasure has been built containing everything
tha·t can gratify the senses.56 The first day is lost while he decides
i·Thich pleasure to indulge in first.

'rhe other nine are marred by various

infelicities, ending on the t,enth day with the death of his daughter the
princess.

'rhe story of Ortogrul of Basra exemplifies the maxim 11 Let no

man ••• >-Tish to be rich, who is already too wise to be flattered 11 .57
Ortoerul, a wise man, contrasts the luxuriousness of the vizier 1 s palace
Hith his Oim humble state.

After twenty years of perseverance, he is a
i•

rich man, but grows weary of himself and desires ·l;o be persuaded that he
is ereat and happy.

His wisdom prevents him from being persuaded.

11

His

own hear·t told him his frailities, his olm upderstanding reproached him
1-r.i th

his faults • 11
In The Proceedings of Providence Vindicated, an Eastern Tale, a

story by Oliver Goldsmith which appeared in the Royal Nagazine in 17>9,
Asern the Hanhater discovers that he receives nothing but ineratitude for
loving his fellou men.

A genie takes him to a subterranean world where

the inhabi tan t,s live absolutely wi thou·!:, vice.

One by one, As em 1 s notions

of an ideal world are shmm to be impractical.

He rejoins society where

>6Rarnbler No. 20h and 205, 29 February and 3 Harch 1752.

57~ No. 99, 8 Harch 176o.

I
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-73he "diligently applies himself to commerce, and puts in practice that
ivisdom he had learned in solitude".

There is considerably more Oriental

content here than in most of the apologues, a hint of vrhat was to come
three years later in The Citizen of t.he Horld.
An ::inti:t.ator of Johnson, Sir John Hawkesworth, contributed moralist,::ic
tales to the Adventurer from 1752 to 1754.
predecessors in style.

These tales are encrusted with more Oriental

imagery, and while the ocher tales are
elevated.

Hawkesrrorth differs from his

some~.,hat

pompous, these are absurdly

In the story of Amurath, Sultan of the East, the hero is given

a ring by a genie and whenever Amura:l:,h is inclined to do evil the ring
pinches his finger.5 8 Not content to be restrained, he throws the ring
mvay and is successively turned into
a dove.

11

a monster of the desert", a dog, and

He thus learns that 11 the wants of nature cannot be supplied with

safety, 1-rhere the inordinate a:ppetites of vice are not restrained".

Hawkes-

l'rorth 1 s best known loJ'Ork was Almoran and Ha.met (1761), an Oriental tale
1-rhich enjoyed great popularity mainly because of its melodrama-t,ic plot.
Two brothers are left to rule jointly when their f ather dies.

Hamet is

"thoughtful, patient, and forbea.rin~"; Almoran is "haughty, vain, and
vo:)..uptuous".

They both fall in love with Almeida.

The tension of this story

is maintained by t he disparities of personality be·t:.vTeen the tHo bro-~hers.
Haint:.aining the tradition of t.he ·t.ales in the periodicals, the Orient,al
mask is thin, the diction is sonor ous, and a g;enie appears who aids Almoran 1 s
treachery:

58Adventurer No. 20, 21, and 22; 13, 16, and 20 J a.'1.uary 1753.
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-74As he uttered this expression, he felt the palace
shake; he heard a rushing, like a blas·~ in the
desert; and a being of more than human appearru1ce
stood before lum. Almoran, though he was terrified,
1vas not humbled; and he stood exoectin"'
the event '
•
0
NheGher 5~od or evil, rather with obduracy than
couraGe•
Almoran 1 s wish to satiate every desire is aided by a magic talisman, but
each vTish is frustrated by the virtue of Hamet and Almeida.

In the end he

is metamorphosed into a rock, leaving the lovers to reign in peace.
Among the lengthier tales are John Langhorne's tedious and heavily
moralistic SolYJnan and Almena ( 1762) and Nrs. Frances Sheridan's History
of Hourjahad (1767), the latter of Hh:ich employs a kind of Rip van 1-linkle
device in order to enforce the trite moral of the vanity of riches.
genie promises Nourjahad endless

you~h

A

and iln infinite amount of gold but

warns him that he may expect to fall into trances las·t.ing weeks or years.
·r hus the houris vlhom he had left young and beautiful are wrinkled hags
when he awakes.

Nourjahad is duly chastened, but he and the reader are

surprised to find that the gold, the houris, and the tr~~ces are all part
of a practical joke executed by the Sultan vlho has been at,tempting t.o see
whether Hourjahad is v10rthy to accede to the throne.
Samuel J olmson 1 s History of Rasselas, Prince of Abissinia is the
most outsGanding exar,lple of the longer moral and plulosophic tales. At

59British Hovelislis (1820), ed. Barbauld, x.:~:VI, p. 179. Once again, the
Biblical influence comes through. The appearance of the genius suggests
·t;he aupearance of the Holy Spirit in The Acts of the Apostles, 2: 2: "And
sudde~ly there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing mighty 1nnd, . and it
filled all the house v1here they were sHGing11 • The 1wrds of the gem.us,
n·rake no thouaht for to-morrm-1; to-morrow, my p01-1er shall be employed in
thy behalf, ~e reminiscent of the Sermon on the Hount in The Gospel
According to St. 11att.heH, 6: 34: "Take ·t.herefore no thought for t he morrow:
for the morrmv shall t.ake ·t;hought for the trri.ngs of itself."

,.
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first it may appear incongruous that a man as sober as Johnson should be
interes~ed

in such fanciful happenings.

Bnt he uas not a neophyte in

this kind of literature, having already translated Lobo's Voyage to
Abyssinia and contributed Oriental tales to the Rambler and the Idler.
Boswell tells us that when Johnson i-Jas

gran·~ed

his pension he said:

"Had

this happened t1.;enty years ago, I should have gone to Constantinople to
learn Arabick, as Pococke did 11 • 60 It has also been shmm that he -rras a
reader of the Persian Tales, from 1-1hich he gained some of his ideas for
Rasselas. 61 Voltaire's Candide, -vrhich appeared almost at the same time,
Has conceived on a similar plan.

However, as BosHell point s out, the

objects of the two works l-Iere not the same:
Voltaire, I am afraid, meant only by -vranton profaneness
to obtain a sportive victory over religion, and to discredit the belief of a superintending Providence:
Jolmson meant, by she1ring the unsat isfactory nature of
things temporal, to direct the hopes of man to things
eternal. Rasselas, as was observed to me by a very
accomplished lady, may be considered as a more enlareed
and more deeply philosophical discourse in prose, upon
the interesting truth, which in his ' Vanity of
Hishes' he had so successfully enforced in verse. 2

Hrz

This last point is obvious from the beginning of the work Hhere Johnson
addresses himself to 11Ye who 1-;ould listen wit h credulity to the whisper s
of fancy, and pursue -vii th eagerness the phantoms of hope; 1-1ho expect that
age will perform the promises of youth, and t hat the def iciencies of the
present day i-Till be supplied by the morrou".

60
Boswell, Life, IV, p. 27.

61s ee Geof frey Tillotson, "Rasselas and The Persian Tales , 11 i n Essays in
Criticism an d Researcl~ (1942), P• ll4.

62 BosHell, op. cit., I, p. 342.
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-76According to custom in Abyssinia, Rassela.s at. the beginning of the
story is secluded from ·the world 1·1 ith his brothers and sisters "till the
order of succession should call him to the ·bhrone 11 •

They are enclosed in

a beautiful valley where they are liberally provided with everything that can
gratify or amuse them.

Once a year the emperor visits, entering through

a cavern sealed up by gates of iron - the only means of escape.

Rasselas,

a young prince of "intelligence and curiosity, wearies of the monotony and
escapes from the valley, taking with him his sister, Nekayah, her attendant,
and bhe philosopher Imlac who has helped them escape. They agree to range
the uorld in order to make their

11 choice

of life11 •

The story itself is unexciting - even the kidnapping of Nekayah 1 s
attendant Pekuah by Arab horsemen is dull.

But it does provide a suffic-

iently broad canvas on which Johnson can exhibit and criticize various
modes of human existence.

Rasselas is episodic in form.

in the allec;ory of the journey:

Its unity lies

the pilgrims see the varying points of

vieu on matters such as public and priva.te life, marriage and celibacy,
religious retirement, and so on, and are unable to decide upon a "choice
of life" amidst such various appearances of good and evil.

Having seen

enough of the world to be disenchanted with it, t hey end their search by
resolving to return to the valley.

11 0f

the wishes that they had formed,

they well knew that none could be obtained." . In the 111'ords of the title
of t he last chapter, tllis is "the conclusion in which nothing is concluded11 •
Such a conclusion is perhaps appropriat e for such insular characters
as these.

After having lived in total isolation, separated from the intri-

r~ · .,

.

,.'

-77cacies of social intercourse, they could have reached no other conclusion
from sifting the advantages and disadvantages of various modes of life.
Credulity ("easiness of belief"), fancy ("an opinion bred rather by the
imagination t.han the reason"), hope ("an e:>.-pectation indulged with pleasure 11 ) ,
and youthful illusions about the future, are all singled out and destroyed.
But this serves to highlight the fact, that no m..m is

isola~ed.

Every man

is 'l·roven into society in such a way that his "choice of life" is seldom in
question and his happiness is seldom perfect.

The implication is, there-

fore, that no pure happiness is to be found and a reasoning man vrill
continually be making choices. 63
Rasselas stands at the
or philosophic tale.

highes~

point of development of the moral

Scatte:red along the way are a few wi.th literary

value, but in general the majority of these tales were illustrations used
in an age 'l'<hen '1-lriters sarr moralizing as their prime function.

Few of

these tales are read today, not because -vrri ters no longer moralize, but
because they have since found other '1-l'ays to do it.

(3) Stories Based on the Genuine Orient
Around the 1770 1 s a great European movement of thought began '1-rhich
uas to emancipate Hestern countries from the vrell-established belief that
the only sources of ligM and learning emanated from Graeco-Roman culture.

63A sequel to the story by Ellis Cornelia Knight, Dinarbas, a Tale,
beinr; a Continuation of Rasselas, Prince of. Abiss:L~a ( 1790), attempts
to show that love and altruistic conduct br~ng happlness. Rasselas
quels a rebellion against his father, succeeds to the throne, and sets
free the inhabitants of the Happy Valley.
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-78Hany English -vrriters thought that -~he mythology of classicism and its
associated themes, which had been in use in art since the Renaissance,
needed to be supplemented by fresh ·!iypes of imagery, subject matter and
models.

l', ediaevalism 1'l'as in the air, sponsored chiefly by the Hartons, Bishop

Percy, and Chatterton; so Here Norse myt,hology, Gaelic bards, and Oriental
studies.

The Orient 1v-as studied in t1-10 tv-ays:

philological investigations

,-

;-

of Eastern languages and literature by scholars, and accurate accounts of
the East •rritten eagerly by travellers and diplomats upon returning from
tours of Sastern countries.
From

177S to 1825 an almost uninterrupted stream of travel books

flooded the English market. 64 One of the most popular Has the collection
of letters t·rri tten by Lady Hary ltlortley Hontagu at Constantinople in 1716,
while her husband was British ambassador.

'fhese were virtuoso letters

describing Turkey and other countries of the Nediterranean, and they
contributed greatly to the exchange of ideas between Turkey and Europe.
Ho;rever, the published letters are not the ones she actually sent.
they are a

compila~ion

Instead

of fictitious letters addressed ·t;o people either

named or nameless and are clearly an accurate record of her observations
and

eA~eriences

during two years abroad.

Among the other scholars and

diplomats of the late eighteenth century uho had an interest in ·the Orient
were:

Sir ~·Iilliam Ouseley, Sir Gore Ouseley, James Justinian Horier, Sir

John Ealcolm, Edtv-ard Backhouse Eastidck, Charles Augustus Furray, Henry
Creswicke RaHlinson, Eyles Inrin, Stephen Heston, Richard Hole, and Francis

64see Hallace

c. Brm-m, "The Popularity of English Travel Books about the
Near East, 177S-1825", Philological Quarterly, XV (1936), PP• 70-80.
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-79Douce.

But these are unimportant in comparison 1-d. th the acknovrledged

founder of Oriental scholarship in England, Sir 1'lilliam Jones (1746-94).
In 1768 he was the only person in England vJho kne1o1 enough Persian to translate the Life of Nadir Shah for the King of Denmark.

His scholarly work

was of inestimable value to the ln'i ters of the time, and evidence of his
influence may be discovered among their footnotes:

,.
'

• • • among his contemporaries he stimulated Gibbon,
Burke, Dugald Stewart, Beckford, Thomas Campbell,
and John Scott of km•ell. He helped incite the
Oriental vogue among the Romantics Byron, Shelley,
Coleridge, Southey, Hoore, and Landor, and probably
influenced Tennyson, ~mily Bronte, Fitzgerald,
Disraeli, Swinburne, and possibly Arnold and Brmming.
He incited much of the Concord Hinduism of Emerson,
Thoreau, and Bronson .~cott, and he provided a source
of Oriental information for Irving and Helville .
Herder and Goethe uere influenced through Jones 1 s
translations. The fact that poets like Bryant, Crunpbell, Emerson, Gosse, Harkham, and Southey included
Jones in their collections of favourite poems poses
possibly more influences. There may be still others. 65
A milieu 1vas thus created for 1n-iters of Oriental fiction.

Before this

time the French translations had served as models; now the findings of
scholars and the travel accounts could not be ignored, and English writers
began to garnish their tales with impressive sets of notes demonstrating
their familiarity l·Tith the authentic East.
John Pinkerton, 1vriting under the pseudonym 11Robert Heron", published a series of tHenty-four apologues in Letters of Literature (1785) .

65Garland Cannon, "The Literary Place of Sir Hilliam Jones (1746-94)",
Journal of the Asiatic Society, II (1960), P• 61.
66see Pinkerton, Letters of Literature (1785), PP• 432-457.
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He claims to have translated them from 11 the two great works of Husladin
Sadi".

These are much shorter than the apologues of the periodicals.

Some

!.

are no more than proverbs, others are short quotations from Oriental monarchs.
I.

They all have a strongly moral quality.

In the same year, 'rhe History of

!

Charoba, Queen of Aegypt appeared in the same volume as Clara Reeve's

t.

Progress of Romance. Strictly speaking, The History of Charoba is not a
roma_~ce.

The authoress saw elements of romance in the original narrative

and dressed it up to suit the tenets of "good tasten.67 The original was
an episode in the history of Egypt by Nurtadha ibn al-Kha.fi'f which had

i

!.

been published in 1672 as The Egyptian History, treating of the Pyramids,

I

I.

i.

the inundation of the Nile and other prodigies, according to the opinions
and traditions of the Arabians: writ ten • • • in the Arabian tongue by
Nurt,adi ••• rendered into French by }!ons. Vattier ••• and thence
faithfully done into English by J. Davies.

Nrs. Reeve not only modernized

the language of the tale as it had appeared in Davies' translation, but
also altered the story itself.

Sxaggerations were toned dorm, unnecessary

characters or episodes were eliminated, contradictory evidence was explained m•ay, and the result 1Vas a short tale rrhich preserved its Arabian
spirit while remaining well suited as reading material for English ladies.
For, she had vJritten in The Progress of Romance, the tales "create and
encourage the rrl.ldest excursions of the imagination, which it is, or ought
to be, the care of parents and preceptors to restrain, and to give them a
just and true representation of human nature, and of the duties and practice

67An account of her adaptations is given by Stanley T. Williams, "The Story
of Gebir", Publications of the Hodern Language Association, XXXVI (1921)'
pp. 615-631.
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-81of connnon life 11 • 68 'rhe tale assumes added interest as the immediate source
of Landor 1s poem Gebir (1798),
By far the most outstanding Oriental tale written by an Englishman
in the eighteenth century was The History of the Caliph Vathek; An Arabian
I'ale from an Unpublished Hanuscript 1ri.th Notes Cri·tical and E?SPlanator:;y:,
published anonymously in 1786 and >·rritten by Willia.'ll Beckford, the enigmatic virtuoso of Fonthill,

'rhough reconnnended by the revie1-1er for "the

morality of the design", 69 Vathel< incorporates most of the charac·teristics
of the Oriental tale which had sprung from the East and had then been
copied and modified in Europe.7° But Becl~ord did improve on his originals,
and the tale sounds a note of 1vonder and terror never before experienced
in Oriental fiction.

In a 1·ray, it is the last of the fanGastic prose tales

in the Galland tradition, delighting in carnic monstrosUies of cruelty,
gluttony, and lust.

Like his kinsman, Count Anthony Hamil"ton, Beckford

satirizes . the genre he employs, particularly the highly moral tales. 71
Vathek contains the stock themes of the earlier Oriental tales:
love, adventure, magic, the appearance of an evil genius, and the quest
for hidden treasure.

Dominated by an unquenchable desire for lcnovrledge

forbidden to man, the Caliph Vathek7 2 builds five neH t·rings onto his
palace "-vrhich he des tined .for the particular gratification of each of the

68neeve, The Progress of Romance (1930), P• 59.
69Gentleman1s Hagazine, LVI (1786), P• 594.
70see N.P. Conant, op. cit., pp. 61-71 and also R.T. Tuckerman, "Beckford
and the Literature of ·rraveP, Southern Literary ~-lessenger, XVI (1850)' P• 7 •
71 see James K, Folsom, 11Beckford 1s 1Vat.hek 1 and the Tradition of Oriental
Sal:.ire 11 , Criticism, VI (1964), PP• 53-69.
72nvathek" is al.Jtlathiq, caliph from 842 A.D. to 847 A,D,
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-82senses", and a tower where he and his fiendish mother pract.ise magic,
observe the stars, and lead a most impious life.

Vathek is visited by

a strange creature from far off lands, a Giaour, who seduces the Caliph
'1-rith the promise of strange treasures.

The horrible creature demonstrates

such mysterious pouers that Vathek signs a Faustian pact -v1ith him. Abjurine his

~·'lohamrnedan

faith, he lures fifty innocent children to ·t.heir
\.·

deaths for the sake of the Giaour, kills many of his faithful subjects,

i

insults hal;}• dervishes, and seduces Nouronihar, the dau.ghter of the Emir
Fakreddin.

The ambition of Vathek and Nouronihar propels them to ·t.heir

inevitable fat.e.

Beckford execut,es the account of their damnation so well

that it makes ·t.he susliained whimsy of the first part of the story almost
worth1-1hile. Hhat begins face·t.iously ends on a note of a1·Tful tragedy.

The

a"He-inspirinr-; nobility of Eblis as he is described sea·Ged on the globe of
fire that is his throne recalls Hilton 1 s Satan rather than, say, the
mischievous tempter of the Santon Barsisa:

(j

His person was that of a young man, whose noble and regular
features seemed to have been tarnished by malignant
vapours. In his large · .
eyes appeared both pride
and despair. His flmdng hair retained some resemblance of
that of an angel of light. In his hand, which thunder
had blasted, he svrayed the iron sceptre that causes the
monster OUranbad, the afrits, and all the pm-1ers of the
abyss to tremble.73
( 'rhe figure of Eblis continues to appear in English fiction bet1-1een
Beckford

ann

Scott.

He is prominent as the anti-hero in t he vrorks of

Er s . Radcliffe, IIHonk" Lewis, and ~'lilliam God1·1 in, and his outline is

73Three Eighteenth Century Romances

(1931), ed. Steeves,

P_ o

2'_34.

.·•
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-83apparent in Byron's enigmatic heroes.74) Once the lovers are within the
ebony portals of the infernal regions, a steadily deepening sense of
horror accompanies them, and the realization of their impending doom
slmvly closes in upon them

un~il:

• • • the same voice announced to the caliph,
Nouronihar, the four princes, and the princess,
the awful and irrevocable decree. Their hearts
iiTUaedia·~ely took fire, and they at once lost
the mos·t precious gift of heaven, - HOPE. 7':>
Vathelc and Nouronihar meet. other victims of sin and pride in the
Hall of Eblis and are told their stories.

'rhese tales ( 11 'rhe Story of

Prince Alasi and the Princess Firouzkah11 , "The Story of Prince Barkiarokh",
"The Story of the Princess Zulkais and the Prince Kalilah11 , and a fourth
1.rhich is incomplete) were composed in French like Vathek and lone remained

in manuscript form until they were published in English in 1912.76· Though
interesting as spoofs of the Oriental tale, The Episodes of Vathek are
decidedly inferior to Vathek and tend to repeat the same themes. Beckford
had intended to include them in the text of Vathek, near the end.

Happily,

the English version of Vathek uas sent to the publisher without his knowledr;e before t.hey were finished.

'rhey would have seriously disrupted the

pouerful conclusion by deferring the final catastrophe.
Fearful that his industry 1vould be ·r1asted, the Rev. Samuel Henley,

74cf. The Corsair, VIII, 1. 171 ff.
75Three Eighteenth Century Romances, p. 242.
76see Beckford, The Euisodes of Vathek (1912), trLUlslated from the original
French by Sir Frank To Harzialso
,·,
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-84the translator of Vat,hek, had seen to it that the work rras published,
and at the time it appeared the work was hi~hly valued for Henley's
copious array of notes on the Orient.

He had told Beckford:

"The notes

I have selected are curious and to the purpose, taken from Eastern writers,
or 1v.riters and travellers who have described eastern manners, countries
&c. Though they be not so numerous as to over1v-helm the text, they have
nevertheless cost me a good deal of reading to pick upn.77

The notes

were so numerous that Stephen Weston, the Orien·jjal scholar, wrote jestingly
in the Gentleman's Hagazine that Vathelc had been "composed as a text, for
the purpose of giving to the pblick the information contained in the
noties 11 • 78

'rllis cumbersome scheme of substiantiating the incidental features

of an imaginaMve work by learned notes 1o1as imitated in Oriental 1vorks
to follow.

Byron 1-n-ote in a note to The Giaour (1813):

I do not know from vrhat source the author of that
singular volume may have drarm his materials; some
of his inciden~s are to be found in the 'Bibliotheque
Orientale; 1 but for correctness of costume, beauty
of description, and pouer of imagination, it far
surpasses all European imitations,; and bears such
mari{s of originality. that those 1-1ho have visited
the East will find some difficulty in believeing H
to be more than a translation. As an Eastern tale,
even Rasselas mus·!i bow before it; his 'Happy Valley'
1fill not bear a comparison rTit,h the 'Hall of Eblis.• 79
Since Vathek was not; inunedia~ely popul:u-, the Orien-~al prose tale
went on its Hay undisturbed for the mos~ part.

Subsequent Orienl;al fiction

77}1elville, op. cit., p. 133.
78Gentleman' s Hagazine, LVII (1787), p.

55.

79nyron, Works (1900), ed. Coleridge, III, P•

145.
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-85includes stories adapted from or influenced by the Arabian Nights and
works from Islamic sources.
--

Hejnoun and Leila (1797), a romance by

Isaac Disraeli, is about a lover >-rho becomes mad because of thwarted love
and 1-1a.nders in the desert among Vlild animals.
a Persian poem.

Eo!'e

significan·~,

It derives its plot from

however, is that Disraeli appends to

his tale a thorough set of notes to verify the details, no matter how
insignificant the details may be.

He quotes from the important Oriental

scholars of the time and refers to the text and notes of Vathek. Thomas
Eoore 1 s Epicurean, written around 1820, describes the spiritual conversion
of a Greek philosopher from Epicureanism to Christianity.

The events take

place in the temples and caverns underneath the pyramids of Egypt. Noore 1 s
footnotes are far more extensive than Disraeli's, reflecting his 1-Tide
reading.

Sir Halter Scott, in writing his novel 'rhe 'ralisman (1825),

apologized for not being able to provide a

de~ailed

background:

• • • and not only did I labour under the
incapacity of ignorance - in which, as far as
regards Eas-t,ern manners, I ~Vas as thickly
-.;.;rapped as an Egyptian fog -- but ·my con~_empo
raries 1-1ere, many of thew, as much enlightened
upon the subject as if they had been inhabitants
of the favoured land of Goshen. The love of
travelling had pervaded all ranks, and carried
the subjects of Britain into all quar·b ers of the
1-rorld ••• Had I, therefore, attempted the
difficult task of substHuting manners of my own
invention instead of the genuine costume of the
East, alm~st every traveller I met Hho had extended his
route beyond what was a.TJ.cien-tly called '.'·rhe Gr~d
Tour," had acquired a right, b! ocgnar ~nspect~on,
to chastise me for my presump·taon.

8°sco~t., 'rhe 'ralisman (1901), PP• v-vi.
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-86·nus short sUJrunary of English Oriental fiction in ·the first quarter of
the nineteenth century demonstrates the importance of first hand experience
Hhich resulted in an increased realism.
best examples of realism:

It remains to mention t1rro o.f the

Anastatius or 1-iemoirs of a Greek (1819), by

'rhomas Hope (1770?-1831), traveller and virtuoso, and The Adventures of
Ha.iji Baba of Ispahan (1824), by James Justinian !-1orier (1780?-1849),
1-n-iter of travel books and

attach~

to the British embassy in Persia.

Thomas Hope possessed a talent for turning recollections of his
travels into realistic fiction.

Anastatius is rrritten in the picaresque

tradition and has often been referred to as an Oriental Gil J3las.

The

anti-hero .t'..nastat;ius, the son of a Greek drogueman, engages in a multitude
of nefarious ac"tiivi ties Hhich take him all over the ll ear East, thus allowing the author to demonstrate a 1vealth of historical and topograplucal
detail.

Anastat,ius becomes involved in a series of treacheries, seductions,

debaucheries, and murders - often improbable and highly melodr amatic 1-rhich are interesting for little more than their realistic detail.

11

So

import.ant are these descriptive and expository elements in .tU'lastatius
·chat often the narrative itself seems mainly an excuse for introducing
81
discussions of the appearance, customs, and manners of the people."
In this book we are introduced to a kind of Oriental villain different from the Giaours and Corsairs of the ei ghteenth-century tales.

8~,r.c. Brown, upr ose Fiction and English Interes~

iz:

He is

the Hear East , 1775182511, Publicati ons of t he }iodern Langu<J,Ge AssocJ.atJ.on, LIII (1938), P• 832.
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-87a conscious villain lfho knmvs the difference between right and 1vrong.

He

chooses to do wrong and has no saving virtue by Hhich to reconnnend himself
to English readers.

Yet the book rras accepted.

In the 1vords of one

reviewer:
If i t is the pic·hure of vice, so is Clarissa Harlm·r e,

and so is Tom Jones. There are no sensual or glmdng
descriptions in !Ulastatius, - nothing which corrupts
the morals by inflaming the imagination of youth;- ru1d
rre are quite certain tha·h every reader ends this novel
1vith a greater disgust at vice, and a more thorough
conviction of the necessity of subjugating passion,
than he feels from reading ei~~er of the celebrated
works rre have just, mentioned.
But the main interest is sGill the local information, and for tlus reason
Anastatius has lost its appeal.

The numerous Russo-Turkish vrars, ·t.he

strange system of government in Egypt, and the peculiar manners and customs
of the 'Curies (in vrhose affairs Europeans took as much interest as they do
in, say, the Vietnamese nmv) have lost their attraction.
of interest in Anastatius now.

There is

nothin~

It is remembered, perhaps, by scholars 1vho

recollect the great fuss made over its authorship in the contemporary
revievrs.
Horier' s Hajji Baba, a meticulous picture of Persian life and manners
based on the author's years in the British embassy in Persia, has stood
up better over the years.

Thouch
modelled after fl.nastatius, Horier' s ivork
1:>

is thoroughly Eastern in every 1vay but authorship.

Local details and customs

are well portrayed, Eastern modes of expression are accurately presented,
and the character of the Oriental is so thoroughly sustained throughout

82Edinburgh RevieN, x:t::.N (1821), p. 102.
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-88thaG -;.rhen the book was translated into Persian it uas accepted by the
unsuspectine; Persians as the work of one of their o-vm authors.

liTo this

day many Persians do not !mow that the book • • • -..ras wri tben by a
foreigner.n83 As a satire of Persian life it is so incisive that Persians
-.,

Here outraged to discover that the author 1ms British, and i t is said that
the Persian minister at St. James, on hearing the rumor that the author -vras

~nglish, protested on behalf of his government.84
In a long line of Oriental prose tales stretching from ·[jhose of Tom

Brmm and Addison, Hajji Baba is the first attempt to portray a genuine
Orien'lial in his true Oriental milieu.

lmd so when Hajji Baba, t he son

of an Ispahan barber, 1-vas revealed to the English reader, the eighteenthcentury prose Gale had run its course.

The romantic East exemplified in

Vathek and exploited by Byron and other romantic poets in their longer
Horks, rras nmr destroyed by the more prosaic accounts of the travellers
speaking from first hand IO'lmdedge. Horier can be given credit for bringing
the hero of the Oriental tale dorm from his t ower Hhere he observed the
stars and connnunicated 1dth the pm·rers of darlmess.

From the a-;.rful Hall

of ~blis, he walked the narro-vr, dirty street s of Ispahan, listened to the
sounds of the marketplace, and sat in his f ather's barber shop amid conversations about t he more mundane matters of l i f e.

And his successors would

dra-vr even nearer to the spirit of realism evident in pther strains of
the developing English novel.

83Harzieh Gail, Persia and the Victorians (1951), P• 72.
84see The Di ct ionary of National Biography:, XIII , P• 948.
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Chanter Three

The Orient in Drama
EnoUtih of Greece and Rome: Th' exhausted store
Of neither nation nm• can harm no more:
Ev'n adventi·tious helps in vain vre try
Our !:,riUJnphs languish in the public ey~.
And grave processions, nrusically slovr,
Here pass unheed'd - as a Lord r!ayor's sho11.
On Eagle winss the Poet of tonight
Soars for fresh adventure to the source of li~ht
5
To China's Eastern realms; and boldly bears
'
Confucius' morals to Brit.annia' s ears.
Accept th' im!)orted boon; as echoing Greece
Received from 1-randering chiefs her Golden Fleece;
Nor only richer by the spoils become;
But praise t.h' advent 1 rous youth, rrho brin~s them home.
- Hilliam I•Thitehead. Prologue
to The Orphan of China (1759) 1
by Arthur Murphy.
One of the startling facts of English literary history is that no
trae;edy of any consequence was 1n-itten beti·Teen Dryden and ·the English
translations of Ibsen - a period that spans tl-10 centuries.

Perhaps one

reason for this 1-ras that, the Aristotelian ideal that tragedy should be
concerned with the fall of great kings, princes, and mill tary leaders
vras becoming irrelevant because of a fundamental change t aldng place in
1nglish socie·ty.

As t he first ~lints of the liberal movement began to

shoH, the absolul:.e authority of t he Engl i sh monarchy and t he supremacy of
the aristocracy gradually began to decline.

The merchan t class 1-ms on the

rise and around the corner 1-ras t he Industr i al Revolu-tion 11hich 1-1as ·to
provide a background for the "tragedy of the common man

11
•

1-IeanHhile, the

dramatis l:.s of the eighteenth century seem to have been caught i n the
middl e and t hey have r ecorded thei r conf usion in some of t he lvors·t tragedi es

/
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-90ever 1·ITittien.
11

'rhey 'I'Iere affected and forced, following faithfully the

rules 11 of classical drama and therefore denying the connnon man the

di~ity

of tragic feelings.

Hith the po1-1er of the monarchy being eroded by parliament, and
if,I1oring the thousands of private ·t;ragedies in their midst, the playwrights of the eighteenth century found a convenien·t; substitute for the
hero-ldng in the emperors, czars, caliphs, sultans, and khans of the East.
Their rule was absolute and unquestionable.

Upon the stage, 'I'ITiters of

such dramas created a 1-1orld far removed from that of the spectator.

It

was a world of treacherous and lustful rulers, magnanimous heroes, ranting
language, violent love, scenes of horror, prisons, and supernatural phenomena.

Names of places and characters were shouted 1·1hich had never been

heard on stage before.

Lavish and exotic scenes and costumes presented

audiences with spectacles that I'Iere romantic and different.

And very

often the spectacle became the end of drama rather than a background for
action and character.
If ·l:ihe ei~hteenth century lacked great plays, it will be remembered

as a time of great actors and for its contribu·l:iion to the development of
play product,ion.

'rhe colour and excitement of Eastern plays constituted

some of the greates·l:i spectacles ever seen on the English stage up to that
time.

'rhe s l:iory often took second place; portrayal of the actual East was

unimporl:iant.

Plo-t;s were borrowed from the l'-rabian Night:.s, translated

French plays, Oriental tales, and Eastern history.

But these plots rrere

usually tepid, interesting only for the 1·18Y in "1-Thich they lent themselves

/
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-91to staging.

And thus vre read in bibliographies that many of the Oriental

farces, operas, pantomimes, comedies, and melodramas uere nnever printed"
or "never played.u
i·fl1en

En~lish

enterprises in the East - especially in India - gained

popular attention, plays 1-1ere also lil'itten about the exploits of Englishmen travelling in the East.

Of particular interest is the frequency with

which the 11nabob11 appeared in English drruna, providing situations and
characters never before available to dramatists.

Though the nabob ioTas often

crit,icized outright in plays, he also appeared as a minor character in
plays that had nothing to do with the Orient, at all.

These plays contri-

buted to forming an image of nabobs as vulgar, nouveau-riche exhibitionists
Hho were a by-product of the East India Company.
The present chapter on Oriental drama is concerned 1d th three

things:

(1) the heroic dra'I'Jla.; (2) the stage spectacle; and (3) -~he nabob.

(1)

The Heroic Drama

'fhe eighteenth-century plays set. in the Orient were a continuation
·
d ·
...
... .
l
of the body of plays of the same type wntten
url.ng tl1e Res~.~ora~.~l.on.

The

plays of the eighteenth century were notable for the greater range of
scene and the greater variety of nationality that they

presen·~ed. The

vrhole continent of Asia was drmm upon for setting and character, and in

170~' ar~ documented
by Louis i'Iann· in "The Oriental in Restoration Drama", Unl.versl.ty of
';·Jisconsin Studies ( 1918).

1Fort.y-five of these plays, written betNeen 16S6 and
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-92the portrayal of local customs these plays demonstrated more knmfledge
of the East ·than had ever been seen in drama before.
The first of the eighteenth-centUXJr Oriental plays incorporates
the Koran doctrine that v10men have no souls and is based on
stor~r

of the Arabian Nights.

-~he

frame

.AlJeyna; or, The Arabian Von, b'J Hrs. Nary

de la RivHre Hanley, was first acted in 1706.

Its principal figure is

a sultan '\>Those holy vrord is so much the lavr that he is able to pass an
edict stating that any 1-1oman he married in the future would be killed the
morning after the l·Teddinr,.

Since he holds on eart.h the place of the great

?rophet, t.he edict is accep t.ed, and rrhen the play opens several of his
rrl.ves have already been put to death.

'rhe heroine, Almyna, is able to

prove tha~ she does have a soul, thus forcing the sultan to revise his
interpretation of the Koran and cease lcilline; off his wives.

The play

has the elevated tone of the heroic drama.
Charles Jolmson' s Sultaness (1717) is an adaptation of Racine's
Bnjazet (1672).

In his prologue Johnson describes his search for an

appropriate hero:
·r he Tragic Huse has ;.Tith unweary'd ·roil,
Thro' ev'ry Age, and every distru1t Soil,
Search'd after Heroes; ransack'd Greece and Rome
And rais • d our British Honarchs from the ·romb • • •
'f his Night, t1·ro Lovers of our Age rre shorr,
A sad, true ·rale, a Nodern Scene of \-loe;
Yet that our Heroe may affect you more,
He brin"' him from the distant Turkish Shore:
Then, thlnk not that the Theme too fresh appears;
A thousand Leagues, are like a thousand Years.
~ 1 ssic rule required a
He had intended to Hri te a domes t.ic tragedY, bu·v c n
k
'l'h
foreign scene or a distant place and so he theref ore chose Tur ey. - e
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-93action concerns a sultaness, .:toxana, i·Tho has been given authority to govern
by an absent sultan.

Roxana is in love 1-ti.th the sultan's brother, Bajazet,

Hho in turn loves A'~ilda, a Turkish princess.

It is unusual that the

heroine is not a Christian captive or a slave, ~Thich is the customary pattern in these plays.

In the final act a series of violent deaths brings

the play to a close.

Hore than anything else, it is remembered for the

anger it aroused in Alexander Pope.2
Eduard Young's Busiris, Kin~; of EQ'E_t (1719) is more intent upon
reflecting contemporary idealism that with depicting the Orient. Busiris,
the hero, is a ruthless, repressive tyrant and a revolution is developing
agains·i:. his rule.

'fhe prince, Hyron, is in love 1-lith J.1andane, the

daughter of his tutor, who does not return his love. \-Jhen the ti·TO of
them are thrown toeether by circumstance, he forces her to submit to him.
Like 1-iacbeth, he is fully a1-1are of the horror of his deed.

It is typical

of an AuGUStan that he should relate this personal action to the social
issues of the play:

it seems that Handane is taking part iri the rebellion.

Hyron faces and accepts defeat with dignity.
set in a remote place.

Once again the action is

But there is not,hing particularly Oriental about

the issues.
John Hughes's SieQ'e of Damascus (1720) is an intelligent treatment
of I·1oslem themes.

There are also numerous references to i ncidents in t he

Johnson thouah he was a man of very inoffensive behaviour
in
211 Charl"'s
~
'
"
l:>
•
•
1
t 0 The
general, yet he i.;-rrprudently, by a feH lines l.ll t he pro ogue
-:-- J..
•
Sultaness, drei·T on himself the resentment of Hr. Pop~, ivho ha~ lJlllllOrual~zed
him in The Dunciad [Book I, 11. 235-240]. 11 Biograph~a Dramat~ca (1812),
ed. Baker~., I, p. hOl.
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-94life of Hohmnmed, such as his travels with caravans in his youth, the
Hegira, and his subsequent battles 1dth the Heccans.
t he conquest of Syria by the Arabs in

634

This play is about

A.D. The siege of Damascus

involved the fates of two lovers on whom Hughes focuses his tragedy.

After

the city had been taken, those who l-rl.shed to seek refuge else1-1here were
pennHted to depart.

Among the refugees was a woman rrhose lover had been

captured by the Arabs and forced under threat of death to become a Noslem.
In the play, after the expiration of three days 1 grace, the lover guides
the Arabs to the Christian exiles.

But 1vhen the young woi!l2n falls into

t he hands of her apostate lover, she commits suicide. The matter of
apostasy 1-ms a sensitive one and in plays in which Orientals and Christians
Here involved plaY'm6hts usually stayed vrell clear of it. Therefore in
Hughes 1 s tragedy, the lover, uhom he names Phocays, is made an ally of the
Arab but is made to appear the defender of the exiles and therefore guiltless of arranging the pursuit.

In the end he dies of his wounds after

killing the Arab leader and his lieutenant. Hughes also changed t he fate
of Sudocia, the heroine.

She survives to enter a convent.

In t he original

draft of the play Hughes made Phocays a convert, but the managers of

Drury Lane rejected it, fearing that the notion of a Christian turning
Hoslem 1-1ould offend the sensibilities of the audience.

Anxious to profi t

f rom t he play, Hughes changed the pl ot, producing finally what Gibbon
called 11 a frieid catastrophe 11 )
Nore orthodox, in that the Christians and

~~oslems

in it are not allies ,

is 'r he Fair Captive (1721), a play origi nallY by Captain :::tober t Hur st but

3Gibbon, The Histy of the Decline and Fall of t he Roman Enmire (1776-B8)'
ed.

Bury, v,

p.

42 ,

n.

75.
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-95ret-~ritten

of drama:

byErs. Eliza Haywood.

The plot is a conunon one in this kind

.Uphonso attempts to ransom a fair English girl, Isabella,

who is held captive in the harem of the vizier :Hustapha.

Alphonso is

captured but manages to save the girl after a series of thrilling events.
Irene, the Hi.fe of Hustapha., loses her life Hhen she comes to Alphonso' s
aid. Hrs. Haywood takes full advantage of the novelty of the Orient to
indulge in a kind of crude eroticism to seize the attention of the audience
and convey her trite moral.

Before the curtain rose, a frightened English

girl dressed in Oriental costume l·Tould run forward pretending she had
just escaped from a harem.

She uould then relate in full detail hm·r she

despised the boredom of a system under which only one man was available to
undo the virtue of five htmdred women:

11 0

England1 En1;landl Did thy

Damsels travel,/ And these dark Nysteries of the Eas·~ unravel,/ How blest
rTere Husbands in a changed Condition1"

Such erotic devices 1-1ere a

lfay

of

taking advantage of the curiosity of the spectator. Having aroused his
interest, these attractions often interested him more than the heroic
elements.

Scenery and costume rTere most important to the Oriental play •

As early as 1709 Addison listed in the ratler some of the stage properties
of a local playhouse:
The 'l·lhiskers of a Turkish Bassa
Aurengzebe' s scymitar, made by i~ill. Brorm in Picadilly
There are also swords, halbards sheep-hooks, cardinals
hats, turbans, drums ••• 4
In 1721 also, Eduard Young lfl'Ote The Revenge, a tragedy deriving much
from Urs. Aphra Belm's Abdelazar; or, The Hoar's

4ratler Ho. 42, 16 July 1709.

Reven~

(1671) and

-96Shakespee.re' s Othello.

Garrick called this play "the best modern play

we have, and l·ll'itten l·l ith great tragic force".S

The villain is a captive

lioor uho revenges hi.n;self on his captor, a noble Spaniard, by tri cking him
into jealousy and crinte. The Noor dies by torture and the other principals
by murder and suicide.

In the end,

11 an

abject slave" has triumphed over

a European Christian and revenged the death of his father.

Orientals like

Zanga, the t:.oor, were often seen to be reflective and higl~ moral in
contrast with Europeans.

In moments of distress, Zanga addresses his

prayers to Nohanuned.
'r he Captives (1723) l-las a tragedy attempted by John Gay.

A white

European slave girl is held captive by a st-rarthy sultan and finally
effects an escape from the seraglio -rrearing the long veil customarily
-r10rn by ·rurkish and Persian women.

Such a plot Has enough t o make ~he

play a popular and financial success.
be said about it than that.
ill-contrived.
public fad.

Ho-r1ever, there is not much more to

The characters are i mplausible and the action

It is obvious ·that Gay Has taldng advantage of an ephemeral

Other plays dealing with the seraglio, like Aaron Hill's

'r ragedy of Zara (1736), an adaptation of Voltaire's

~ (1732), were not

concerned vii th t.he "captive" stereot ype. But :Hill's play was concerned
vlith a."lother frequent situation in these plays - the love triangle. Norestan,
the bro·t.her of Zara , is stabbed by t he jealous Osman who thinks him a rival.
Hhen Osman learns the truth from Lusignan, t he f ather of Zara and Horestan,
he commits suicide.

Garrick t-ras optimistic about this play's success :

5Lett,er to Somerset Draper, 17 August 1751, in Letters (1963)' ed. Li t t l e
~.,

I, P• 172.
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-97• • • 0n the Saturday at Zara, I Has as sur •d by Every
body, for I was at home during the Farce, that had
not :r-rr Roper & two or three more come into the Boxes
drunk in ye 3d Scene of y_e 2d Act, the p~ece ,iould
have gone off wth gre[at] applause •• • b
Sallluel Jolmson 1 s blank-verse tragedy Irene (1749) -vms based upon a
story in Richard Knolles 1 s Generall Historie of the Turkes (1603). According
to the story, Irene, a beautiful Greek '1oman, is made captive at the sack
of Constantinople in 1453.

She is handed over to Sultan Hoha.nnned II who

truces such great delight in her that she becomes his mistress. He neglects
his government and his subjects threaten the security of the throne. The
Sultan is warned of the danger.

Torn by contrary passions, he comes to

a sudden decision and Irene is put to death.

In Johnson's play Irene is

asked to become the Sultan• s queen and uavers between agreement and maintaining her former creed.
and sentenced to death.

\fu.en she relents, she is aftenvards betrayed
Johnson presents her death as punishment for her

weakness rather than her inevitable fate.
The characters are meant to be Turks and Greeks, but they would
lose nothing if transformed suddenly into other nationalities.

11

They are

members, or attendants, of the great family of tragic heroes at Drury
Lane, and ,ihat they say has no local or racial limits in its application.n7
The form of the play is strictly classical:

the scene remains unchanged,

the time is confined to a single day, and the action is a definite unity •
The language is stately and dignified.

Technically the play is Hell

ctetter to Hilliam 1foodfall, 13 February 1776, in Letters, III, P• 1071.
7navid Nichol Smith, 11 Jobnson 1 s ~11 , in Essa)s and Studies by Nembers
of the English Association, lst ser., XIV (1929 ' P• 39.
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-98conceived, yet it has no dramatic force.

Arthur Hurphy suggests Hhy:

Some years afterHards, when the present 1o1I'iter 'l'ras
intimate 1d th Garrick, and lme'l'r Johnson to be in
distress~ he asked the manager why he did not
produce another traeedy for his Lichfield friend?
Garrick 1 s answer uas remarkable: 11When Johnson
lo1l'i tes tragedy, declamation roars, and passion sleeps:
Hhen Shakespeare wrote, he dipped his pen in his own
heart.ntl
·rhe play had failed on the first attempt and Garrick was afraid to take
another chance. 1·lhen it was first produced, he had renamed it Hahomet
and Irene to give it an ~Lmistakable Oriental identity, played the lead
role himself, spared nothing in the way of sumptuous costumes and Eastern
scenery, and stretched the run to nine nights so that Johnson would not
take a loss.
Another play based on history was Dr. John Brovm's Barbarossa (1754),
a tragedy about the notorious sixteenth-century pirate Khayr-al-Drn, or
Barbarossa.

Barbarossa kills the king of Algeria and usurps his throne.

The kine's son, Selim, returns from exile ·to avenge his father's death
and to prevent the forced marriage of his mother to Barbarossa.

Like

Jol:mson's Irene, this play tends to tire the audience 1dth declamation.
Hm-.'ever, in staging the play, Garrick enlivened the action by suggesting
to the author that he introduce various stage devices.

It enjoyed great

success, both in the theater and in the contemporary magazines. Garrick
l7rolie years later:

nu I had not receiv'd Barbarossa, I should have

Suffer'd as a Hanager, for no Tragedy had more Success".9

8Arthur 1-lurphy, "An Essay on the Life and Genius of Samuel Johnson"' in
'fhe \·iorks of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. (1796), I, P• 53.

9Let.ter to John Cleland, 24 Nay 1772, in Letters, II, P• 803.
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-99The first Oriental play v1I'itten by Isaac Bickerstaff, Hho is
lmmm

primarily for his comic operas, was Leucothoe (1756). This play

fits easily into an Eastern setting because of the predominant features
of magic ru1d unusual custom. Leucothoe, a daughter of Orchamus, King of
Persia, is beloved by the sun. Clytie, a former mistress of the King,
discovers this, and in a fit of jealousy relates it to him. As a punishment, the king orders his daughter to be buried alive. This is done in
her lover's absence. Corning too late to prevent the horrible act, he
first chanees her body into a tree of frankincense and

c~~ie

into a

statue. To have set such a play in England would have been outrageously
funny.

In the distant and hazy East, the spectator could imagine all such

things to be normal.
These plays, which showed either seriously or half-seriously vicious,
omnipotent sul~ans, l-Thi te slaves rescued by lovers ld th Batman-like
resourcefulness, and charming English girls converting rulers 1dth three
or four hundred wives in reserve to monogamous Christianity, were entertaininc for the audience. In a fe1-1 cases, attempts we-re made to present
translations from authentic Eastern plays. The most celebrated of these
was Chao-shih-ldl.-erh, translated as The Little Orphan of the House of
Chao: A Chinese Tragedl - a minor operetta of the Yuan dynasty, written
by Chi Ch\ln-hsiang around 1330. The play was available to English readers
in t he 1741 translation of Du Halde's Description de l'Empire de la Chine

(1735) and in Thomas Percy's Niscellaneous Pieces Relating to the Chinese.
The

ori~:;inal Chinese play is concerned with an event vThich occurred

about a hundred years before the birth of Confucius (the middle of t he
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-100seventh century B.C.).

A military leader usurps the lands of the ruling

house of Chao and attempts to e:clierrninate the whole family.

A faithful

dependent saves the orphaned male heir and passes him off as his ovm child.
~·fuen

the child reaches maturity the whole matter is revealed to him.

He

seeks revenee for his family and recovers his rights.
Four different English authors 1-rrote versions of the play. ~·Tillia:m
Hatchett based his version of 1741 on Du Halde' s translation.

He directed

his attention to the system of laH and government in China 1-1hich he
claimed was superior t,o that at home.

Dr. Thomas Francklin 1 s version of

1756 and Arthur Eurphy's of 1759 used Voltaire's Orpheline de laChine
(1755) as a model. These tuo plays were more concerned with cust oms and
manners and were ·thus more· suitable for stage presentation. Thomas Percy
attempted to make his version of 1762, also based on Du Halde, a careful
reproduction of the Chinese technique of dramatic presentation which
deviated from the accepted theories of dramatic art then prevalent in
Europe.

His play was never produced.
The En~lish versions of the Chinese play were heavily criticized

"'
for the great lengths of time involved and the excessive violence on

sta~e. Arthur Hurphy' s version was more successful than any of the others.
'rhis vlas his firs·t, theatrical success and was due not a little to the
presence of Garrick in the r8le of Zamti, the benevolent servant

brin~s

up the boy.

l<~'ho

Nurphy carefully observed the classical rules • He

focused his at"t,ention on the second half of the orphan's life, beginning
at the moment when he learns t hat he is the heir to ·the throne and must
seek vengeance.

In due course the usurper is killed off-stage.

Goldsmith,

_/

-1011n-iUng in the Crl tical Review, regarded the play as another manifest ation
of the grouing popularity of chinoiserie:
1~e

have been led into these reflections from
observing the effect the ingenious perf~rmance
before us had upon the audience the first night of
its presentation; the whole house seemed pleased but
it was not with the luxury of woe they seemed affected:
the nervous sentiment, the glOldng imagery, the
Hell-conducted scenery, seemed the sources of t heir
pleasure: their judgement could not avoid approving
the conduct of the drama, yet fe1-1 of the situaliions
1·Tere capable of getting within the foul, or exciting
a sinele tear: in short, it vras quickly seen, that
all the faults of the performance proceeded from
vicious imital:iion, and all its beauties were the
poet's o1m.10

It 1·ras because of this appeal that the play was revived frequently during

the next forty years.

In a play such as The Orphan of China it 1-ras difficult to know
Hhat had greater effec·t; on the audience, the heroic quality or t he ~
en scene. For as the art of stage production developed in the eighteenth
century, it 1-:as foWld that stage produc·l;i on alone could make a play a
success.

Stage directions proliferated in the texts where authors had

never bothered to put them before, and around the middle of the century
the adaptability of plays to the stage became the primarY consideration
of dramatists.
(2) The Stage Spectacle
The middle of the eighteenth century was a period i n uhich there
vras a strong liking for masques, operas, farces , pantimimes , spectacles,

1°Cri tical Revie't-t, VII ( 1759), P•
..
....;;.;~~::;....;~ -
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-102and other forns of afterpieces and light entertainment.

These theatrical

productions and the increasing colour used in the loneer plays were
at~empts

to meet the requirements of the increasingly pleteian taste of

London audiences.

1\nd so to make the playhouse a paying enterprise the

public Has given what it wanted.

-

'

Garrick, the manager of Drury Lane

Theatre, said:
But if an empty house, the actor's curse,
Sheus us our Lears, and Hamlets, lose their force·
Umrilling, we must change the nobler scene,
'
.1\nd, in our turn, presen·t you Harlequin;
·~uit poets, and set carpenters to work,
Shei-l gaudy scenes, or mount the vaulting Turk.
For, tho' we ac·tors, one and all, agree
Boldly to struggle for our - vanity;
If l·Tant comes on, impor~ance must retreat;
11
Our first, great, ruling passion, is - to eat.

The most popular piece for spectacle was the pan·tomime, and a definite
competition existed betr1een Garrick and Jolm Rich, the manager of Covent
Garden Theatre, to see uho could produce the biggest displays. No expense
or effort was spared, and if successful, the productions were guaranteed
long runs.

In the 1-rords of a player in Goldsmith's Vicar of 'VTakefield:

"The public think nothing about dialect, or humour, or
character; for that is none of their business, they
only go to be amused, and find themselves happy when
they can enjoy a pantomime, under the sanction of
Johnson's or Shalcespear' s · name • • • It is not the
composition of the piece, but. the number of starts
and attitudes that may be introduced into it that
elicits applause. I have known a piece, with not one
jest in the whole, shrugged into popularity, and
another saved by the poet 1 s throl·ling in a fit
of gripes ll2

~rom

an occasional prologue spoken by Ga.rriclc at the openinG
of n:ury
1
Lane Theater, 5 September 1750, as printed in the Gentleman s Hagaz1.ne,
~~

(1750), P• 422.

l2Goldsmith, Collected Hcirks '(1966},

ed..· F·r.iedman,

lV' P• 96.
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-103·rhe colour, violence, and mystery of the East were ent.irezy sui ted to
such a climate of taste.
The production on lvhich Garrick spent the most energy, money, and
ingenuity, was The Chinese Festival

(1755) -

a cause c€llebre of the English

stage. A year before he had engaged Jean Noverre to organize the elaborate
dancing for the piece, dresses '1-Tere ordered from an eminent costumier,
and four mag;nificent "set scenes" Here prepared.
dancers ''iere imported to take part in the ballet.

A great many French
Unfortunately, shortly

before opening night France and England came to the brink of war, and
the prejudices of the mob 1'iera inflamed. On opening night Noverre 1·1as
ready with splendid devices exhibiting all the popular notions of Chinese
dress, music, dancing, and habits. As the curtain rose, a s~Ol"'Il of fury
broke out among the spectators who 1wuld neither watch nor li.sten. This
continued for several nights more until the sixth and final night when
lords leaped onstage '1-Tith dra1·m swords, accompanied by their ladies. The
decorations were torn down and the cosUy stage machinery demolished.
lfhenever a seraglio scene was called for in these plays, there
was an extra effort to have elaborate scenery. In the t'ITo-act farce ~
Sultan; or, A Peep into the Seraglio

(1775),

by Isaac Bickerstaff, the

stage direc·~ions called for "An apartment in the Seraglio, a Throne in
manner of a Couch, with a Canopy; on the front of which is an Escutcheon
fixed, vTi th the

ot·~oman Arms crowned with Feathers; in the Back scene' the

Sultan 1 s Door covered with a Curtain". In this play ue see t.he beginnings
of burlesque in Oriental drama.

Roxalana, an English slave, is pictured
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-104as an irrepressible minx who attracts the attention of Solyman, the
invincible Emperor of the Turks, by her pranks in the royal harem.
is really all the interest. that the play contains.
11

This

To quote a contemporary,

but for the splendour of its scenery, and the sprightliness of a female

performer, [ it] would have met l-ri th early condemnation" , 13 The author
should not be credited ~th the success it did have, for it i s but a
paraphrase - in several scenes almost a literal translation - of Les
Trois Su.Uanes (1761), a play by Charles-Simon Favart,l4 Bickerst aff's
only addition of importance consists in transforming a freeHheeling and
happ;)r French girl into a free'I-Theeling and happy English girl who changes
the ancient customs of the 'l'urldsh Empire,
v1ith the institution of marriage.

There lvere other plays dealing

Inevitably, an English (or at least

Christian) girl was so clever, or her independence of spirit was so
convincing to the sultan, that he either freed her or became convert ed to
monogamy, taking the heroine as his queen.

The principles of monogamy

and polygamy are often discussed in the prologues and epilogues and in
the dialogue of the plays.

In Charles Dibdin 1 s Seraglio (1776) the heroine,

Lydia, is wooed by the sultan, but objects that she long ago promised to
love no one bu·t her husband.

The sult,an describes this trite att empt at

virtue as a prejudice of her com1try and suggests instead that love should
be "free, unlimited, unres·hrained".

In Bickerstaff 's Sult an, Roxalana

appeals to the sentimental feelings of the audience by right eously declaring

13Biographia Dramatica, III, P• 306.
14see Rene Guiet, "An English Imitator of Favart:
Hodern Language No·tes, XXXVIII (1923), P• 54.

Isaac Bicker staffe",

'
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-105herself "a free-born uoman, prouder of that than all the pomp and splendour
easliern monarchs can bestow11 •

\fuen the sultan honours her by giving her

his handkerchief, a sign that he has chosen her from among the multi tude

to be his companion for the night;, she pretends not to lmoH its significance and gives i t to Ismena.

( 11 Ismena, 'tis yours; the Sult an gives

it as a reuard for the pleasure you have given him Hith your charming
song".)

I

Another sentimental dra'lla was

s.J.

Pratt's Fair Circassian (1781),

a dramatization of HawkeSl<lOrth' s tale Almoran and Hamet. 1-le are told:
Dr. Hawlcesworth originally wrote it in 1756, as a drama
in three acts; uhich :Hr. Garrick lrould have brought on
the stage, had he no·t; been afraid of the expense of
decorations, transformations,
having just los·b
40001. by The Chinese Festival. '

&l,.

Pratt's adapta·cion is steeped in sentimentality and shows little feeling
for or lmmvledge of the customs of the East. Barnet, t he hero, is
sentimentally noble ·t;o the highest degree.

His false brother tries to

seduce Almeida, whom he loves. Finally, evil loses ou·t; and virt,ue is
rewarded.

Here is an example of Pratt's attempt at stage effect:

"A

view of the tombs of the kings of Persia, cut out of the rocks, and a
prospect of a venerable mosque. The Hhole awfully magnificent" •
Nrs. Elizabeth Inchbald 1vas a social reformer, and tvro of her plays
set in the Far East have a topical interest 1-1hich few of the other plays
mentioned can share.

Yet the morality is facile and perhaps would no·t;

have sustained interest -without the Oriental flavour.

In The l-1ogul Tale

(1784) an English doctor and a cobbler and his vrife are transpor·t;ed from

i.. --
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-lo6England in a balloon as far as India and are dropped into the garden of
the Great Hoeul.

The rest, of the play is nothing more than farce.

I•lrs.

Inchbald 1 s interest in this pari:. of the 1·rorld stermned from her lmm-rledge
of the activities of East India Company personnel.

The action sputters

out in the end rrhen the Hogul tells his captives that the English Christians
have shown him foul tyranny by their cruelty to the Gentoos.
resolves to be merciful evermore and se"i.s them free.

(1787),

He thus

Such Things .Are

as the title suggests, is another play of reform.

A great deal

of publicity had been given at this time to the prison reforms of Jolm
F.ouard, and his ideals are embodied in the character of Hr. Has1·r ell.
India. is once again the location and Haswell, a sentimental philanthropist,
visits the sultan's prison to relieve the dis~ress of victims of the
sultan's cruelty.

He intercedes on behalf of the sufferers and i"~ comes

as no surprise that the sultan eventually realizes the ;.!I'onGs he has
conmli tted nnd prond.ses to adopt Hasl'rell 1 s suggestions for improving the
prisons.
The enchantresses and magical fieures which abound in these plays
presented unprecedented stagine; problems.

In Sir George Collier's Selima

and Azor (1776) Azor performs feats of magic '1-rith a '\'rave of his hand. He
presents Selima with a ring which makes her independent of his povrers.
lfuen she throws it away, she vanishes.

l~emble, the names
~o be recognized,

In Lodoiska ( 1794), by Jolm Philip

of the set designers are given.

They probably deserved

for some of the scenes were elaborately planned. Here

are the stage directions for Act II:

"The Tartars having stormed the

Castle, which they fire in various places, the battlements and towers fall

. ...

'
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-107L'1 the midst of loud explosions. 11

11

Lupauski and Lodoiska are discover' d

in a. blazing torrer; Floreski rushes tr.rough the flar.les and rescues them. 11
.'here Here over fifty players to be outfitted.
11

Allardyce i-Iicoll

no~es:

:'his play also gives the first record of 1-rf1.ich I am arrare of the names

:Ji' costur;;e designers;

1

The Dresses and Decorations.1' ·He are informed, 'are

C.esicned and executed by

!-:r.

JOIDTS'!'ONE, and li.iss RHEirl. 1 A melodrama such

as this, of course, must have depended to a great extent on the effects

secured by

-~hese

costume designers and scene painters• ..... 16

A fc:.vouri te hero of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century dramatists

i\as Alexander the Great.

In t;eneral, plays about Alexander tended to

rely upon the traditional qualities of the heroic drama for effect. In

co~tra.st to these, Alexander the Great; or, The Conquest of Persia, a
pa...11tor.Ii.ne of D' 3gville produced in 179S, shows the increasing attention

~o stage accessories at the end of the century. This 1oras a gaudy display
of paget!Iltry and expensive costume, with the added attraction of actual

!:orses on the stage. The general incidents of Alexander's progress in
?ersia and his difficulty in surmounting the apprehensions and reluctance
:Jf his army uere exhibited.

"The scenery of this performance surpassed

ever-y thin& before exhibited on the EnGlish stage."
Another play based on an

Orient<'~

17

tale 1vas Kais; or' Love in the
1

Jeserts ( 1808), an opera by Isaac Brandon taken from Isaac Disraeli s
:·:ej noun and Leila.

Kais is in love d.th Leila, the daughter of an emir.

', ;}:en Leila's hand is denied him, he flees to the desert and ''hen Leila

16Allardyce Nicoll, A History of EllGlisl; Drtuna (1952)' III , P•

17n,:)~ocraph~a
·
·
Dramat•~C!!.z.. II ,
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-108pursues him she falls into the hands of robbers. She is finally rescued
and united with him.

This opera also contained the story of Rozella, a

Greek slave of Leila, and her lover Almoran, a Circassian. The stage
presentation must have been striking.

Charles Lamb praised in particular

the music in a letter to Thomas Nanning:

11

0, that you could go to the

ne>T opera of 1 Kais 1 to-night 1 1 T is all about Eastern manners; it •vould
just suit you.

It describes the wild l1.rabs, •-randering Egyptians, lyine
1

dervishes, and all that sort of people, to a hair. You need n t ba' gone
so far to see what you see, i f you sa1-1 it as I do every night at Drurylane rheatre".l8
In the folklore of Europe, Africa, and the Eastern countries we
find the villain Bluebeard, a rich seigneur 1-rho derives pleasure from
murdering his uives.

In eighteenth-century drama his story is told in

a variety of ways, but the sequence of events is basically the same.
Bluebeard departs soon after his marriage, leaving his latest bride with
all the keys to his castle and forbidding her to open one of the doors.

But the girl's curiosity is more than she can bear.

She opens the

mysterious door and discovers the bodies of Bluebeard's former wives.

On

his return, Bluebeard discovers that she has been in the room and threatens
to cut off her head as punishment.

She persuades him to delay the execution

and is rescued in the nick of time. Blue Beard; or, Female Curiositl (1798),
11 Blue
by George Colman the Younger, contains the familiar Gothic elements.
1
gramme' of a French piece.
Beard uas adapted by George Colman, from tl1e pro ·

-

18Letter to 'fhomas Hanning, 26 Februai'Y 1808, in E.V. Lucas, The Life of
Charles Lamb (1905), I, P• 393 f.
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-109Kelly wrote the music, and orders were given that the machinists, painters,
and decorators, should bring it forward with all possible magnificence and
splendour.nl9 It differed from its predecessors mainly in its Turkish
setting, the costly scenery, and the magnificent effects, making it a
challenge to the stage manager. vlhen the heroine is shown the secret room,
for example:
The Door instantly sinks, 1-ti.th a tremendous crash, and
the Blue Chamber appears streaked with vivid streams of
Blood. 'fhe figures in the Picture over the door (a
picture of Abomelique, kneeling in amourous supplication
to a beautiful woman) change their position, and
Abomelique is represented in the action of beheading
the Beauty he was, before, supplicating. The Pictures,
and Devices of love, change to subjects of Horror and
Death. The interior apartment (which the sinking of the
door discovers) exhibits various Tombs, in a sepulchral
building; - in the midst of which ghastly and superna·t ural
forms are seen; - some in motion, some fixed - In the
centre, is a large Skeleton, sea·ted on a Tomb, (with a
Dart in his hand) and, over his head, in characters of
Blood, is written 11The Punishment of Curiosity."
This play is not, hmrever, morbid in tone; it possesses the lightheartedness of comic opera.

The sadistic Turkish tyrant is a comic figure and

Colman's skill in light verse is given free play, as in tlus scene where
he is about to decapitate another 1-ti.fe:
Hov1 many there are, vrhen a vTife plays the fool,
Will argue the point uith her, calmly and cool;
The bashaw who don't relish debates of this sort,
,
... s1or
1 t • 20
Cuts the woman,
as well as the argumenu,

Such a view of graver matters points fon·rard to the comic operas of Gilbert
and Sullivan.

In this play 1ve can see that the Oriental ·tyrant has lost

some of lus noble and terrible qualities and has become a figure of fun.

19R.c. Rhodes, Harlequin Sheridan, the Han and the Legends (19.33), P• 173 f •
2°Colman, Blue Beard, I, ii.
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-noLike his counterpart in the prose tales of the same period, the
heroic figure of the Oriental drama had been brought down to a level Hhere
he could mingle ld th the lower classes rd.thout their feeling terrified.
In Il Bondocani; or, The Caliph Robber (1801), a comic opera by Thomas
uibdin, the Caliph Haroun al Raschid disguises himself as he goes among
his people in order to win the poor but virtuous Darina as his queen.

He

also restores Selima to Abdallah, Darina 1 s brother. As Haroun takes his
rambles among the people incognito, there arise ludicrous mistakes and
uhimsical situahions.

Like'l'rise, The l'liddle Dish; or, 'l'he Irishman in

TurkeY: (1804), a farce by 1:1.C. Oulton, is about an Irish footman and his
l·Ti.fe Hho are treat.ed rd. th great dis-Ginction by a Grand Signior vrho has
them Haited upon by their former master and mistress. They are f orbidden
to llllcover a turreen set in the middle of the table - an order nhich
~hey disobey because they are curious to eat Turkish potat.oes.

'Umour the 'l'artar (1811), another spectacle featuring t he novelty
of horses on the English stage, was written by "Honk" Levris. Timour
murders the king and takes the king' s infant son prisoner. He then attempts
a marriage 1dth the royal blood of Georgia.

The ex-queen, posing as the

Princess of Georgia, endeavours to rescue her child, and ·the play's interest
is based on her adventures and narrovr escapes in the fortress.

At one

point she throws herself into the sea and is rescued by her son, Agib, who
h escaped from prison.
1as
spared.

'l'l.l
' nour is defeated in the end, bu·t his life is

The horses "displayed much ability, and fought, died, climbed up

Halls perpendicular, or scampered longitudinally, and l eaped through

. .. /
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-lllbreaches

1-r.i th

the greatest ingenui ty11 • 21 A contemporary revieHer called

it "a Grand Romantic Helo-Drarna:

an interesting vehicle for a display

of splendid scenery a11d horsemanship". 22
No one was expected to take these plays seriously. The audiences,
accustomed to the terror of the supernatural figures and the tyrannicai
rulers of the Arabian Nights and Oriental tales, were amused by the saucy
English girl transforming the life of her captor. The spectacular scenery
which conjured up the splendour of the East provided a brief escape from
the perfunctory rhythm of daily affairs. Here the mat·t ers of the harem were
openly discussed and demonstrated. Here maidens were rescued by their beleaguered . lovers while every man in the audience identified vnth the hero.
In all, a vogue for such plays had been established l-Thich would allow ·them

t o flourish on in·to the nineteenth century.
( 3) The ll.abob
A small body of plays about British commercial enterprise in the

Far East are interesting for their treatment of the nabob, the Englislunan,
usually from a humble background, who travelled to India and returned
almost overnight with a for·liune. The dramatic possibilities of ·this
phenomenon in Bri"!iish history are great. 'rhe psychological and sociological
problems of a person returning home after a prolonged sojourn in another
culture present promising situations to the fertile dramatic mind. Hill
hi s wider experience prevent his readjustment to t he confined culture in
vrhich he grel-7 up? vlhat -vr.i.ll be his attitude to his . former ethical and

21B·J.ograp1u· a Drama:nca,
'·
III , P• 469 •
22Gentleman' s I1agazine, LXXXI ( l8ll), P • 489 •
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-112social s bandards?

Hot·T will his new outlook affect. his relationships Hi th

f2lllily and friends?

·rhat these questions uere never probed by eighteenth-

century dramatists is additional evidence of their lack of skill.

Instead,

they portrayed the nabob in a rather stereotyped t·ray.
Sometimes these plays represent the nabob as GOOd and kind; but
more often he is seen as a vulgar, nouveau-riche exhibitionist tfho has
cheated better men than himself in order to become '1-realthy and has spent
his money -vre.stefully after returning to England.

One of the earliest plays

dealing m.t,h the nabob, The Diter (1704) by Nicholas Ro>·1e, ridicules the
;;reat preference of Sir 'l'imothy TallapO:\' for the Sast and things Eastern .
Sir I'imothy is not totally repugnant though. He rather appears to be a
likable old gentleman - more eccentric than anything else.
!::ast Indian merchant, he is addicted to Chinese customs.

A very rich
The uorst that

can be said of him is that he is harsh to servants and refers constantly
to hm-r much better things are done in the Orient in language laced t·rith

Oriente>~

phrases.

Richard Steele, in ·rhe Conscious Lovers ( 1722), tras not

unfavourably disposed toward the nabob either.

Sealand is depicted as an

enterprising young man \'Tho had journeyed t o India seeking self-irnprovement.
Having made good, he challenges the social usefulness of Sir John Bevil,
a representative of the landed gentry.

In doinc so he

ques~ions

the

authority of the landed gentry and advocates recognition of commerce as an
honourable pursuit.

Sealand represents the emereinG moneyed middle class,

and his actions represent their attempt to

chan~e

the deep-seated prejudices

of class distinction.
As the century advanced, more nabobs returned home in a considerably

'
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-ll3higher economic position. 1'n1ether or not they consciously tried to be
offensive is open to ques·i:.ion, but it seemed to their neighbours that
they were flaunting their lTealth in a manner that lacked the sophis·t.ication
and grace of the ti-tled families.

The dramatist was inclined to depict

them as rich, vulgar upstart;s, and thus the term nabob gradually acquired
pejorative connoJ"ations.

The best lmmm. satiric play about the nabob was

called quite simply The Nabob. 1-lrit.ten in 1772 by Samuel Foote, it
presents the idea that t.he ·liealth of the East has brought with i'l:, t he rrorst
of its vices:
At the time this play l-ras produced, a general odium had
been excited against the members of the East. India
company, which uas kept alive by every art that virulence
and part,y could suggest. Nr. Foote, ever attentive to
avail himself of popular subjects, seized the present
occasion to entertain the town at the expense of some
individuals. The character of Sir ~fatthew Nite -was
intended for a gentleman who had risen from the low
situation of a cheesemonger.23
Sir Ha·t.thelv has too many servants, buys his way into high places, presents
useless trash to the Antiquarian Society in the guise of "rare" gifts,
and refuses to recognize his old friends.

In The Belle's

Stra~agem (1780)

by fli's. Hannah Co1-rley, the author ridi cules the t as i:.e of the nabob Hr.
Ingot,, who paid a thousand pounds at an auction for a picture of "the
divinest Plague of Athens" to adorn his children's nursery.

As Flutter

tells the sliory:
Sir I would oblige you, but I buy this picture
to ;lnce in the nursery: the children have
already got·t.en 'l:Jhitt ington and his ca·t.1 'tis

23•11.rhe I.ife of Samuel Foote, Esq. 11 , i n Foote, Dramatic \·Tories [1799?],
I, p . I7.•
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-114just this size, and they 1 ll make good companions.
1-:rs. Racker. Ha, ha, ha~ Vlell, I protest that• s
just the way now - the nabobs o.nd their 1-l ives
oulibid one at eve-,:y sale, and the crea!:.ures have
no more ·t,aste - 24
'rhe corruption of a character called "young Rupee" is documented in
Libert.y Hall; or, A Test of Good Fellm-rshiE (1785), by Charles Dibdin.
After inheril:.ing a considerable sum of money gained in the East Indies,
he thro1-1s it away recklessly 1dth the aid of a crowd of parasites. The
boy• s father, uho -vras supposedly dead, comes back in disguise and successfully reforms the boy with the aid of English, the boy 1 s friend.

The
1

same kind of satire is contained in The Israelites; or, The Pamper d
Haoob

(1785), a farce "reported as a posthumous work of Dr. Smollett

11
•

2
5

This nabob has been so pampered that he -vrould ra!:.her forfeit half his
estate than take !:,he trouble to calcula·te his expenses for the day.

His

sist.er spends her time in auctions and shops, and the nabob, Sir Limon
Lollop, seldom leaves his chair. He eats privately wit h his black servant
girl.

These satires exaggera·ted what:. was partially true:

the nabobs

were upsetting the status quo in which the accep·t,ed values of wealth and
position were deeply rooted.
Lillo's Fatal Curiosit;y (17.36) is unique in these plays. This is
the pitiful tragedy of young v1ilmot, who left "the rude, unpolished
people ••• in Cormvalln for the Indies so that he could all eviate thei r
11

poverty. Returning home heavily tanned and dressed in Indian habits", he

24c owley, The Belle •s Stratagem, I, iii •
25Biographia Dramatica, II, P• 336.

-115is much improved "by care and honest commercen. There is no hint of
rancour in Lillo's words.
make himself lmown to them.

Seeking to surprise his parents, he does not
He entrusts his casket of jeH·els to his

mother, sleeps in his former home, and is savagely stabbed to death by his
father, 1-1hose craving for the jewels in his possession is overpmmring.
The play's pervasive didacticism is a statement about the corruptinB influence of easy wealth - particularly wealth which has been accumulated
in the Indian trade. t~ilmot has none of the ostentation of the nabobs in
most eighteenth-century plays.

His 1fealth has brought on his death in

spite of his good intentions.
Eighteenth-century dramatists were happy to make use of the nabob
in another "tray.

As an absentee, he 1-ras perfectly suited for the r8le of

deus ex machina, and he sometimes functioned as a means of extricating
other characters from their difficulties.

11

In a series of comedies,

when unscrupulous persons are attempting to perpetrate some fraud or bring
about some unsuitable marriage, and when the rogues are on the very eve
of success, the absentee returns, discloses his identity, out;.Uts the
schemers, rescues ·the innocent, rewards the virtuous, and, according to
1126
recipe, brings the action to a most happy conclusion.
In Sheridan's School for Scandal

(1777) the character of Sir Oliver

Surface is a fusion of two conventional types:
disguised observer.

the absentee and the

Sir Oliver arrives secretly from the East and gains

first-hand knowledge of his two nephews, Charles and Joseph Surface, as

26B. Sprague Allen, Tides in English Taste

(1958), II, P• 9.
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-ll6he masquerades as Hr. Stanley.

Thus Sheridan 1 s humour is often ironic:

Charles Surface. Then you must know ·thali I have a
devilish rich uncle in the East Indies, Sir Oliver
Surface, from whom I have the greatest expectations?
Sir Oliver. That you have a wealthy uncle, I have heard•
but how your expectations i.Jill turn out is more I
'
believe, than you can tell.
'
Charles Surface. Oh, no1 - there can be no doubt, They
tell me I 1 m a prodigious i'avouri te, and that he talks
of leaving me everything.
Sir Oliver.

Indeed~ this is the first I 1ve heard of it,27

Having thus acquired the necessary informa·liion, he is able to bring matters
to a satisfactory conclusion at the end of the play.

Colonel Talbot, in

Pilon's He ~vould be a Soldier (1786), and Hr. Cleveland, in Holman's Votary
of Wealth (1799), both arrive in England on cue to expose fraud and reHard
the deserving.

These characters, along t-Tith Sir Oliver Surface, HiJ..mo·li

in Fatal Curiosity, and 14.rs. Sealand in The Conscious Lovers shot-red the
nabob in a different light. They performed certain stereotyped dramat ic
functions, but they were essentially honourable men.

There 1-1as no

suggestion that they 1-1ere using their ne1vly-acquired wealth in an obnoxious 1-1ay, and thus they offset to some extent the disparagins notions
of the satiric plays.
English interest in the Orient thus provided a variety of i deas for
dramatists in the eighteenth century.

Plays about the Orient lvere pro-

duced at a time ivhen classical ideas were becomina either tiresome or
irrelevant.

Plots and characters that had not been seen before were made

27sheridan, ·rhe School for Scandal, III, iii, ll. 157-165.
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-ll7available to the English theatergoer, and by their attendant trappings
tlle scenes on the C:nglish stage ·Here more spectacular than arlJ that had
e1rer been seen before.

A great many dramatists at tempted an Oriental

play <~.t least once, but none of them devoted his 1-rhole career t,o this
par~icular branch of drama.

;n1en the Oriental vogue Has over, t hese quickly

1
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Chapter Four

The Orient in Poetry
Ere id th cold beads of midniPht derr
Had mingled tears of thine u
I grieved, fond Youth1 that'thou shouldst sue
To haughty Geraldine.
Immoveable by generous sighs,
She glories in a train
vllio drag, beneath our native skies,
An Oriental chain.
- Hilliam UordsHorth, from
11Poems Founded on the
Affections", 1826.
'rhe reader of poetry will search in vain to find an exclusivcl;}'
"Oriental" eighteenth-century poet.

For vl'ith the exception of Sir

Hilliam Jones, no Enelish poet of consequence has dedicated himself
thoroughly to the Orient as some poets have dedicated themselves to, say,
pastoral or religious poetry.

Poets of the eighteenth and early nine-

teenth centuries l-Iho uere concerned id th the Orient ivere usually eclectic,
and Orientalism was siri!ply one experiment among many that they attempted
during their careers.

Byron, Southey, and Hoore wrote Oriental poetry

1-1hich iias eagerly read by the public, but their reputations do not rest
solely on these poems.

Frequently in poetry before the Romantic period

Orient,al material appears tmexpectedly in a scattered phrase, an adjective
listed among half a dozen others, a brief passage providing an interlude
in a poem that has nothing to do Hith the Orient , or in a complete poem
or 8I'OUp of poems among the various "\vorks of a poet not especially knmm
for }us interest in the Orient.

f
-119The versification of the poems in this period which deal ui th the
Orient is not unusu.a.l.

The varyint; verse fonns of English poetry are

used Hi th the S31Tle regularity as in non-Oriental poems:

heroic couplets,

oc t.osyllabics, bla.'1k verse, Spenserian stanza, and various lyric forms.
As for rhytlun, the galloping movement of Byron 1s Destruction of' Sennacherib

I
I

is rather the exception ·t.han the rule.

The miscellaneous verse forms

sugcest the range of use to iihich 1vriters put the Oriental content.

'fhe

list includes t.he epic, the love lyric, eclogue, ode, metrical tale, and
others.

Even though they 1-rere using characteristically Oriental subject

matter, English poets were still iiriting characteristically Snglish poetry
w.i. th poetical devices which were familiar to them.

They 1vere not prepared

to adopt the Oriental spirit and modes of expression in the same 1vay that
they had embraced those of the classical tradition to 1~hich even the most
fanciful and exotic poems of the Romantics are indebted. An early study
of the reasons for the lingering influence of the classics was perhaps
lost at the death of the Rev. John Husbands, ~rho, we are told, 1Vas pre11

paring for the Press a Comparison of the Eastern and Hestern Poetryn.l
Hm·rever t.here is a hint of what he mieht have said in the preface to his
lliscellany of Poems (17 31):
Their phrases are certainly more ardent and in~ense
than Those in any European Language, and the F~gures
more bold and vehement. Tho' Their Poetry uas less.
artificial 'twas more nervous, lively, and expres~~ve
than ours.' They have nothing of the Finesse,. N~tlung
that is over-1vrought. 'rhis renders ·!;hem so nnd,
2
beautiful, and affecting.

1Gentleman's Nagazine, II (1732), P• 1083.
2
....
E· ht. th-Century Enthusiast for
Quoted by Ronald S. Crane in 11 An ~ar1Y l.g een N0 t
XXXVII ( 1922)
Printitive Poetry: John Husbands", Modern Language
es,
-•
'
p. 32.

,_

•.
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-120The chief contribution of Orientalism to English verse was to provide fresh
vocabulary and neu subject ma'tter.

Recognizing the inadequacies of Eastern

poetry in comparison with the classical tradition, but notine as Hell the
stronc attraction of Oriental subjects, Charles Churchill ·t-~rote this in
The l~arewell ( 1764):
Fare1·rell to Europe, and at once fare1·rell
·ro all the follies which in Euroue dHell
-:1
.L o ::.astern India norr, a richer clime,
:\icl1er alas in ev 1 T'J t;hing but Rime,
l'he liuses steer their course, and, fond of change,
!i.t larce, in other Horlds, desire Go range,
rresolv'd at least, since 'rhey the fool must play,
L'o do it in a diff 1 rent place, and "ray)
-t

-

'

'rhe Huses 1·rere fond of change, but Orientalism could not dislodge the
old classical standards.

As Edrrard Gibbon put it:

Our education in the Greek and Latin schools may have
fixed in our minds a standard of exclusive taste; and
I am not forward to condemn the literature and judgement of nr.tions of whose lanr;uage I run iBUorant. Yet
I lawN that the classics have much ·to teach, and I
believe that the Orientals have much to learn; the
temperate dignity of style, the e;raceful proportions
of art, the forms of visible and intellectual beauty,
the just delineation of character and passion, the
rhetoric of narrative and argument, the regular f abric
of epic and dramatic poetry. The influence of truth
and reason is of less ambiguous complexion.4
Prior to Sir Hilliam Jones there was no conscious attempt in English
poetry to depict authentic Eastern life or to imitate the teclmiques of
Eastern Yerse.

'£he East 1-ras chiefly represented by n telling phrase, an
1

image, a colourful place name, or in short parables illustratine the poet s

3charles Churchill, Poetical Horks (1956), ed. Gra."1t , P• 375.
4Gibbon, 'rhe History of the Decline and
ed . Bury, VI, p. 33.

l~all of the

Roman Empire (1776-88)'

______;______ - ·- ····-;r
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-121moral intentions.

Even as taste changed from classicisr.1 to romanticism

~i1e con·t ribution of OrientalisHl to gnglish poetry con·tinued to be largely

stylistic.

Yet there -vrere a few Romantic noet.s
-rrho -nossesscd a more
'

genuine knm~ledge of t,he East which they had Gni.ned from their m-m travels
a.11d from reports in the prolifera·ting travel books.

They took great

pains to authen!iicate their sta·tements in ponderous footnotes - a t endency
uhich paralleled the wri tine of Oriental prose stories that Here realistic
when compared -rrith the fanciful tales inspired by the Arabian Hights.
I'his chapter is concerned with two fundamental aspects of Orientalisrn in
(1) the influence of the Orient, on style; (2) the real Orient as

poetry:

a subject in itself.

(1) The Influence of the Orient on Style.
\'lords are fundamental to every poet, no matter Hhat subject he

.n. t-.h

chooses to deal

1

in poe·try; and during the eighteent".h century the

EnGlish language became enriched by a considerable nUJilber of loan v10rds
from ·the Eastern langua;:;es. 1fuen these Hords Here first used, poets
provided extensive footnotes and glosses t o explain their meaning.

rhey

becane slouly integrated into the English language and today the lmovrledge
that t hese words uere once borrovred from Eastern languages uould surpr i se
many

~> h
t ose

Oi

h

1-1

Lh
o use \, em.

admiral (A)
alcohol (A)
alcove (A)
amber (A)
argosy (Dalnmtian)
arsenal ( A)
assas sin (A)

-..··,ere are some of the common ones :
•
nadir (A)
elixir (A)
orange (P-A)
fustian (E)
peacock (0)
garble (A)
punch (S)
genie (A)
r acket (A)
ghoul (!1.)
saccharine (S)
giaour (T)
saffron ( A-P)
ginger {0)

"

\

.,..

_] _ _...._

.. _ / '
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azure (P)
bamboo (N)
bazaar (P)
beg ( ·r )
brilliant (S)
caravan (P)
check (P)
cipher (A)
crimson (s)
dervish (P)
divan (P)

~one (H)
horde (T)
jasmine (P)
jungle (S)
lemon (P)
lilac (P)
lime (A)
lute (A)
magazine (A)
mammoth (Russian)
musk (P)

sash (A)
scarlet (A-P-Lat.)
shaHl (P-H)
silk (0)
sofa (A)
tulip (T)
v runpire ( Servian)
van (P)
zenith (A)
zero (A)5

'f his is a short list and omits ~he numerous geographical and personal
names SUPl)lied by the Orient.

But it does sho1-r hoH such 1wrds, which

appear ·throughout eighteenth-cen·~ury poetry, broadened the vocabulary of
the poets.
The poetry of Alexander Pope illustrates some of the Hay s in 1-rhich
Orientalism came to pervade the works and enrich the vocabulary of !mglish
poet:.s.

In his mock-heroic poem The Rape of the Lock (171ll.) Pope demon-

strat.es how the mere mention of Oriental place-names can evoke po1.rerful
connotat.ions in the minds of his readers.

Here are some of the items on

Belinda's dressing-table:
'f his casket India 1 s glmdng eems unlocks,
And all Arabia breathes from yonder box.
The ·rortoise here and Elephant unite,
.
6
rransform'd to Combs, the speckled, and the whi ~.~e.
.l.

He refers to the East later in the poem:
.

For lo! the board with cups and spoons ~s cr o1m
'rhe berries crackle, and t he mill t urns round;

'd

,

5l·lost of the uords in this list are t aken from t he a~)pendix of Edna
Osborne • s
noriental Dic·tion and 'rheme in Enelish Verse' 1 ?40184011, Kansas
Bulletin, II (19; 6), ?• 136 f • . The
abbreviations are used: A - Arabic, E - .!.gypt~an, H - Ih ndus t:.am,
i:alay, 0 - Oriental, P - Persian, S - Sanscr H, ·r - 'furki sh.

mono~auh

Uni~ersity

fol~o~t:

6Pope, 'r he Rape of the Loclc, Canto I, ll. 133-136.

'

•· .'l '

'

;
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-123shining Altars of Japan they raise
The silver lamp; the fiery spirits blaze:
From sil~er spouts the ~ateful liquors glide,
lJhile China 1s earth rece~ves the smoaking tyde. • • 7
On

Objects of porcelain china, because of their fragility and delicate
beauty, are often associated with women and especially with virgins. Thus
the breaking of china in eighteenth-century poetry symbolizes loss of
virginity or virtue. Hhen Belinda, therefore, discovers that her sacred
hair has been cut, she screams in horror and Pope comments:
Not louder shrieks to pitying heav 1n are cast,
\fuen husbands, or ,.;hen lapdogs breathe their last,
Or when rich China vessels, fall 1n from high,
8
In gli tt 1 ring dust, and painted fragments lie 1
Pope also demonstrates considerable knowledge of Oriental manners in his
poetry. His description of Addison in the Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot (1735)
contains an allusion to the fratricidal tendencies of Turkish sultans:
"Should such a man, too fond to rule alone,/ Bear, like the ·rurk, no
brother near the throne". 9 And in the same poem he refers to the same
sultans' practice of secluding themselves in their palaces and harems:

1ap.
8ap.

cit., Canto III, 11. 105-110.

cit., Canto III, 11. 157-160. The best example of the associa~ion of
porcelain with female virginity is John Gay's To a Lady on her pass~on for
old China (1725), 11. 31-39:
'\'Jhen I some antique Jar behold,
or blue, or speck'd with gold,
' pure, and so re f.m •d
Vessels so
Appear the types of woman-kind:
Are they not valu 1 d for their beauty,
Too fair too fine for hous ehold duty?
With flo~ers and gold and azure dy'd,
Of ev'ry house and grace and p:ide?.
Hmv Hhite, hmv polish 1 d is t.heu slun,
And valu •d most \vhen only seenl
Or white

See Gay, Poetical \vorks (1926), ed. Faber, P• 180.

9Epistle to Arbuthnot, 11. 197, 198.

,.. I
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11

I sought no homage from the Race that lvrHe;/ I kept, like Asian Honarchs,

from their sight" • 10 In The Dunciad ( 1742) Pope duells upon the commonly
held belief that Islamic rulers and priests deliberately suppressed all
learning in order to prevent close enquiry into the grounds of the Islamic
relir;:i.on, thus leaving the Koran as the sole -vrork of literary importance.
Gibber, the nevrly-e.nointed king of Dulness, is taken to the H.omt of Vision
and shown

11

the past triumphs of the Empire of DuJness, ·then the present,

and lastl~· the future:

how small a part of the lvorld 1-1as ever conquered

by Science, how soon those conquests ,.;ere stopped, and those very nations
again reduced to her dominion".

The ghost of Set tle bids him first look

Eastvrard:
• • • from lvhence the Sun
And orient Science their bright course begun:
One god-like !-lonarch all that pride confounds,
He, rrhose long wall the rrand'ring •rartar bounds;
Heav'nst what a pile1 whole ages. per~sh th~reil
And one bright blaze turns Learnmg ~nto ~r.
'f he Orient also intrudes into the didactic, idyllic poetry of the
pastoral eclogue.

In the eclogue, herds of sheep and their attendants

usually inhabit an idealized and often unspecified

settin~.

Williant Collins ,

ho\vever, sai·J fit to give an Oriental sett,ing to his Persian Eclogues (1742).
In his Preface he explained iVhy he did this:

"There i s an Elegancy and

1:Iildness of ThouGht ivhich reco:mrnends all their Compositions ; and our
Genius's are as much too cold for the Entertainment of such Sentiment s, as

lOop. cit., 11. 219,220.
11rhe Dunciad, Book III, ll. 73-78. This ailudes t o the uell-knOlm legend
that the great l i brary of Alexandri a was destroyed by t he command of a

caliph.

-125our Climate is for their Fruits and Spices".

On the basis of that

statement alone it is odd that he ever gave these poems an Oriental milieu
at all, unless, perhaps, he was "merely foll01ving one of t he various
f ashions beyond 'lvhich it •·ras reckoned improper i f no·t positively unlawful
to stray11 .12 Dr. Johnson tells us, however, that later in life Collins
recognized that his "Persian" poems werA 11 not suff icient ly expressive of
Asidick manners 11 .13 And it is well ·t,hat he did, for wH hout being ·told
that the scene is in Ba::;dad, and ~ti.thout the ment ion of proper names, the
reader mi ght just as easily imagine that the action t akes place in an
:!:nzlish pas !:.ure.
The Persian Eclogues are interesting as an early example of the
tension bet1-1een the Augustan belief that 11 the proper study of mankind is
man 11 and the gro'l-ring interest of poets in the far-avray and t he unusual.
The Augustan in Collins Hins out easily, for there is no Oriental atmosphere or accurate local description in t he four poems. The scene of
Selim; or the Shepherd's Uoral is Bagdad Hhere Selim expounds on the
virtues of Truth and

~1isdom,

1vhich he personifies. He urges his lis·teners

to be moral in order to gain happiness .

The heroic couplets, the di ction,

and t.he didacticism are typically Augustan.

Hassan, t he hero of Hassan:

or The Camel Driver, is alone in the desert complaining t hat he has l eft
his fair Zara in order to pursue vrealth as a camel dr i ver .
t he poem he r eturns to her.

At t he end of

The style and obtrusive mor al of t his ecl ogue

12George Saintsbury ny0 un.,. Collins and Lesser Poet;s of t he Age of
Johnson", i n ·rhe
of English
X, P• 143.

C~bridgebllistory

Lite~,

13J ohnson, Li ves of the English Poets, ed . Hill, I II , P•

34°•

1
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-126malce i t Au:::ustan as ·rrell.
In~'

'rhe other

t~-10

eclogues are similar in spirit.

Abbas, Sultan of Persia, falls in love 1·Jit h a Georgian shepherdess

and elevates her to t.he throne.
and eventually returns home.

She often longs for her hu.11ble crigins

Agib and Secander presents tvro Circassian

youl',hs imprisoned by the 'i 'artars and attempting to escape.

These poems

do no·t come close to giving a convincinG picture of Eastern life.

And,

strictly sperucing, they do not meet the requirements of the eclogue.

In-

stead they seem to parallel the Oriental tales of the periodicals, using
the Orient as a conventional background against which to moralize.
The four Eastern Eclogues (1780) of Eyles I:n·Jin were writ ten while
the author was touring Arabia, Egypt, and other par·ts of Asia and Africa
in 1777. The action of all four poems takes place in a single day.

In

the morning we discover Alexis in Alexandria 1vandering about the ruins
of the city in a reminiscent mood.

In this first eclogue, entitled~

Traveller, we are given a pedantic account of Egyptian and Roman history,
of Antony and Cleopatra, and of the wonderful land now held by the Turks
and Arabs.

A seraglio in Arabia at noon is t he setting for The Fair

Greek, in 1·rhich Selima has been stolen from her Greek home and is forced
to obey her lord in the haremo The story is mainly concerned 1-d.·th her
sad separation from her lover, Cleon. The ac·&ion in the ·third eclogue,
The Bramin, t akes place in the eveninG at the Pagoda of Conjeveran in
India.

The f anatical Ramoh prophesies against the Brit i sh and leaps from

a 1-JindoH to the pavement far belo1-1, thus endinG his life .
set in Tunis at midnight.

The Escape is

'l.'Ho slaves, Sebasti an and Per eg, are put in

command of a galley manned by f ellou sl aves .

Their object ive is to get

I

.
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-127m·my, but first each one sinGs to his sueetheart,

H is obvious in

these poems that the author is learned and ·Hell travelled, but he is unable
to set dm·m his ideas vividly and accurately,

I n tl1e2r
· s t y1 e, metre, and

overt didacticism, these poems are Augustan.
·rhe Oriental eclogues of John Scott, which appeared in his Poetical
Horks ( 1782), 'Here no more successful as fai t:hful depictions of the Orient
than Collins's or I:n-rin 1 s.

In Scott's vrorks we have one Arabian, one

Indian, and one Chinese eclogue.

In the first one Zerad, a young Arabian,

falls in love ~~th a beautiful maiden of another tribe and decides to

•

folloH her when her tribe uanders auay.

There is even less of the pastoral

convention here than in Collins's poems. It is evident that Scott knows

lit~le about, the real East, for his descriptions of the Orient are very
general.

In

~' the English in East India have created an artificial

farr:ine by storing the rice harvest and selling it at exorbitant prices.
The poent describes the murder of a starving Brahmin by a British ruffian.l4
Mpo, the Chinese eclogue, tells of a malevolent governor lvho becomes

virtuous after a dream in -vrhich Confucius adrr.onishes him.

The Oriental

setting in these poems is simply a background for Scott's didacticism
vrhich is, hm.;ever, less e.""q>licit than tha~ of Collins's poems.
A satiric poem of marginal importance t o the subject of Orientalism
is Edward Hoore' s •r rial of Selim the Persian, for Divers Hi gh CriJ,les and
Nisdemeanors (1748).

This poem uas 1vritten to defend Lord Lyttlelion nho

vras often lmmm as nselim" after t,he hero of Letters from a Persian in

~n~land

to his Friend at Ispahan (1735).

.Apart fr01n this name there is

t d by th Indian famine of 1770 •
......,l'h1.s poem vras probably sugGes e
e

11, __ .
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-128nothinG in the poem even remotely connected with the Orient. 1fuy Hoore
introduced the name in the title at, all is a mat ter for speculation.

In

174 7 LytUeton had made an excursion into the field of theology in a book
called Observations on the Conversion of St. Paul.

The Trial of Selim

vras a clever defence against the attacks that nere made against it.
i-:oore continues the satiric tradition of Pope.
Selim is real; the others are allegorical.

Only the character of

Dr. Jolmson informs us that

J.:oore uas courting the favour of Lyttleton in t his poem in hopes of
receivine his patronage.
Geoc;raphical names from the Orient 1-rere of ten used in eighteenthcentury poetry to convey a sense of immense space.

Sometimes Hriters

1-rould use the names of two parts of the Orient remote from each other
and other times an Oriental name in conjtmct ion 1dt,h a name from some;.rhere .else.

Thus in curren·t usage the term 11 Ti.mbuktu11 , the name of a

small to1-m in the Sudan, is frequently ut t ered by those ivho may not know
vrl'ere it is but 1-1ho need a term 1-1hich sounds remot e and unusual.
instances in Enelish poetry are, of course, innumerable,
or t1·ro examples need be given here.

1

5 and

Such

only one

One of t he best-lmovm phrases of this

nature is found at. the opening of Dr. Jolmson' s Vanit y of Human Hishes

(1749) which takes ;.1ithin its compass an unlmo~om, yet adrni. ttedly great
proportion of mankind:

"Let observa·t ion 1dth extensive view,/ Survey
11

mankind; from China to Peru •

16 R · a.ld Heber Bishop of Calcutta, used
egm
'

1\ partial list is given by Osborne, op. cit ., P• 32.

1~iterary

parallels of this phrHse are given by Harold \iilliams i n
to Peru", Notes and Queries, CXCVI (1951), P• 479.

11

Chi na
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-129such phrases in an evangelistic hynm Hhich appeared in 1811:
From Greenland 1 s icy mountains
'
From India 1 s coral strand
lf'
• .. •
'
;·~nere Ju.r~c's
sunny fountains
Roll dom1 their golden sand;
Fro~ many an ancient river
From many a palmy plain, '
They call us to deliver
Their land from error's chain.l?
In 1:lordsvrorth 1 s Solitary Reaper ( 1805) the poet condemns the arid, tiresome quality cif contemporary verse and compares it vii th the exciting
offerings of the Romantic Kuse.

There is as much difference between these

t<w ld.nds of poetry as between Arabia and the Hebrides.

The word Arabia

alone connotes strangeness and mysterious inner povrer:
No Hizhtingale did ever chaunt
liore welcome notes to l-l'eary bands
Of travellers in some shady haunt,
lunong Arabian sands:
A voice so thrilling ne~er uas' heard
In spring-time from the Cuckoo-bird,
Breald.ng the silence of the seas
Among the farthest Hebrides.
Again, Arabia and the Hebrides represent t1·ro remote geographical points .
Eoral poems employing an Oriental setting were sometimes inspired
by the prose tales.

1

Among those v1hich were inspired by Beckford s Vathek

was Bryan Proctor's Hall of Eblis ( 1822), a blank verse poem 1-rhich falls
far short of the impact of Beckford 's prose. Proctor misses en tirely
the terror and grandeur of Beckford 1 s description of the Hall of Eblis,
t.he fallen angel.

This is ho1-1 he imagines him:

He Has young
1
Still; and, but that some pri~e burn_ d in ~s eye,
You might have pitied him. H~s flo~nng h~r,

l?n:eber, Poetical

~·Torks (1850), P• 86 f.

.I
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Streruning like sunbeams, told he must have been
1\n angel once, and fair, and beautiful·
'-T
•
h'~s f allen st.ation, he retain'd'
"ay, ~n

A relic of his old nobility:
And though he fell, you l-:Quld have said he fell
For aiming at - a world.l~
There is nothing in this man to make us shudder with fear.

He is only a

pale shadmv of Beckford's Eblis and more suitable ·t.o a fairy tale.
Liberal Ho.

In

4, 1823, appeared Leigh Hunt's Hahmoud, a poem obviously

inspired by Addison's tale in Guardian No. 99. As in the prose tale, the
sultan brings his attendants to the house of a man uho has been attacked
and ext,inguishes ·t.he lights before putting the villain to death.

He

explains this strange behaviour this uay:
"Since first I saw thee come, and heard thy cry,
I could not rid mysP.lf of a dread, that one
By whom such daring villainies were done,
Hust be some lord of mine, perhaps a la\<~less son.
Hhoe 1 er he was, I knelv my task, but feared
A fa·t.her' s heart, in case the ·t-rorst appeared.
For this I ha.d the light put out. But '~hen
I sm·r the face, and found a stranger slain,
I b1elt and thanked the sovereign arbiter,
\•1hose Hork I had performed through pain and fear;
And then I rose, and was refreshed -vlith food,
. , 19
'fhe first time since thou cam 1 st, and marredst my soli t.uo.e •
Tbe nCaliph Harun u, in George Crabbe 1s Confidant ( 1811), is a name f rom
t.he A.rabian Nights.

The hero of the poem is Harun al Raschid, a ninth-

century ruler l-Tho is sometimes the hero, sometimes the listener, in
Galland's translation.

In 'rhe Confidant a wife -vrho had gone astray in her

Cormrall ( 1829),

19t eigh Hunt as Poet and Essayist, [N.D.], ed. Kent, P• 30.

1

.
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-131early youth is blackJna.i.led in later years by her confidant. The husband
overhears a conversation betlveen the tvm vromen and decides to forgive her
sin HLich he considers she has atoned for by years of virtuous living.

He

subtly conu11unice.tes his knm·dedge and forgiveness by r eciting t he apologue
of Harun:
"The Caliph Harun, as historians tell,
Ruled, for a tyrant, admirably vrell;
1
~!here his ovm pleasures uere not touch d, to men
He vms humane, and sometimes even then.n20
Overhearing a conversation between tvro of his pages, Harun learns that
one of them is blackmailing the other vrho has st olen fruit from t he
caliph 1 s Barden.

Harun, who is expected to be cruel in punishing the

offender, pardons the repentent thief and exiles the blackmailer.
Hilliam Cowper's apologue in The Love of the Horld Reproved; or, Hypocris;yDeliected (1782) is based on the Hoslem prohibition against eat ing pork.
The lau states that "there is a part i n every swine which no follOioJer
may t.asten, but; this is so ambiguous
vrhich part he prefers not to eat.

th~.t

each man decides for himself

Co'1'7per compares this vrl.t h the pious

Christian practice of renouncing the delight s of the world. But every
man is strongly attached to his own preferred pleasures:
1

Reviled and loved, renounced and follot·T d,
'rhus bit by bit the world is swalloH'd;
Each thinks his neighbour makes too free,
Yet likes a slice as vrell as he,
\vi th sophistry their sauce they sweeten, 21
Till quite from tail t.o snout 'tis eaten.
But of all the English poets of the eighteenth and early nineteent h
cent uries, Sir

-

~-lilliam

Jones, by virtue of his many translations, essays,

20crabbe, Poems (1906), ed. \·Jard, II, P• 224.
21cowper, Life and Horks (1836 ), ed. Southey,

2

VIII, P• 3 4•
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-133poems, and scholarly investigations, did more than any other man to
foster Orientalism.

During his lifetime his reputation as an Orientalist

Has extremely great and he l·ras much more rTidely read then than he tvas in
~he

nineteenth century.

Alexander Chalmers, one of the feH who considered

his Horks important enough to publish, said that 11 he has presented to the
Enslish reader a nerT set of images, and opened netf sources of the sublime
and the pathet:.ic by familic.rizing the scenery and manners of the eastern
reGions 11 • 22 Jones had investigated fields of knowledge into which no man
had ventured before, and therefore his pioneer 1-rork and his reputation
have been superseded by the efforts of subsequent scholars.

But his

great contribution ;.ras to encourage the widespread feeling that the
Olympian mythology 1·ras becominf; tiresome and repetitive, and that a
possible field for poetic imasery existed in the East.
Jones's efforts should be seen as part of a movement in the last
tuenty-five years of the eighteenth century which expressed dissatisfaction
•ri th the limitations of classical mythology and its associated themes.

This was part of a European trend which attempted to supplement 1-rhat had
been received from the Graeco-Roman civiliza:.ion vrit,h ne1·r types of imagery
and subject matter.

Poets l'tho led the reader into nevr realms of i;1mGinative

e:;..."?erience were most aili:rl.red.

One of these nm.r realms 1.ms "the short al'ld

simple annals of ·t,be poor", the poetry of landsca!Je and village life.

1\n-

other was ·t:.he adoption of non-classical l egend and mythology such as Horse
and CeUic myths.

22,.,1 · ; 1
J.: 1e ~ orcs

.• J

Other poets attempted to imit.a-te the popular ballad,

-" the r.:nglish Poets (1810), ed. Chalmers, XVIII , P• hJ+O.
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-134a11d still others became interested in the novelty of the Orient and
incor~orated

it into ·tihe traditional poe·tic forms.

In so doing, they Here

unsuccessful, as Collins and Scott had been unsuccessful vrith the Oriental
eclor,ue.

Jones's ambitious attempt to adapt Orient al mythology to Znglish

poetry failed, possibly· because the legends he brought to light were too
intricate and remote and the proper names too difficult for the uninitiated
reader.

Some poets, hm.;ever, devoted part of their work to the authentic

Orient.

In particular, Byron, Coleridge, Hoare, Southey, and Landor

exploited this phase of romanticism to uhich Jones had int roduced them
and derived local colour from such realis·0ic tales as Vathek and t he
published accou.11ts of travellers.

Their poems uere highly successful for

a ti:ne, causing Jones 1 s oun reput.ation to decline.
(2) The Real Orient
·rm·rards the end of the aight.een·tih cent ury and cont i nuine int o t he
early decades of the nine·tieenth century, the cult of Orientalism in
English literature ivas a-li its height .

Authors of pros r:: fiction were

urit.ing stories \'Jhich attempted to give a true picture of Eastern countries,
and on the stage producers of Oriental plays spared no expense or ar·t.ifice
t o present authentic costumes and scenes to the audience.

In poet,ry those

Hriters who were interested in the Orient thought it necessary t o ver ify
their ·themes and sources by adding lengthy explanations and footno·t.es,
thus making their poems seem more authentic.

In some cases poet s would

share s ource material or make sugGest ions t o ot her poets , and for a t i me

I
··- ·--·-
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-135these rolllr'J.I1Cic narrative poems about the East held the attention of
the reading public.
Lm1dor

Foremost among these "J?Oets i·rere: Halter Savage

(1775-1864), Robert Southey (1774-1843), Srunuel Taylor Coleridge

(l772-183h), Lord Byron

(1788-1824), and 'rhomas Hoare (1779-1852). ·He

are concerned here not so much lri. th -~he comparative merits of t,he poems
t.he1aselves as rd.th the strivings of these poets for authenticity and
their resultant popularity.

In 1798 Landor published Gebir, a long narrative poem in seven
sections.

This poem sets out t.o rebuke the ambition of conquest and to

look favourably upon those Hho strive for peace.

Gebir, an Iberian

prince, sets out to conquer Zgypt, but the conquest is suspended when he
falls in love with Ee:vpt' s young queen, Charoba.

Through the treachery of

her nurse, the sorceress Dalica, he is slain amid the rejoicings of the
marriage feast.

·ramar, the younger brother of Gebir, tends his brother's

flocks and vainly contends rd.th a sea-nymph.

She has been made susceptible

to human feelings by the superior pmver of Gebir and carries off Tamar to
dvrell -rd.th her forever beyond the reach of human ambitions.

In spite of

the tinge of didacticism, the poem is as wild and fanciful as the Arabian
tale on which it is based.

To heighten the tragedy, Landor alters his

source, maldng Gebir an epic hero and changing Charoba from a proud Orient.al
queen to a love-sick girl who is fearful of mentioning her passion for
Gebir.

Dalica, therefore, infers that she does not loYe the conqueror and

plans his dea-th uithout her knoivledge,
By his own admission Landor v1!'ote f or a select feH, and

~
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-1.36attracted only a handful of readers Hhen it 1·ras first published.

'f his

\vas doubtless due in part to Landor's esoteric mannerisms as a poet.
Landor v-ms an extremely learned man, and often the sources of his
narrative poetry are vrorks of minor writers. His poem has not made the
lecend of Crebir immortal.

Even though he elevated the hero to epic

"roportions, ·the poem is not a great epic.

Bu·~ he did accor.tplish one

ob;j ec ~i ve, namely to earn the respect of at least ten thoughtful readers,
:unonc i-l'hom \-Tere ColeridBe, De Quincey, Southey, Lamb, Scott, and Shelley.
Foremost in his praise of ~ was Southey, whose criticism of the poem
in The Critical Review in 1799 enhanced its popularity.

He pointed to the

ill-chosen story and the obscurity of the language, but said of its
beaut,ies that, they were of the first order, and that every circumsta.11ce
vJas displayed \•r ith a force and accuracy which paint.ing could not exceed.
Southey also feU indebted to~ in the composition of his own
Oriental poems:

"Soon ar-lier I had begun the Arabian romance •• . •

~

fell into my hands, and my verse uas greatly improved by it, both in
vividness and strength". 23 In 1802 Landor produced a neu edition of
Gebir with lihe help of his broiJher Robert. To make the poem more popular,
they had it reprinted with argmnents and notes in order to clear up
clifficulliies and modify points about which the author had changed his mind.
At the same ·l:,ime a Latin transla iJion was puolished \vhich included a
scholarly and vigourous introduc·liion to help it achieve popularity • Yet
·t

1

never

\-Ta.S

,
1-Tidely reaa •

Gebl' r •·•as rer;arded rather as the fanciful
_
"
-

creation of a youthful pedant.

-

23s outhey, Poems (1909), ed. Fitzgerald, P• 2.
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-137Southey 1 s poems are remarkable for their copious
Oriental de ~ail.

documen~at.ion

of

Sout.hey took a long time and extraordinary pains to

:rrite ~halaba the :8estroyer (1801) and The Curse of Kehama (1810).

How

much he read on his subject, is eviden·~ from the innumerable not.es uhich
accompany ~hese poems.

P.mong the sources he used are numerous books of

travel, most of Sir vTilliam Jones 1 s original and transl ated 1-rorks, many
translations from the Oriental languages, the ~' and the Arabian
Eir;hts.

Bu~ Southey 1·ras no·G entirely symp~thetic 1tith the spirit of the

Orient in which he had immersed himself so deeply.

The fact that he

felt impelled to 1-ll'ite Oriental poems in spite of this lack of sympathy
is a clear indicaGion of the strengGh of English interest in this region
at the time,

The great parade of learning in his footnotes and prefaces

indicates that such e>..-ternal information 1-ras not, only necessary for an
u11derstanding of the poems, buG was also expected by the public.
The preparation of such poems could not be rushed.
in the preface to Thalaba:

nr

Southey writes

had fixed upon the ground, four years

before, for a l!ahommedan tale; and in the course of that time the plan had
been formed and the materials collectedn,24 The story of Thalaba is
taken from 11'fhe History of Haugraby the Hagician 11 , which, as the preface
s·Gat.es, was conGained in !9-e Arabian Tales, or, a Continuation of the
Arabian Nights (1792), translated from the French by Hobert Heron.
'rhal aba an Arabian youth is

des~ined

In

t o destroy na seminary of evil

magiciansn who inhabit the Domdaniel Caverns nunder the
and to perish, like samson, among his f oes.

roo·~ s

of the sean ,

At the beginning of the story

--.l
I

, ·---- ---·- ------ - --· 7
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-138the members of Thalo.ba 1 s family are massacred by Okba, a Domdaniel
magician.

But 'rhalaba survives and Hhen he r:;rows to manhood attempts to

avenge their deaths.

The magicians try to destroy Thalaba before he can

destroy them, but they are alHays cheat ed by the courage and piet y inspired
by his sense of mission, or by the direct intervention of providence.
Arthur in The Faerie Queene, he all-rays emerges unscathed.

Like

In the Tt-1elfth

Book, he finally stabs the idol of Eblis doNn in the caverns. The
caverns collapse, killing the magicians and Thalaba lumself, but Thalaba's
soul is inunediately translated to Paradise.
0

'Ehalaba is thoroughly Oriental in tone, and the aU Ghor has incorporated many conventional features of the Oriental tale.

Yet t he

poem lacks passion and the language is more stately and classical than
Ori ental, for Southey was influenced by Hilton, Spenser, and Landor 's
Gebir.

Nevert.heless, Francis Jeffrey considered the style to be "feeble,
11 2
low, and disjointed; idthout elegance, and vrithout dignity • S There

is no sense of an impending catastrophe in the poem, for the perils of
Thalaba's adventures are so readily overcome that it is difficult to f eel
any concern about ·t.hem.

Jeffrey writes:

'r ales of this sort may amuse children, and int erest , for
a moment, by the prodigies they exhi bit, and the mul~itude
of events they bring together: but the interest eA~7res
ldth the novelty; and attention is f requently exhaust.ed,
even before curiosity has been gr atified. The pleasur~
afforded by performances of t his sort, is_v~r.r much ru{l n
t o that i·rhich may be derived from the exlu b:Lt:Lon of a
harlequin farce; ivhere, instead of just i~tatio~s of
nature and human character, vre are enter ·t.a1ned inth the
transforma t.ion of caulifloi-lers and beer-barrels , the .
auparition of ghosts and devils , and all t he other 1nag~c
of the 1-rooden sword.26

2SThe Edinburgh Revie-vr, I (1802), P• 69.

26Ibi d ., pp.

75, 76.
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-139From 1801 to 1809 Southey amassed considerable information about
Hindu myth and legend for his next Oriental poem, The Curse of Kehama,
which appeared in 1810. This poem -vras based on the notion that in the
!-lindu religion prayers, penances, and sacrifices are supposed to possess

inherent value ivhich does not depend on the mo·tive of the person Hho
performs them.

Consequently, men idth evil intentions are said to have

obtained power in this manner, po-vmr Hhich has made them formidable.
E01·1ever extravagant this theme may appear, Southey has worked it out -vd. th
sldll and explained ·the obscurities in his subject chiefly by means of
more elaborate footnotes,

He annotates and explains everything from

Indian social customs to flora and fauna, and the 1-1hole system of Hindu
llifthology.

n·r hat mythology Hhich Sir HilliaJn Jones had been the first

to introduce into English poetry11 is gradually explained and illustrated
by quotations from the bes·t authorities.

Anticipating the criticism

tha·~ such material is too obscure for English poetry, he says:

, • • if every allusion to it throughout the i-Tork is
·not sufficient.ly self-explained to render the passage
intellitible, there is a ioJ"ant of skill in the poet.
Even th~se readers ioJ"ho should be ioJ"holly unacquaiilted
\·lith the i·lritings of our learned Orientalists, idll
find all the preliminary lmovrledge that can be needful,
in the brief explanation of mythological names prefixed
to the Poem. 27
Here Southey uses the same system as in Thalaba; his sources are principally
t ravellers' descriptions of Syria, Arabia, and Persia, the Arabian Nights,
translations of Arabian and Persian poetry, the

~' and the Old Testament .

The central figure of the poem is the powerful and uicked Kehama,
0'
,.
I

27southey, op. cit., P• 117.
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-140Hho, by the performance of prescribed sacrifices, has attained sernidi vine status and nm·T attempts to consolidate his conquest of the lorrer
regions of the universe. Kehama 1 s son is killed by the peasant Ladurlad
to prevent him from

rapin~

his daughter. Kehama pronounces a curse on

Ladurlad i·lhich makes him invulnernble to disease, r7eapons or age. But
though he preserves his life, he denies him food, water, sleep, and all
the pleasures of the earth. He is also condemned to an everlasting
torture strongly reminiscent of the fate of Vathek:
Thou shalt live in thy pain
:;Jhile Kehama shall reign,
Hi th a fire in thy heart,
And a fire in thy brain;
And Sleep shall obey me,
And visit thee never,
And the Curse sha~ be on thee
For ever and ever. 8
Then follous a succession of incidents in '1-Thich Ladurlad and his daughter
are subjected to the influence of the various pol·rers, good and evil, in
the complicated Hindu mythology, i·Thile the vengeful spirit of fl.rvalan,
Kehama•s son, seeks to get possession of Kailyal, the peasant girl. The
curse of Kehama turns into a blessing, for by his immunity from death
Ladurlad is able to save his daughter from the dangers which threaten her.
Finally, Kehama, 1-rho has obtained clominion over heaven, aspires to the
throne of hell.

He drinks the namreeta11 , or cup of i :mmortallty, only t o

find he has drunk eternal punishment. Ladurlad and Kailyal enjoy everlastinc felicity.
Kehama is meant to represent the presumptuous will and intellect
that seek to threaten old pieties and release t he enerEies that •Jill

28rbid., p. 124.
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-141devastate the i<Iorld.

The poem was not, vn:thout it.s relevance for the time,

and Southey often compared Kehama to !~apoleon.

Hmvever symbolic he may be,

readers of Oriental tales will reco13nize that Kehama is really another
Vathek Hi th "protruded brm·r, the gathered front, the steacly eye of '1-rrathu.

Dut, as in Thalaba, Southey 1 s classical style does not match the fancy
of the poem.

He attempts to explain vrhy this is so:

H appeared to me, that here neither the tone of the
morals, nor the strain of the poetry, could be pitched
too hich; that nothin8 but moral sublimity could
c01.1pensate for the extravagance of the fictions, and
that all the skill I might possess in the art of poetry
i·ms required to counterbalance the disadvantage of a
nzythology 'l·rith 1Vhich feH readers were likely to be well
acquainted, and which vrould appear monstrous if its
deformities were not kept out of sight. I endeavoured,
therefore, to combine the utmost richness of versification
'Hi th ·the greatest freedom. The spirit of the poem was
Indian, but there was nothing Oriental in the style. I had
learnt the language of poetry fro~ our oun great masters
and the great poets of an'Giqui ty.

9

Yet these tvro poems vrere inu11ensely popular and Southey Has the foremost
Oriental poet up to this time.

Thou~h Coleridge is not kno'lm for his interest in the Orient, his
Kubla Khan, first published in 1816, is a product of the general interest
in Orientalism in England.

Coleridge says in his introduction to the

1816 edition that the poem i·J'aS v.Titten as early as 1797 (thour:;h scholars
now think it may have been written in

1798 or 1799). But more important

·t.o the subject at hand, he claims that the poem Has published "rather as
a psychological curiosity, than on the ground of any supposed poetic
meri tsn.JO '.rhe story of its composition is as well knovm as the poem

29Ibid., P• 16.
3°s .T. Coleridge,

~

(1927), ed. E. P.. Coleridge, P• 295.

. I
I

'
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-1.42itself:
readin~

Coleridge fell asleep under the influence of "a.TJ. anodyne" while
in Purchas 1 s Pilgrimes about Cublai Can.

He composed tlvo or

three hundred lines in his sleep cmd aHoke to t·TI'ite most of ther.t dmm
before he 1vas interrupted.

This idea of ICubla Khan's unconscious com-

posii:.ion has been widely accepted until recent times when convincine:
0

evidence has been put forward to shovT that Coleridge had, in fact, read
many Oriental publications - chiefly through the influence of his friend
Southey, 1-1ho, at the time, Has assiduously preparing Thalaba the Destroyer)l
Coleridge's relationship with Southey thus assumes added importance, for
Southey seems to have provided, through his poetry, his notes, and his
reading, many of the scattered eler.tents which Coleridge gathered together
into Knbla Khan.
This implies that Coleridge 1 s

11 vision 11

is a hoax, though this is

not serious since ·t:.here is plenty of precedent for disguising the origin
of Orienta.l tales.

It is clear nol-T that Southey's Common-Place Book,32

Landor's Gebir 33 Southey's Thalaba, 34 and Sir ~·Jilliam Jones s poem A Hynm

_,

1

to Ganga35 agree in so many respects l-Ti th Kubla Khan that a conscious

31see Elisabeth Schneider, Coleridge, Opium and "Kubla Khan" (195?); Garland
H Cannon "A Neu Probable Source for 'Kubla Khan"', College Enghsh, XVII
(i955), p~. 136-142; Harren U. Ober, "Southey, Coleridge, and 'Kubla Khan"',
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, LVIII (1959), PP• 414-422.
32ober, op. cit., PP• 415-421.
33schneider, op. cit., pp.ll7-133.
34Ibid., PP• 133-149.

35c~on, op. cit., pp.l36-l42.
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borrovring from these l·rorks instead of an unconscious creation is indicated.
Above all, Coleridge must have been influenced by his relationship vdth
Southey, ld th '1-rhom he spent a great deal of time in August and September
of 1799 while Southey was preparing Thalaba.
parallels to Kubla IG1an.

Thalaba contains many

At this time Southey proposed to Coleridge that

they collaborate on a poem to be entitled Hohcumned, which t·ras to cover the
1

prophet s life from the beginning of his ministry to the storming of
Necca.

A plan of the work was dravm up,36 and each of them selected a

part Hhich he uould develop.

During this period they 1vere very probably

sharing notes and ideas, and Sout hey's notebooks Here full of information
gleaned from the travel 1iterat,ure about Africa and Asia. It is apparent
also that at this time ~hey 1vere reading many of the same books. 37
Coleridge must have had access to Southey's Common-Place Book, 1trhich
eventually st·relled to four volumes and 2,8?8 pages.

In his revi el·r, Jeffrey-

views the Common-Place Book as the main source of Thalaba:
Every incident, therefore, and description, - every
superstitious usage, or singular -~radition, that appeared
to him susceptible of poetical embellishment, or capable
of picturesque representa·~ion, he has set dmm for t:U~
purpose, and adopted such a fable an~ plan o! composJ.·!i~on,
as mieht enable him to work up all his matenals, and J.?t erweave every one of his quotations, 1dthout any extraordJ.nary
violation of unity or order. vlhen he had filled his commonpl ace
book, he began to write; and his poem is little else t han his
commonplace book versified.38

36see vlarren u. Ober J Ill Uohammed I: the Outline of a Proposed Poem by
Colerid~e and Southey", Notes and Queries, CCIII (1958), P• 448.
37Se e James Baker, "Books Read by Coleridge and Southey", inn Li t erary. and
Biographical Studies (1908), pp. 211-218, an~ Paul Ka~man, The Rea~7ng
of Southey and Coleridge : The Record of Theu Bor rmnngs from the Br J.stol
Library 1793-98", Hodern Philology, XXI (1923/ 24), PP• 317- 320.
38Qp. Ci t., pp. 77,78.
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-144Unfort·unately the collaboration on Nohanuned did not progress beyond the
sta~e

outline

(ho>-revcr, Southey's Hohanuned; A Fragment, 1-rritten in 1799

and Coleridge's short poem Hahomet survive as memorials).

In spite of

~hat, Southey's influence on Coleridge has left its mark in Kubla Khan and

I

stam~ed

Coleridee as a devotee of Orientalism.

The most succes~ful 1-rri ter of Oriental verse uas Lord &)Ton.
the brief period between

S June

In

1813 and 6 August 1814 he quickly produced

The Giaour, I'he Bride of Abydos, The Corscir, and~·

In six months

The Giaour 1-1ent through seven editions; The Bride sold six thousand copies
in a month; ten thousand copies of The Corsair 1-1ere sold on the day it
Has published (an unprecedented achievement); and six thousand copies of

~were sold in five dars.

Such facts demonstrate not only Byron's

popularity, but the popularity of Oriental romances. Byron had not gone
about 1-rriting these as conscientiously as some of his contemporaries. His
1-1ork is not as scholarly as, say, Southey's, and Byron denied even that
he uas a professional writer at all. Hone of his contemporaries, ho'\'lever,
had the benefit, of Byron 1 s first-hand experience in Eastern travel or his
genius for extracting the most romantic and sensational, and therefore the
most marketable features, from the Eastern literature that, he had read.
He realized that he v1as

no·~

producing uorks of high

them to have been strangely overrated.

quali~y

and considered

He Has merely introducinG his

favourite hero-type into the Eastern setting that he knevi so Hell. He
lmovr

tha~

he admired the Arabian Niehts and Vathek, but this kind of

fanciful Orientalism had no place in his poetry.

';

In his vievr the East

.

j

. c .•.••, ••• . • • .,.
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-145Has not a land of peris and enchanters engaged in feats of unbelievable
;nagic, but a land of pashas, pirat.es, and bandit,ti.

He held in conunon

Hi th contemporary tv.ri ters of the Oriental prose tale an interest in

real life, and his plots are founded, in varying degrees, upon fact.
In his poems he drew u~on his ovm experiences and observations in
Albania, Greece, and Asia f!.d.nor.
The most memorable fe ature of these poems is the vray in uhich
Byron portrays the heroes.

They are all, in varying degrees, Noble Out-

laws, and as such are "men of action", not of contemplation.

They sub-

scribe to the ideal of anarchic and individualistic liberty. There is
something of the rebel _-:1d the renegade in each of them:

the Giaour,

Selim of The Bride, and Conrad and Lara of 'rhe Corsair and ~· vie are
not asked to viet-7 them 1dth a critical eye, for there are no standards
presented for our judging.
'1-r i th them.

Instead, 1-1e are invited to identify ourselves

For Byron brings no didactic purpose to these poems and

invokes moral principles only to
flout them.
human nature.

hei~hten the glory of the heroes t.Jho

It is impossible to take them seriously as representatives of

They 1-1ere attractive in the vray that adolescent heroes

are attractive, and also because they lived in the Orient.

In the Preface

to these poems, Byron's editor, E.H. Coleridge, .v.rites:
Byron • s metrical 11 Tales 11 come before us in the guise of
llght reading, and may be "easily criticized" as melodramat,ic - ·the heroines conventional puppe·ts , the heroes
reduolicated reflections of the author's personalitjr,
the Oriental "properties" loosely arranged, and somet-rhat
stage-worn. A thorough and symp~thetic study ?f these once
extravagantly lauded and nmv behttled poems 1nll not,
perhaps , reverse the deliberate judgement of later
generations, bu·t it rriJJ. display them f or l1hat, they are,

_j _ _ ____ ______T'
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-146~old ;.nd.r~pid ~d yet exact presentations of the ngorgeous

uast, Vl.v~d and fresh from the hand of the great artist
'1-Tho conc~ived them out of the abundance of memory and
observatJ.on, and urought them into shape with the nuen
of a ready w.ri ter. 11 They '1-Till be once more recognized as
:-rorks . of genius! an integral portion of our li-terary
J.nhen tance, Hhich has its proper value and 1-Till repay
a more assiduous and a f iner husbandry.39
Part of Byron's fame is due to the i ngenious way in which he
capitalized on Snglish interest in the Or ient.

According t o convention,

he added realism by uriting introductions and footnotes appropriate to
his material.

Ho"t-Tever, he did not dr01m the text as Southey had done,

and uas able lio rely upon "t-That he had seen of the Orient.

Byron 1 s genius

l-Tas such that had he written about the North American Indian or the Knights
of the Round Table he would have been famous.

But it is doubtful whether

he l-rould have won the fame which resuHed from his 11 Turkish Tales. 11 He
was perceptive enough to catch the exact spirit of English interes·t in
Orientalism at a time 't-Then such entertainments ·1-1ere in great demand.
At least one poet suffered from Byron 1 s achievements - his close
friend and confidant Thomas Hoore.

Because they exchanged ideas, their

literary efforts sometimes run parallel.

Certainly, by September, 1811,

Hoore had begun Hork on an Oriental verse tale, but the nature of it he
kept secret from everyone until it -vras published.

:ayron knew t hat Hoore

was at work on a long poem connected with the Eas~, and he kept Hriting
hearty words of encouragement.

No doubt the East, as a subj ect for poetry,

had been discussed by the t-vro men, but Noore was surprised when Byron f ollowed
him.

He '1-Tas discouraged by Byron 1 s phenomenal success, especially by

,_

39Byron )forks (1922), ed. E. H. Coleridge, III, pp. viii, b:.
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This upset him because he had intended

to publish a poem 1-r.i.th a similar theme. He \oJrote to Hary Dalby:

11Lord

Byron 1 s last poem did give me (I am sorry to tell you) a deep \·round in a
very vi tal part - my

s ·~ory;

and i li is sinGular enough, for he could not

knm; anything about it".M Being aH:u'e of public interest in the Sast,

Hoore i-las vexed that the novelty and force of his poem 1muld be diminished
and that he 1-1ould be cr01-1ded by other \vri ters an."Ci.ous to exploit the
taste for Oriental pCletry.

He Hrote:

••• I feel rather downhearted about it. Never uas anything more wuuclcy for me than Byron 1 s invasion of this
re:;ion, uhich 1·1hen I entered it, was as yet untrodden,
and whose chief charm consisted in the gloss and noveHy
of its features; but it will non be over-run lvith
clumsy adventurers, and i·rhen I make my appearance, instead
of being a leader as I looked to be, I must d1-1indle into
an humble follm.;er - a Byronian. This is disheartening,
and I sometimes doubt uhether I shall publish it at all;
thouch at the same time, If I may trust in 11~ oim judgement, I think I never 'Nrote so 1-1ell befort:.4...
1

Happily Byron 1 s romances uhetted the public appetite, and 1-rhen l-1oore s
Lalla Rookh came out in 1817 it too 1-ras a success.
Hoore orsanized Lalla Rookh as a frame-tale.

Aurungzeb sends his

dauGhter, Lalla 1ookh, fr01:1 Delhi to Cashmere to meet her prospective
husband, the son of the king of Bokhara.

On the Hay she is entertained by

the tales of a you."lg poet, Fera..'11.orz, Hho has been sent along by her father
to keep her company.

Lalla Rookh falls in love Hith the poet, and is

therefore reluctant to approach her des0iny.

But 1-rhen she is ushered into

the presence of the prince, she faint:,s with joy, for the prince is none

4C>tct·ter to J.Jary Dalby, December 1813, in Letters, ed. Douden, I, P• 289.
41Letter to

f.~ary

Godfrey, July or Auc;ust 1813,

~·'

P• 275.

-148other

·~han

FeraTUorz hims<;)lf vrho had chosen to meet his bride in this
s·~ory

romantic way.

Hoven into the

royal singer:

"The Veiled Prophet of 1Chorassan11 , nparadise and the Peri",

11'r he

Fire ';Torshippers 11 , and 11'fhe

are the four tales related by the

Li~ht

of the Haramn. The best of ·these

11ParadJ.Se
J.S
and the Peri 11 , based on the Persian legend of the Peris,
•
'

a breed of half -fallen angels who are permU t ed all t he delights of t he
earth, but not, those of Paradise.

However, lithe glorious Aneel, who was

l<eeping/The gates of Light 11 says:
•One hope is thine,
Tis writ ~en in the Book of Fate,
The Peri yet may be forgiven
Hho brings to this Eternal Gate
2
The gift that is most dear to Heavenl 4
1

The Peri first brings the last drop of blood of a patriot hero, shed in

vain, folloHed by the last sigh of a maiden who chose ~o share the
death of her true love; but both are rejected.

Finally, she attains ever-

lastinc; happiness by bringing the tear of a repentant sinner.
Lalla Rookh was l-Tritten in -~he scholarly tradition of Sou·they s
1

Oriental poems and l acked the immediacy of Byron• s. l-'ioore was relying
upon the charm of unfamiliar scenes and highly-coloured descriptive
passages.

He laid his s·~ories in a country knmm to him only t lu.· ough

books and derived his plots from literature unkno1m to a gr eat proportion
of his readers.

Byron, on the other hand, rras a part of every scene t hat

he created and his Oriental poems savour of ac·~ual experience. Any

va~ueness which chances to exist is cleared up by the const ant addition
of footnotes t o explain frar;ments of East ern cus·:.om and natural hist ory

42Hoore,

Poe·t.ical ~vorks [ N.D. J, P •

414 •
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-149that Hoore laboriously brings in, thus giving the poem a ring of
artificiality.

It was said of his characters:

11 All

the personages are

so very beautiful, and brave, and agonizing - so totally wrapt up in the
exaltation of their vehement emotions, and '1-nthal so lofty in rank, and
so sumptuous and magnificent in all that relates to their

eA~ernal

condition, that the herd of ordinary mortals can scarcely venture to
conceive of their proceedings, or to sympathize freely 1·nth their
fortunes 11 .43 This is a reading of a romantic poem through Augustan eyes.
These poems do not permit every bosom to return an echo, but ask simply
that the reader should accept an implausible world long enough to escape
briefly from the real one.

Hoore 1 s way of escape seemed m1acceptable

after Byron's.
Contemporary poets considered Lalla Rookh to be too florid, and
it, is sometimes apparent that Hoore is uncomfortable 1·rriting the uay he

does.

He attempted narrative poetry because that '1-ras the fashion; he

uas more at home in lyric poetry.

The Eastern theme vras new to him and

he tried to make himself at home in it, emphasizing the qualities of
elaborate finish, profusion of ornament, and variety of incident. These
qualities made the poem a success . and gained Hoore a European reputation.
For no reader could ever mistake his meaning - the amount of thought in
the poem is light in comparison 1-Tith the uay in 1vh.ich it is expressed.
Every harshness is smoothed away. Novradays, because t he Oriental taste
has subsided, it seems an unnecessarily verbose aberration of that taste.

4J.rhe Edinburgh Review, XX:OC (1817), P• 4.
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-150Though by no means the las·t of the Oriental poems, Lalla Rookh indicat es
that the taste for them had begun to run out , and f ew of the successors
of Lalla Rookh are l-Tor"th our considerat ion until the appe.Jrance of EdHard

Fitzgerald 1 s

11

translation11 , The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam ( 1859 ).
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Chapter Five

Conclusion
Ye dreamers, then,
Forgers of daring tales l ue bless you then
Impostors, drivellers, dotards as the ape'
Philosophy Hill call you: the~ we feel
\<lith what, and hmv great might ye are in leal')"ue
·
mal{e our m.s
· h our pow~r, our thought a deed
"' '
An empire, a possession, - ye whom time
'
And seasons serve; all Faculties; - to 11hom
Earth crouches, the elements are potter's clay
Space like a heaven filled up ..n. th northern li~hts
Here, no11here, there, and everJ7l-1here at once.
'

~·1ho

Hordsworth, The Prelude
Book V, 11. $23-533.

(180)),

Hm·r many Oriental Horks innnediately spring to mind? The Citizen
of the 1:/orld, Rasselas, Vnthek, Byron's
The Orphan of China.

11

rurkish Tales", and perhaps

The rest. are forgotten.

Furthermore, of the major

·vrorks produced in the period 1-1e are dealing with only a fel·T have even a
remote connection 1dth the Orient.

It is therefore obvious that Orient-

alism in English literature did not, cause any major modifications in its
major genres.
-rrork in

·~he

Hriters used Oriental subject matter but continued to

forms of literature that 1-1ere already in existence. vlhile it

is possible to

overra·~e

this contribution, Orientalism cannot be over-

looked as one of the trends enriching literature at this time. The

be·~ween Eastern and Hestern
a van~age point from lvhich he

contrast that existed, or seemed to exist,
cultures provided the i-ITi ter 1d th both

could observe (and attack) his countrymen more objectively, and a l{ind
of nether vrorld into which bot.h re.?.d er and t-rri ter could retreat from the
mundane affairs of everyday life.

'
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-152It is

no·~

surprising that ue find a certain anbivalence to•·rards

Orientalism in the minds of many eighteenth-century •vriters.

Augustan

literature lvas primarily concerned with the real uorld - l'Tith man in
the context of social and political reality. T:Jriters like Pope and
Johnson looked with disfavour upon literature vThich encouraged escapism
and had nothing valuable or relevant to say to mankind.

And so Orientalism

in l i tera.ture began as one way of approaching 11 the proper study of mankind 11

-

man.

But as the century progressed, the exotic East became

cultivated for its ovm sake and writers indulged the.11selves fully in its
•·ronder and beauty.

In the firs~ half of the eighteenth century didac-~icism

became a dominan·~ feat.ure of the prose tale, and amusing essays extolling
the virGue of Oriental life, political satires, fables, and the ubiquitous
11

spy11 uho tvas capable of exposing the follies of contemporary England,

resulted.

In the drama the same moralistic bias was present.

Oriental

plays such as Johnson's ~propagated Occidental Christian doctrines.
And although Orientalism did not greatly affect poetry in the first half
of the eighteenth century,
was present.

H was used for moralistic purposes when it

Beckford's Vathek was a turnin~ point in Oriental literature,

--

for after its publication morality 1-.ras no longer the raison d'etre of the
prose ta.le.

The colourful East which flowed from Beckford's imagination

and 1·1hich 1-1as later fully exploited by Byron remained the stock background for Oriental literature until it uas shattered b.Y the realism of
Hope's and Horier•s picaresque novels.

On the stage t he melodrama,

represenGing the neH romantic spirit , disc arded its moralistic content and
began to depend for its effect upon spectacle, exoticism, and eroticism.

__ -------;r
_/
_

-153'rhe Arabian Nights and the Oriental tales provided ideas for farces

'

pantomimes, and comic operas, and for these the spectactllar Oriental
costumes and settings uere l-lell suHed.

These pantomimes continued to

be a stronB feature of the nineteenth-century stage, especially in the
\·:orks of James Robinson Planche, Edlotard Blanchard, :filliam Brouu;h, Hark
Lemon, Henry Byron, Hilton Jones, and John Francis HcArdle.

In romantic

poetry Orientalism represents a craving for free range of the imagination
and an appetite for the unlmmm and the limitless.

Romantic poetry about

the Orient is also characterized by an attempt to achieve authent icity
throu~h ex·tensive introductions, argument s, and notes.

CrHical judgements of Oriental literature in the eighteenth
century tended to be harsh.

Critics trained in the classics found i t

difficult to accept the lack of restraint, carelessness of form, absence
of propriety, and shallo1o1 characterization usually encountered in these
-.rorks.

Francis Jeffrey, for example, vehemently protests against such

literature in reviewing Southey's Thalaba:

"The peculio.r G.octrines of

this sect, it 1-1ould not, perhaps, be very easy to explain; but, t hat
they are dissenters from the est ablished systems in poetry and criticism,
•
•
II 1
is ncl!Jci:tted, and proved indeed, by the 1-rhole tenor of t 11e~r compos~ v~ons •
L •

There were protests also against ·the irrelevance of going so f ar afi eld
to find subject ma tter, especially in the relatively unlmm·:n vrorld of
Oriental mythology.

But t he Augustan s t andards of cri ticism {as expressed

b:{ Jeff.rey) -rere becoming i rrelevant and neu standards 1-1er e r e:?l acine t hem.

1

1Edinbureh Revie,·r, I ( 1802/03), P• 63.
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-154As the taste for romarrt.ic literature greu, tolerance for Oriental
literature increased.

Beckf ord' s Vathe',
k a perfect confluence of the

Gothic and the Oriental, 1-ras so 1vell ~uited to the neu taste that it
contributed more to the acceptance of Orientalism than any other single
uorlc.
Escape, then, appears to be the most outstandinc; contribution of
Oriental literature, for whether it was didactic or romantic, the action
of these stories, poems, and plays 1\"as far removed from the life of
the reader.

As ear]S as

1755

Joseph Spence wrote:

'rhe readine; of novels and eastern tales, &c. lilce
drinkinG of drams. - ':Tine tastes like 1-1ater after
the latter; and the daily occurrences of life seem
quite tasteless and insipid after being deeply
engaged in the former.2
Part of this escape was brought about by the erotic appeal of the East
to the Hestern mind.

The sexual conventions in Eastern literature are

quite different from those of the \fest.

The dubious virtue of Oriental

characters and the uell-kno1m phenomenon of the harem Here sure to feed
the fantasies o.f the English reader.

The spirit of t.he Orient possessed

all the attraction and. potentiality of half-knovrledge, allmring the
Englisf1.man to fill in for himself the ·t,hings that 1-1ere not clear t o him.
It provided a complete escape from the real environment in lio a totally

-

strange uorld 1rith an ethos of its mm - an atmosphere evoked by
imaginations of both the writer and the reader.

-~he

J.L. Lo1-1es observes :

1Tot only on the fascinating· fringes .of early m:1ps; but
universally, the advancing territory of the.kno•~ is
rimmed and bounded by a dubious borderland ~n 1vh~ch

2Joseph Spence, Anecdotes (1820), "Supplemental Anecdotes from First
11emorandum Book for 17SS", P• 209.
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-155the unf:mliar and the strange hold momentary 51-;ray.
And thau. zo~e of the. m~ellous ( Hhich is merely the
'l.llllmovm 1.n 1.t.s trans1 ·~1.on to the wonted) draHs like a
l?~dsGone the incorporating energy of the imagination,
vuuch penetrates to ~he core of the familiar behind
the outward semblance of the strange, and completes the
conquest Hhich discovery began.3
In the early nineteenth century the influence of the Arabian Hights
had been markedly reduced and l-1I'iters bec8me preoccupied with l-That they
called 11 local colour".

The early Biblical quality of the moral tales

had disappeared, and on stage scenes of pomp and splendour very often
burlesqued the old heroic Oriental plays.

But yet ·the East continued to

serve as a decorative background, and ;.rriters preoccupied 'l'rith its
romantic possibilities were distracted from the reality of Eastern culture.
Sir Yrilliam Jones had called for a greater understanding of Eastern
culture and insisted that the i'lest could learn much from the study of
Oriental laneuages, religions, and social customs.

Ho,vever rJ.s voice 1-1as

not sufficiently strong, and the true heritage of the East vras set aside.
Lookine back, then, it appears at first glance that the influence of the
East resulted in a very small and undistinguished portion of the literature
of the period.

But such an impression is misleading, for the influence

of the East only gains importance when we see that it has acted as a
fertilizer, liberating the imagination from narroH discipline and cilling
into action creative impulses l-rhich had lain dormant or confined.

3Lo;.res, The noad to Xanadu (1927), P•
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